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Enabling Parallel Wireless
Communication in Mobile Robot
Teams
Wireless inter-robot communication enables robot teams to cooperatively solve com-
plex problems that cannot be addressed by a single robot. Applications for cooper-
ative robot teams include search and rescue, exploration, environmental monitoring
and surveillance. Communication is one of the most important components in fu-
ture autonomous robot systems and is essential for core functions such as inter-robot
coordination, neighbour discovery, data fusion and cooperative control algorithms.
In environments where existing infrastructure does not exist, decentralised multi-hop
networks can be constructed using only the radios on-board each robot. These are
known as wireless mesh networks (WMNs). However existing WMNs have limited
capacity to support even small robot teams and current research in multi-robot sys-
tems is beginning to discover these practical limitations. This is due to the broadcast
nature of the wireless transmission medium where robots within transmission range
of each other must share a common channel. As robot teams become larger, access
to the channel diminishes. There is a need for WMNs where links act like dedicated
point-to-point connections such as in wired networks. Addressing this problem re-
quires a fundamentally new approach to WMN construction and this thesis is the
first comprehensive study in the multi-robot literature to address these challenges.
In this thesis, we propose a new class of communication systems called zero mutual
interference (ZMI) networks that are able to emulate the point-to-point properties of
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a wired network over a WMN implementation. We instantiate the ZMI network using
a multi-radio multi-channel architecture that autonomously adapts its topology and
channel allocations such that all network edges communicate at the full capacity of
the radio hardware. Our topology and channel allocation algorithms guarantee that
no more than seven radios are required at each node and provide scalable channel
assignments. The ZMI network emulates key properties of a wired network including:
(1) concurrent communication on all links with guaranteed bandwidth and latency,
(2) constant end-to-end bandwidth for streaming data in relay networks and (3) wired
network routing properties.
We validate the ZMI network in both simulation and extensive hardware testing. We
implement the ZMI network on a 100-radio testbed with up to 20-individual nodes.
Static benchmark experiments verify the theoretical properties of the ZMI network
and demonstrate higher throughput performance compared to three other multi-radio
channel assignment methods. The ZMI network is also demonstrated on a mobile
robot platform in important application scenarios such as data pipe-lining over a
relay network. The results show that the end-to-end communication rate over the
ZMI pipe-line network is independent of the number of hops. We also demonstrate a
decentralised optimisation problem with the ZMI network and show that co-channel
links can successfully transmit in parallel. Replications of these experiments on a
typical single-radio WMN highlight its limited capacity and the practical importance
of scalable high-bandwidth networks in robotics. The results are an encouraging
indication that the ZMI network approach can facilitate the communication demands
of large cooperative robot teams deployed in practical problems such as data pipe-
lining, decentralised optimisation, decentralised data fusion, data muling and sensor
networks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis is concerned with the algorithms and architectures for constructing wire-
less mesh networks (WMNs) to address the wireless communication challenges that
arise from networking cooperative robot teams. Cooperative networked robots are a
class of distributed multi-robot systems in which multiple independent robot agents
operate as a team. A coordinated multi-robot team is able to accomplish tasks that a
single robot cannot and can complete tasks more efficiently than signal robot systems.
Wireless communication is essential for coordination and cooperation. It enables
robots to discover each other, coordinate amongst themselves and share information.
However the limited communication capacity of existing wireless networks is an ob-
stacle to the real-world deployment of these robots. Addressing these capacity issues
lies at the core of this thesis.
A WMN is commonly used to provide a decentralised ad-hoc network for distributed
robots. A WMN is a decentralised collection of interconnected radios that enables
any-to-any communication within the network. Network radios serve as relay stations
for each other to provide all radios network-wide coverage without the need for in-
frastructure. Independence from infrastructure also allows WMN-enabled robots to
explore remote areas, aid in disaster relief where infrastructure is off-line or operate
in search and rescue missions where infrastructure is out-of-range.
1.1 Motivating Applications 2
Given the well-matched properties between WMNs and the requirements of robot
teams, we want to continue deploying WMNs in future robots. However, existing
WMNs often lack sufficient capacity for even small teams and current research in
multi-robot distributed algorithms are beginning to discover the practical limitations
of traditional WMNs. Worse yet, future robot teams will most likely be larger and de-
mand even more communication capacity. Our vision is a robot network that provides
properties typically associated with a wired network such as guaranteed link capac-
ity, bounded latency and predictable routing performance. In this thesis, we concern
ourselves with identifying the underlying challenges of wireless inter-robot communi-
cation that allow us to achieve this vision. We address these challenges through the
design, analysis and implementation of a new approach to WMN construction.
We believe the outcomes of this thesis have an important impact on a broad range of
large scale autonomous systems such as in fleets of autonomous vehicles, stevedoring,
unmanned aerial robots, autonomous mining and tele-operation. The contributions in
this thesis are also gradually becoming more significant with the global trend towards
autonomous operation in many real-world problems..
1.1 Motivating Applications
To illustrate the importance of communication, we present some example applica-
tions which demonstrate that successful inter-robot cooperation depends on wireless
communication. Motivating applications include autonomous robot teams, highly
dynamic teams, self reconfiguring (SR) robots and inter-vehicle communication.
1.1.1 Autonomous Robot Teams
Autonomous and tele-operated robot teams are valuable tools in situations where it
is impractical or unsafe to send humans such as rescue operations in under-ground
mines or collapsed buildings. In contrast to using a single robot, a team of autonomous
robots can coordinate with each other to rapidly search an area, assess damage or
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search for survivors. Supposing a survivor is found, operators may need to use the
robot team to communicate with the survivor or assess their condition. Whilst a
single robot would not have the transmit power to penetrate earth or rubble for direct
tele-operation, the team of robots can automatically reorganise into a relay network.
Using the relay network, rescue operators can relay control commands to an end-robot
and also use the end-robot to provide audio-visual feedback and communication [149].
1.1.2 Highly Dynamic Robot Teams
In applications such as teams of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), robots are fast
moving. These platforms result in highly dynamic networks. The accessibility of
modern UAVs has made it feasible to deploy teams of autonomous UAVs that can
carry out a range of missions such as search and rescue, surveillance and the deploy-
ment of ad-hoc infrastructure. For search and rescue, swarms of UAVs can be quickly
deployed to survey a large area. Through inter-robot communication, the swarm can
coordinate amongst each other to quickly cover the search area with minimal over-
lap to focus on areas of greater interest. The coordinated search effort of multiple
autonomous UAVs can vastly outperform a single UAV and even a team of manually
coordinated UAVs.
UAV teams can also be used to rapidly deploy ad-hoc communication infrastructure.
In [66], Hauert et al. demonstrates the use of teams of rapidly deployable UAVs to
provide ad-hoc aerial communication infrastructure. This can be important after
natural disasters where existing ground infrastructure is oﬄine.
1.1.3 Self-Reconfiguring Robots
Another motivating example is the use of SR robots in exploration tasks. SR robots
comprise many individual modules that are able to change shape for the task at
hand. These robots can transform between a legged walker or snake-shaped wriggler
depending on the terrain. To coordinate such complex behaviour amongst potentially
thousands of modules requires scalable and robust inter-module communication.
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Communication in existing SR robots is based on infrared (IR) or wired links. The
problem is that these physical layers are not well-matched to module connection
and disconnection. The main challenge is that communication links must tolerate
uncertainty in module alignment. Precise alignment presents a difficulty to connector
design, but is a requirement for IR and wired systems. If the requirement for precision
alignment is relaxed, problems with crosstalk and neighbour detection emerge [29].
Robustness is also problematic with IR and wired communication. Exposed electrical
connectors and fragile IR optics are susceptible to damage and failure in harsh outdoor
environments. However these issues are not trivial and robustness and reliability is
fundamental when hundreds or thousands of robots are continually reconfiguring.
Wireless radio inter-robot communication directly solves both the robustness and
reliability problems. Radio communication is also ideal for harsh outdoor environ-
ments as there are no mechanical or exposed components and radio communication
is unaffected by orientation and alignment.
1.1.4 Inter-vehicle Communication
In the future, fleets of autonomous vehicles will be able to coordinate complex ma-
noeuvres amongst each other and drive in dynamic formations. Inter-vehicle commu-
nication will be essential for the coordination of high speed vehicle manoeuvres and
formations.
The common approach to communication in vehicular networks is with a global com-
munication system. Although different implementations exist, they are generally
based on vehicles accessing roadside infrastructure nodes or access points (APs) which
are then inter-linked with wired backbones [142]. In this case the primary communi-
cation is between infrastructure nodes and vehicles. While this approach is simple,
it is requires a significant investment in infrastructure which can be costly given the
number of APs that are potentially required. Furthermore, as these vehicles are likely
to be carrying human passengers at high speeds, inter-vehicle communication has to
be extremely robust and reliable. This would imply having clearly defined levels of
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latency and bandwidth that does not depend on the availability of infrastructure and
the size of the network.
1.2 Research Issues
The example applications outlined above illustrate the pivotal role of wireless com-
munication in solving a range of interesting cooperative robot problems. However,
providing robust, reliable and sufficient wireless communication presents a number
of challenges of its own. Many of these challenges have been addressed in existing
research including maintaining network connectivity, communication-aware planning
and routing in mobile networks. Wireless connectivity management algorithms en-
sure that a robot team remains connected whilst manoeuvering robots to accomplish
a task [30, 34, 106, 124, 183]. This is necessary as radios have limited communication
coverage compared to the operational range of the robots. Control algorithms have
also been designed to be communication-aware. Communication-aware controllers
include link quality information into planning functions to maintain high quality
wireless links [31, 53, 54, 97, 111, 122]. The mobility of robot nodes also makes
robust routing challenging. Mobility-aware network routing algorithms have been
proposed which use the projected trajectory of nodes to improve route robustness
and duration [36, 43, 100, 146, 147].
A significant challenge that remains is the lack of scalability and bandwidth in existing
WMNs. A consequence of this limitation in WMNs is that existing cooperative robot
teams can only carry out simple tasks and cannot scale beyond small robot teams.
More specifically, WMNs suffer from the following issues:
• unpredictable latency and bandwidth on network links,
• poor network bandwidth scalability for neighbour-to-neighbour communication,
• poor network bandwidth scalability for end-to-end communication,
• links cannot communicate in parallel resulting in poor routing performance.
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These problems stem from the fact that all radios in a WMN share a common trans-
mission channel. Access to the channel is contention based and mutually exclusive at
the local level as concurrent transmissions can result in data corruption. Therefore
links cannot communicate in parallel. As contention for channel access is also ran-
dom, the amount of latency and available bandwidth on any link is unpredictable.
Bandwidth also scales poorly with network size as there is more competition for a
finite amount of transmission time on the channel. Increased competition for chan-
nel access can also exacerbate the hidden node problem in which nodes unknowingly
corrupt each others data. This is discussed further in Sec. 3.2.2.
These challenges are not exclusive to communication in robot teams and an immense
body of literature exists in the wireless networking community that addresses various
aspects of these problems. However the wireless networking community addresses
these problems in the context of computer networks. We are interested in addressing
these problems in the context of robot-to-robot communication. These two contexts
have fundamentally different network characteristics and requirements which we sum-
marise as follows:
Context Computer Networks Robot Teams
Traffic Model Gateway/Internet ori-
ented
Localised neighbour-
to-neighbour, robot-to-
robot
Mobility Static or slowly moving Medium to very fast mo-
bility
Network Structure Hierarchal with gateway
nodes, mesh routers and
mesh clients
Flat, homogenous and
decentralised
Infrastructure Static gateway nodes
inter-connected by wired
backbone
Ad-hoc and cannot as-
sume any infrastructure
Algorithms Centralised Decentralised
The typical WMN in the context of computer networks consists of a set of static
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nodes organised into mesh routers and gateway nodes. Gateway nodes are connected
to external infrastructure and network traffic aggregates at these gateway nodes. Al-
gorithms for optimising network capacity are also commonly centralised to yield more
efficient solutions. In contrast to computer networks, networked robot teams typi-
cally have a flat, homogenous structure consisting of mobile nodes. Communication
traffic is localised amongst peers and algorithms are correspondingly decentralised.
Communication infrastructure is also often inaccessible to robot team applications.
While we make many generalisations in the above comparison, it presents a broad
overview of the differences between communication in robot teams and computer
networks. Of course many WMN architectures have been presented that suit a subset
of the above requirements for robot-to-robot communication. For example, many
WMN algorithms for computer networks are fully decentralised and infrastructure
free [35, 116, 129] or assume a flat network structure [83, 171]. However none have
adequately addressed the challenges of scalability and bandwidth in the context of
robot teams. We illustrate the relationship between the challenges and the context
of the solution in Fig. 1.1. These problems also cannot be solved by choosing faster
radios. The issue is about the scalability of bandwidth as the number of robots
increases. Faster radios will only shift the scalability curve but does not change its
shape.
The existing scalability and bandwidth limitations of WMNs have significant reper-
cussions for inter-robot communication which we outline in the following sections as-
suming the context of robot networks. We discuss the importance of predictable link
bandwidth and latency in highly mobile networks such as UAV teams in Sec. 1.2.1.
In Sec. 1.2.2 we show that the poor scalability of end-to-end communication capacity
limits the range and capacity of tele-operated robots. Similarly, the poor scalabil-
ity of neighbour-to-neighbour communication capacity limits the size of SR robots is
discussed in Sec. 1.2.3. Finally we discuss the necessity for parallel transmissions in
routing performance in Sec. 1.2.4.
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•  Predictable latency and 
bandwidth on network links.
• Scalable neighbour-to-neighbour 
communication.
• Scalable end-to-end 
communication.
• Links cannot transmit in parallel.
Challenges
•  Neighbour-to-
neighbour traffic
• High mobility
• Flat network structure
• Infrastructure free
• Decentralised
Robot Teams
• Gateway model
• Static nodes
• Hierarchal structure
• Wired backbone
• Centralised
Computer Networks
Computer 
Network 
Architectures
Robot Team 
Network 
Architectures
Figure 1.1 – This figure illustrates that the most appropriate network architecture type
for the given set of challenges depends on the context of the problem. Computer
networks require different network architectures to robot teams.
1.2.1 Unpredictable Link Latency and Bandwidth
Unpredictable link latency and bandwidth is problematic for applications that must
react in real-time. For example, swarms of UAVs flying in formation need bounded la-
tency to avoid collisions or for coordinating complex manoeuvres. In these situations,
UAVs need to exchange flight trajectories with all nearby UAVs at high frequency
and low latency. This problem is challenging even with only a few UAVs. As the
number of UAVs attempting to transmit increases, contention for channel access in-
creases latency and decreases bandwidth. The importance for predictable latency
and bandwidth is even more paramount in inter-vehicle communication applications
where the safety of human passengers are potentially at stake. We are interested in
designing algorithms and architectures for constructing WMNs where link latency is
upper bounded and link capacity can be lower bounded.
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1.2.2 Scalable End-to-End Communication
There is a need for relay networks in which end-to-end capacity and latency is inde-
pendent of chain length. This is not the case in typical WMNs where capacity and
latency degrade with chain length and is problematic for real-time applications such
as tele-operation. In a tele-operation example, an operator is able to tele-operate
robots that are beyond the communication range of a single robot by deploying a
team of robots to act as a relay network. However as adjacent and neighbouring links
in WMNs cannot transmit in parallel, a WMN based chain relay can only practically
operate over a small number of hops. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. When link 4-5
is active, links 2-3, 3-4 and 5-6 must be inactive leading to the theoretical utilisation
of 1
3
of the single hop capacity [96].
1 65432
Figure 1.2 – Interference between a chain of nodes. The solid line circle-denotes the
transmission range of the node. The dotted-line encloses the nodes that are unable
to transmit or receive in parallel. A maximum of one in three edges can be active
at any time under optimal scheduling.
In practice the actual network capacity is significantly lower. Li et al. [96] showed
that even in an ideal simulation environment, the capacity of a single chain net-
work is 1
7
of the single hop capacity. The capacity degrades further if nodes are not
positioned optimally at the edge of the neighbours transmission range and if transmis-
sion scheduling is sub-optimal. Multiple relay chains operating simultaneously would
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further degrade the performance of each network chain. These limitations greatly
confines the practicality of robotic relay networks.
1.2.3 Scalable Neighbour-to-Neighbour Communication
Neighbour-to-neighbour communication is fundamental to the core functions of all
cooperative robot applications. It enables inter-robot coordination, neighbour dis-
covery, data fusion and robot control algorithms. The problem with existing WMNs
is that the amount of bandwidth available to each robot for neighbour-to-neighbour
communication diminishes with the size of the team. Similarly, communication la-
tency also increases with the number of robots.
The necessity for scalable neighbour-to-neighbour communication is apparent in ap-
plications such as SR robots and UAV teams. Lower-bounded bandwidth and upper-
bounded communication latency is critical for swarm UAVs to coordinate amongst
each other and avoid collisions. In SR robots, wireless communication solves existing
challenges of using IR and wired communication. However existing WMNs are not
sufficiently scalable to support the hundreds of individual modules that can make up
a single SR robot system.
1.2.4 Routing Performance
In a communication network there is often more than one path from a source to des-
tination. In many cases the shortest path may not be the most efficient or most desir-
able depending on the application. Routing algorithms are used to find a path between
source and destination that optimises some objective such as latency, throughput or
reliability. In WMNs, the broadcast nature of wireless communication significantly
complicates the routing problem. We illustrate these challenges with different routing
problems including multi-path routing and quality-of-service (QoS) routing.
In multi-path routing the routing algorithm sends data through multiple edge-disjoint
paths from source to destination to maximise throughput or increase robustness. The
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Figure 1.3 – Multi-path routing problem in WMNs. While path A and B are disjoint
paths, both paths cannot operate concurrently in a typical WMN.
challenge with multi-path routing in WMNs is that transmissions on one route can
directly impede the transmission on another route even if both routes are edge-disjoint
paths (i.e. both routes have no common links).
This is illustrated in Fig. 1.3 where node 1 has two equally short routes to node
6. If edges 2-3 and 4-5 are within transmission range of each other, then transmis-
sions on the two edges are mutually exclusive. A transmission on one edge prohibits
transmissions on the other. Therefore there are no capacity gains from concurrently
routing down path A and B. In reality, the overhead of added channel contention
would further reduce capacity. Even advanced WMN architectures using multiple
radios and/or channels suffer from the same problem however to a lesser extent.
Multi-path routing is commonly used to implement QoS guarantees. In computer
networks, QoS refers to the resource reservation control mechanisms that guarantee a
certain level of performance to a data flow or end-to-end application. QoS guarantees
are important in applications such as tele-operation, which require fixed data-rates
and latency bounds for real-time streaming of sensor information and control signals.
The problem of multi-path routing and QoS routing in WMNs have both been consid-
ered in existing literature. We make the observation that the fundamental challenge
in both problems is the shared communication channel which couples the capacity
of nearby network edges. We are interested in a generalised approach to solve both
problems simultaneously by emulating properties of a wired network in a WMN. The
scope our research problem is not to improve routing protocols or routing approaches.
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We address the problem at the lower physical and network layers by designing WMN
architectures in which the assumption of independent link capacity holds true. This
would allow us to approach routing in WMNs in the same manner as wired networks.
This enables routing algorithms and protocols for wired networks to be directly trans-
ferable to WMNs.
1.3 Wired and Wireless Networks
In this thesis we are motivated by the need for a new type of wireless network that
can simultaneously address all the above problems. We believe this can be achieved
by emulating the point-to-point communication properties of a wired network over a
wireless implementation.
An observation of inter-robot communication with WMNs is that the limitations stem
from the sharing of a common transmission medium: (1) unpredictable bandwidth
and latency results from contention for access to a common channel, (2) links cannot
transmit in parallel as concurrent transmission on the same channel can cause data
corruption, (3) network capacity scales poorly as links share the bandwidth of the
common channel and (4) routing performance is unpredictable as links are coupled
by the shared channel. Existing approaches to overcome these limitations generally
target a specific set of problems in isolation to the other issues. A wireless network
with the properties of a wired network can potentially address all the above issues
simultaneously.
Wired-network properties also benefit existing robot algorithms which generally as-
sume that the underlying communication model is point-to-point. For example, a
common assumption is that a robot can communicate directly and independently to
a neighbouring robot. However this is at-odds with the broadcast nature of radio
communication. All radio transmissions are essentially one-to-many broadcasts on
a common bus - a transmission to a neighbouring robot is actually a broadcast to
all neighbouring robots. Radio networks can emulate one-to-one communication by
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filtering transmissions based on the source and destination addresses. However, em-
ulating one-to-one communication in this manner is extremely inefficient as only one
radio can transmit at a time on the common bus. In contrast, one-to-one links on
wired networks are physically point-to-point links.
Fig. 1.4 compares the scalability of a dense WMN to a wired network. The red
line shows that in a WMN, bandwidth per link decays inversely with the size of
the network. The blue line represents the scalability of a wired network where the
bandwidth per link is independent of network size.
Figure 1.4 – A comparison of per-link bandwidth scalability in wireless mesh network
(WMN) and wired networks.
There are important differences in the network properties between true point-to-
point wired networks and emulated one-to-one communication over wireless networks.
These differences are often overlooked but have a significant impact on network per-
formance and scalability. The physically point-to-point nature of wired links do not
have the limitations of wireless networks: all links are able to transmit in parallel
without causing data corruption, the capacity and latency of wired links is constant
and independent of network size, and routing protocols are less complex as the ca-
pacity of links are not coupled with neighbouring links.
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Another difference is that graph based models of wireless networks can be misleading
compared to graphical illustrations of wired networks. Wireless networks are typically
modelled with a unit-disk graph (UDG) as shown in Fig. 1.5. The UDG suggests
that a node has a point-to-point link with all neighbours within a Euclidean-distance
transmission radius. In reality, the ability of a link to transmit successfully depends
on a complex relationship with neighbouring links and links beyond the transmission
range of the radio. In Fig. 1.5 for example, it would appear that links 1-2 and 3-4
are independent when in reality they are coupled and transmissions on either link
are mutually exclusive due to mutual interference. The transmission from node 1
would interfere with the transmission from node 4 to 3. Modelling networks as fixed
radius circles in Euclidean space is also an inaccurate representation of real world
transmission ranges. Wired connections are not subject to any of these complications.
1
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Figure 1.5 – Using a unit disk graph to model links in a wireless network. Dotted
circles represent transmission range of radios. Edges exist between two nodes if
they are within transmission range. The graph based model suggests that links
are independent. In reality all four links are coupled and mutually interfere if
concurrently active.
The abstraction of wireless networks with point-to-point graphs makes it easy to forget
that a wireless network is fundamentally a one-to-many architecture. This results in
poor network performance if traffic patterns are not one-to-many which is usually
the case in robot networks. We are therefore motivated to find a new approach to
WMN construction that enables the emulation of wired network properties in a WMN
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implementation. A WMN with wired network properties not only provides greater
network capacity and scalability, but also benefits existing network algorithms and
applications that assume a simple point-to-point network model.
1.4 Emulating Wired over Wireless
To emulate the properties of a wired network over a wireless implementation, sev-
eral challenges must be addressed. The solution must simultaneously satisfy multiple
network properties including: (1) upper-bounded latency and lower-bounded band-
width on all links, (2) all links must be able to transmit in parallel, (3) the network
must scale to any number of nodes, (4) the network must remain connected and (5)
suitability for mobile networks.
We first consider how to allow links to transmit in parallel in a wireless network. If
the links are close by but not adjacent, this parallelism can be achieved by assigning
an orthogonal channel to each link. This architecture is known as a single-radio multi-
channel (SRMC) network and it leverages access to multiple orthogonal channels to
increase capacity and allow links to transmit in parallel. However as this approach
only uses a single radio, adjacent links cannot transmit in parallel and efficiently
scheduling links to operate at different times is not trivial.
The scheduling problem in the SRMC approach can be partially addressed by using
multiple radios at each node in addition to multiple channels. This is known as a
multi-radio multi-channel (MRMC) architecture which allows a single node to con-
currently serve multiple links with separate radios. Different radios can be allocated
different channels. An important architectural decision is the number of radios to use
at each node which dictates the maximum number of concurrently active links at the
node. However, using more radios has a higher implementation cost.
Assuming an MRMC architecture, several challenges still have to be addressed. Firstly,
the number of orthogonal channels available are generally limited and it is not possible
to na¨ıvely allocate a unique channel to all links. Therefore the same set of channels
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have to be reused on different links which is also not a trivial problem. Reallocat-
ing channels too closely (in Euclidean space) results in mutual interference between
the two links and breaks the requirement for parallel transmissions. Mutual inter-
ference exists when a set of links cannot concurrently transmit due to the possibility
of causing data corruption. However there may be insufficient channels if they are
reallocated too sparsely.
The default approach to safe channel reallocation is to ensure co-channel links are
not within transmission range of each other. However this approach is inefficient
particularly in dense networks where there can be hundreds of radios within trans-
mission range of each other such as SR robots. More precise reallocation of channels
is possible, however doing so requires information about the amount of channel fad-
ing between all radios. Acquiring this information is difficult and in mobile networks,
this information has to be continuously reacquired and redistributed amongst the
network.
The mobility of robot teams further complicates the problem. Even if a perfect
channel allocation can be found, the allocation algorithm must maintain the alloca-
tions faster than the rate at which the network changes. Communication overhead is
also needed to distribute network information necessary for network construction and
channel allocations. The amount of data that needs to be distributed must be small
enough that it can be distributed before the data expires due to network mobility.
1.5 Zero Mutual Interference Networks
Our aim in this thesis is to investigate approaches to WMNs that enable inter-robot
communication in large robot teams. We make the observation that the fundamental
difference between wired and wireless links is the shared nature of the transmission
medium. To address this issue we propose a new approach to the construction of
WMNs called zero mutual interference (ZMI) networks in which mutual interference
is eliminated by design. By removing mutual interference between network links,
a ZMI network is able to emulate the properties of a wired network over a wireless
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implementation. We create a channel assignment (CA) algorithm for an MRMC archi-
tecture that eliminates channel sharing amongst links. Our link-based CA algorithm
guarantees that all links have uncontested access to their assigned channels.
Our instantiation of a ZMI network uses an MRMC architecture in which every node
assigns a dedicated radio for each adjacent link. As a node can have a very large
number of links, we use a topology construction algorithm to bound and predetermine
the number of radios required at each node. This is important as it is not practical
to have tens or hundreds of radios at each node.
Our topology construction algorithm ensures at most seven radios are required at each
network node while maintaining the connectedness property of the original network.
This is achieved by using a relative neighbourhood graph (RNG) constructed using
received signal strength (RSS) measurements. An RNG is a graph defined on a set of
nodes which guarantees that each node has at most six adjacent edges. By assigning
radios to the edges of the RNG graph, each node requires at most six radios for each
potential link and a seventh radio for control. In applications where seven radios
is impractical, a smaller number can also be accommodated without sacrificing the
wired-network properties of the ZMI network. The cost of using less radios is the
relaxation of the connectedness guarantee.
The primary challenge is then the allocation of channels to network links. Our chan-
nel allocation algorithm assigns channels to each network link such that no other
co-channel link will cause interference. To minimise the number of channels required,
we do not use the transmission radius or carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) thresh-
old to allocate links. Instead the channel allocations are based on the colouring of
a conflict graph of the network. A conflict graph represents the interference inter-
dependencies between nodes in the network. The conflict graph is obtained by con-
structing an RSS map of the network and using the radios at each node to measure
and distribute the RSS measurements.
The mobility of robots is also considered in our algorithms. We prove that the network
construction algorithm is able to maintain viable network connections in a mobile
scenario and also scales to large networks. We also prove that the number of channels
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needed to satisfy the ZMI requirement only grows logarithmically with the density of
the network.
Experimental validation of wireless network algorithms is essential. In this thesis we
validate our instantiation of the ZMI network in both simulation and hardware. The
ZMI network is implemented on a 100-radio testbed with up to 20-individual nodes
and the performance and properties of the network is verified in extensive hardware
testing. The experiments successfully demonstrate the wired network properties of
the ZMI network in realistic and practical application scenarios with mobile robots.
1.6 Contributions
The primary contribution of this thesis is a novel approach to WMN construction
for inter-robot communication that allows WMN links to emulate the point-to-point
properties of wired-network links. We present one of the first comprehensive studies
in the multi-robot literature to explicitly address the challenges of wireless com-
munication in robotic networks - one of the most important components of future
autonomous systems. The study includes identifying, defining and solving challenges
that impede inter-robot communication in cooperative robot teams. The contribu-
tions of this thesis are also becoming more significant with the global trend towards
autonomous operation.
These contributions include algorithms, architecture design, simulation results and
hardware experiments. Simulations were performed using a customised version of the
ns-2 simulator [118]. As it is well known that existing wireless network simulators
are a poor representation of real work performance [24, 89, 120], extensive hardware
experiments were also carried out. A custom-designed MRMC testbed with 100
radios was constructed using off-the-shelf IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee) radios. Detailed
contributions are summarised as follows:
• Identifying, defining and experimentally validating the scope of the wireless
inter-robot communication problem in team robotics.
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• A novel MRMC network architecture for instantiating a ZMI network. This in-
cludes the hardware architecture, topology construction algorithm that bounds
the maximum number of radios needed to maintain a connected network, and a
network graph colouring algorithm that enables zero mutual interference chan-
nel allocations. The ZMI architecture is the only decentralised WMN that can
concurrently provide: (1) constant end-to-end bandwidth and bounded latency
in multi-chain relay networks, (2) constant bandwidth and bounded latency in
neighbour-to-neighbour communication and (3) routing properties of a wired
network.
• A new method for distributed and online conflict graph construction suitable for
rapidly changing network topologies. This method leverages the one-to-many
broadcast nature of wireless transmission to quickly and concurrently build and
distribute a signal strength map of the network in O(n) time where n is the
number of nodes in the network.
• Modification of the ns-2 simulator to simulate MRMC networks with the Phys-
ical model [62] to validate the properties of our ZMI architecture.
• Design and implementation of a 100-radio hardware platform to demonstrate
the hardware feasibility of our MRMC ZMI architecture.
• Experimental validation of the MRMC ZMI network in a variety of realistic
applications and scenarios. Experiments validate the scalability of the MRMC
ZMI network through benchmark tests and with a real multi-robot system.
• Adaptation of the MRMC ZMI network to lattice networks using only a single
channel. ZMI properties are maintained including constant bandwidth and
bounded latency communication with all connected neighbours. We also prove
immunity to cumulative interference in two- and three-dimensional networks.
• Experimental demonstration of the MRMC ZMI network on a model modular
robot system with synthetic and realistic data loads.
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1.7 Outline
Chapter 2 presents existing literature in WMNs and various applications of WMNs.
Chapter 3 provides background knowledge on WMNs and wireless communication
concepts.
Chapter 4 presents the definition of the ZMI network and an instantiation of a ZMI
network. Performance analysis of the ZMI network and a discussion of the advantages
of the ZMI network is provided.
Chapter 5 presents the implementation of the ZMI network in both simulation and
in a 100-radio testbed. The performance results of the ZMI network under benchmark
conditions is compared to the expected performance determined analytically.
Chapter 6 extends the experimental results of the hardware testbed to include re-
alistic application scenarios with a mobile robot platform.
Chapter 7 presents a special case of the ZMI network in lattice networks which
can be solved with only one communication frequency. The chapter includes the
architecture definition, analysis and hardware results on 15 representative SR robots
modules.
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and presents directions for future work.
Chapter 2
Related Work
Research in networked robotics is an inter-disciplinary field involving robotics, control
and wireless networks. In Sec. 2.1 we survey research in WMNs, the capacity of
wireless networks and methods that have been developed to improve the capacity of
wireless networks. In Sec. 2.2 we survey commercially available WMN systems. In
Sec. 2.3 we review literature at the intersection of networking and robot control and
in Sec. 2.4 we cover research on vehicle-to-vehicle communication. In Sec. 2.5 we
focus on the challenges of inter-robot communication in SR robots.
2.1 Wireless Mesh Networks
Research in WMNs spans more than 40 years beginning as early as 1968 with the
ALOHA System [1]. The purpose of the ALOHA network was to connect computer
equipment across different islands in Hawaii to a central computer. Since ALOHA,
computing devices have become ubiquitous and interconnecting them with wireless
networks has become the norm. Correspondingly the applications for WMNs have
proliferated along with the need for more network capacity. As we are interested in
improving the capacity of WMNs, we survey existing WMN approaches and their
capacity limitations.
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In this survey we categorise WMNs into three classes based on the hardware archi-
tecture: single-radio single-channel (SRSC), SRMC and MRMC. We note that all
three of these hardware architectures pre-date WMNs and our review of related work
primarily focuses on applications to WMNs.
2.1.1 Single-Radio Single-Channel Mesh Networks
The most common WMNs are based on the SRSC architecture in which all network
nodes share a single channel using a single radio. In an SRSC network a node can com-
municate with any other node within its transmission range. However, the wireless
transmission medium is essentially a local communication bus. A transmitting radio
prohibits all other nodes within transmission range from transmitting at the same
time (i.e. they share a common collision domain). Concurrent transmissions within
range of each other could result in interference at the receivers and both transmis-
sions would be lost. Competition between network nodes for channel access is called
mutual interference and is the main obstacle in improving the capacity of WMNs.
To enable multiple radios sharing access to a common channel, medium access control
(MAC) protocols are used to prevent radios from transmitting simultaneously. The
ALOHA system [1] used a simple random access method. Network nodes would access
the channel at random but with a limited rate to reduce the probability of interference.
The CSMA protocol [131] is the most commonly used in current WMNs as the IEEE
802.11b/g standard [74] has become the de facto hardware standard in WMNs. The
CSMA protocol attempts to avoid collisions by testing the signal strength on the
channel prior to transmission. If the channel is idle then the transmission proceeds.
If the channel is busy, it waits a random period of time before re-attempting to
transmit. If the channel remains busy during subsequent re-attempts, the back-off
period is extended exponentially. The CSMA protocol is a simple and effective method
for sharing a single channel, however Brar et al. [16] demonstrates that the CSMA
protocol is impractical for large networks. Bharghavan et al. [13] also demonstrates
the vulnerability of WMNs to the hidden and exposed node problem (Sec. 3.2.2) when
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using the CSMA protocol.
Capacity of SRSC Networks
In the seminal paper by Gupta and Kumar [62] it was proven that the total through-
put capacity of WMNs scaled at the rate of O(
√
n) bits per second where n is the
number of radios in the network. As a network grows, the amount of data that each
node can transmit per unit time decreases at the rate of O( 1√
n
). Subsequent to [62],
several other papers analysed the capacity of wireless networks under different net-
work assumptions. Of particular relevance is a paper by Li et al. [96] which extended
the results to include the assumption of local information [96]. Their results show
that if communication traffic patterns are exactly local, then the per-node capac-
ity remains constant relative to the number of nodes in the network. This result is
important for decentralised networked robots as they communicate locally.
Whilst Li et al. [96] show that local communication is scalable at the network level,
another issue is the capacity of scaling at the local level. Dousse and Thiran [38]
highlight that, at the local level, the throughput per node scales at O( 1
nlocal
) where
nlocal is the number of nodes within the transmission radius of a single radio [38].
In other words, there is also a trade-off between the connectivity of a network and
the throughput capacity of the network. At one extreme, if the network is dense
and completely connected, then nlocal = n and the throughput capacity per node is
O( 1
n
). This is known as the Parking Lot model [161]. On the other hand, if the
network is completely sparse the network forms disconnected pairs of point-to-point
nodes. In practice however, a local scalability of O( 1
nlocal
) is still overly optimistic. Li
et al. [96] showed that under ideal simulation conditions, a chain network (i.e. the
sparsest connected network possible where nlocal = 2) only has
1
7
of the radio capacity
as opposed to the theoretical 1
3
.
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Table 2.1 – Comparison of Methods to Improve Throughput Capacity on a Single
Channel
Method Advantages Suitability for Cooperative Robots
Topology
Con-
trol [127]
No additional hardware is
required.
Increases in network capacity are
bounded by a constant with higher
transmission power for networks with
a uniform node distribution [163]. For
non-uniform node distributions, chang-
ing transmit power can decrease net-
work capacity.
Clustering
[52]
No additional hardware is
required. Cluster topology
has other benefits such as
improved routing.
Cluster construction may require static
phase, and cluster maintenance costs
are significant in rapidly changing net-
work topologies.
Directional
Anten-
nas [128]
High spatial reuse allowing
many parallel transmissions
on the same channel.
Localisation of nodes is required. An-
tenna steering must track neighbours.
MIMO [58] Significant throughput
improvements particu-
larly in rich multi-path
environments.
Effectiveness is reduced in environ-
ments not rich in multi-path.
Network
Cod-
ing [80]
No additional hardware is
required. Takes advantage
of broadcast nature of wire-
less transmissions.
Liu et al. [98] proved that performance
gains of NC are bounded by a con-
stant, conjectured to be 2. Through-
put increases are dependent on network
topology [81].
Successive
Inter-
ference
Cancella-
tion [65,
140]
Allows successive packet
collisions to be correctly de-
coded.
Performance is dependent on the rela-
tive signal strength of two interfering
signals as well as their bit-rates, which
limits the situations in which SIC can
be applied [139].
Improving SRSC Capacity
The capacity of WMNs has been enhanced using a variety of methods including
topology control, directional antennas, multiple-in multiple-out (MIMO), network
coding (NC), and successive interference cancellation (SIC). Table 2.1 summarises
the properties of each approach.
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Topology control is a method of reducing mutual interference in a network by spar-
sifying the network graph. Pioneering work by Takagi and Kleinrock [154] and Hou
and Li [67] showed that the topology of a network can be modified by adjusting the
transmit power of radios. However Burkhart et al. [20] showed that sparsifying the
network topology alone does not necessarily reduce interference. The resultant topol-
ogy is also important for effectively reducing interference. In [163], Wang et al. proved
that increases in network capacity from topology control is bounded by a constant
for networks with a uniform node distribution. For non-uniform node distributions,
changing transmit power can sometimes decrease network capacity.
Network clustering is a structured approach to topology control that divides network
nodes into virtual groups based on their physical locality. The first distributed link
cluster algorithm was presented by Ephremides et al. [42], however the area did not
receive significant attention until [52]. The goal of clustering is to reduce mutual
interference in a deliberate manner in which the clustering algorithm chooses which
network edges to prune. In addition to improving network capacity, the cluster struc-
ture has been shown to have additional benefits. Kozat et al. [90] showed that the
clustering structure can be used to improve routing. In [68], Hou and Tsai showed a
network using code division multiple access (CDMA) nodes can recycle codes between
non-neighbouring clusters and [103] showed how large complex WMNs can be made
to appear smaller. Clustering however does come at a cost. In [52, 68, 90] explicit
exchanges are needed to maintain the cluster which can drain significant resources
if the topology changes quickly. Many clustering schemes including [52, 68, 90, 103]
also require a formation stage in which nodes must be static. This however may not
be a practical assumption. In [121], Perevalov et al. show that per-node throughput
in cluster networks remains roughly constant up to a critical size after which the net-
work degrades at the same rate found by Gupta and Kumar [62]. The critical size for
scalability is determined by
√
Acr =
c
γrc
where Acr is the critical network size (area),
c is a constant, γ is the node density and rc is the radius of the clusters. However,
the intra-cluster per-node throughput for networks below the critical size still scales
at the rate of 1
γpir2c
. In addition, Perevalov et al. makes the simplifying assumption
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that all network traffic is intra-cluster.
The capacity analysis by Gupta and Kumar [62] assumes that radio signals are emitted
omni-directionally from radios, which is a common assumption. However pioneering
work by Hu [72] showed that directional antennas can be applied to distributed packet
radio networks with a Delaunay triangulation. In [175], Yi et al. proved that using
directional antennas for transmitting and receiving provides an improvement factor of
2pi√
αβ
where α and β denote the beamwidth of the transmitting and receiving antennas.
Interestingly, the paper also showed that a constant capacity network can be achieved
if the beamwidth of the transmitting and receiving antennas can be decreased asymp-
totically as fast as 1√
n
. In [115], Nasipuri et al. presented a MAC protocol for multiple
directional antennas in a mobile network. A simulation of their protocol showed a two
to three times improvement compared to an omni-directional setup. In [84], both di-
rectional and omni-directional antennas are used to allow over-lapping transmissions
to proceed simultaneously. Ramanathan et al. [128] demonstrate a complete ad-hoc
network implementation using directional antennas mounted on vehicles. Their work
highlights some of the practical challenges of using directional antennas. Directional
antennas need to be physically pointed at the corresponding receiver to communi-
cate. To achieve this, a radio typically has multiple directional antennas divided into
sectors which is then switched. Whilst switched directional antennas are simple to
implement and operate, they are unable to track a moving target and hence more
sophisticated steered antennas are required. Steering or switching antenna beams
also requires accurately localising and tracking the receiver with a line-of-sight be-
tween transmitter and receiver. More recent work in [95] has indicated directional
antennas are ineffective at confining interference in realistic indoor environments due
to multi-path fading.
MIMO systems improve point-to-point capacity by using multiple antennas at trans-
mitters and receivers leveraging multi-path fading. In a seminal paper by the pioneers
and principle researchers of MIMO, Foschini and Gans [46] showed that the capacity
gain of MIMO radios increases drastically with the number of antenna elements. The
first MIMO radio prototype was first demonstrated in [58] and has already become
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standard in many wireless network standards including IEEE 802.11n [74]. Whilst
MIMO can significantly increase throughput, improvements in wireless link capacity
alone do not address the fundamental problems of scalability, mutual interference,
and parallel communication.
NC uses leverages the broadcast nature of wireless transmissions to expand network
capacity. Instead of relaying one packet at a time, NC nodes combine several packets
into the same transmission and broadcasts this to all neighbours. If the neighbours
already have a subset of the combined packets, it is possible to decode the remaining
packets. The field was pioneered by Ahlswede et al. in [3]. The first implementation
of network coding in the wireless environment was demonstrated by Katti et al. in [80]
with a 20-node wireless network. However, Liu et al. [98] proved that the performance
gains of NC is bounded by a constant. Keshavarz-Haddadt and Riedi [81] show that
throughput increases are dependent on the topology of the wireless network.
The typical assumption in wireless communication is that two colliding packets re-
ceived in succession would both be lost. However Verdu [162] pioneered the theory
of multi-user detection (MUD) in which packet collisions can be recovered and cor-
rectly decoded. One approach to MUD is SIC. During a transmission collision, SIC
subtracts the stronger signal from the combined signal to reveal the weaker message.
In [65], Halperin et al. implement SIC for a WMN using ZigBee radios. In [59], Gol-
lakota and Katabi propose ZigZag which is a form of SIC that can recover frames from
repeated collisions. In [140], the authors used SIC techniques to implement collision
detection for CSMA without the need for additional collision detection hardware.
However, Sen et al. [139] showed that since SIC requires interfering signals to have
equal bit-rates and similar signal strength to be effective, the applicability of SIC can
be limited.
2.1.2 Single-Radio Multi-Channel Wireless Mesh Networks
SRMC approaches use multiple channels to increase network capacity. Since trans-
missions on orthogonal channels do not interfere and can proceed in parallel, the
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throughput capacity increase of SRMC networks can be significantly greater than
SRSC networks. Table 2.2 summarises common approaches in SRMC networks, in-
cluding common hopping, split phase and Bluetooth scatternets. We acknowledge the
significant body of literature in the area of spread spectrum and frequency division
multiple access (FDMA) techniques for wireless communication, however our focus is
primarily on applications to WMNs.
In [159], Tzamaloukas and Garcia-Luna-Aceves pioneered the common-hopping pro-
tocol in which all radios in a network continuously hop over a set of channels in unison.
A pair of devices leave the hopping sequence when they wish to communicate. An
advantage of common hopping is that no control channel is needed, however the tight
time synchronisation required is difficult to implement in mobile networked robots.
In the split phase approach proposed in [26], radios alternate between control and
data exchange phases. During the control phase, all radios tune to the same channel
and negotiate channels and timings for the following data exchange phase. The
main drawback is that control channel bandwidth may not be sufficient for successful
negotiation.
Bluetooth is a frequency-hopping architecture designed as a centralised master-slave
network called a piconet. Bluetooth scatternets allow multiple piconets to join and
form a larger network [64]. Bluetooth was designed primarily as a cable replace-
ment system however protocols for construction scatternets began with the work
of [135]. The advantage of scatternets is that the master of each piconet defines its
hopping sequence with its slaves, eliminating the need for a common control channel.
However [12] showed that initial neighbour discovery can be impractical in mobile
networks because the hopping sequence of potential neighbours is not synchronised.
Whilst many scatternet protocols have been proposed, few actual implementations
exist and the majority of proposed scatternet protocols are theoretical or tested only
in simulation. In [109], Mo¨ckel et al. pioneer actual implementations of scatternets
for real robotic applications.
A common issue with SRMC approaches is that the scalability of the network is
dependent on the number of accessible orthogonal channels. In large networks, the
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Table 2.2 – Comparison of SRMC approaches
Method Advantages Suitability for Cooperative Robots
Common Hop-
ping [159]
No control channel is
needed.
Effective primarily when the number
of simultaneous transmissions does not
exceed the number of channels. Tight
time synchronisation is required be-
tween all network nodes.
Split Phase [26] Only loose time syn-
chronisation is needed
between network
nodes.
Effective primarily when the number
of simultaneous transmissions does not
exceed the number of channels. Con-
trol channel bandwidth requirements
can exceed available capacity.
Bluetooth Scat-
ternet [109]
No control channel is
needed and channel
scheduling is proac-
tive.
Due to the lack of a common control
channel or network-wide channel ren-
dezvous mechanism, a significant por-
tion of bandwidth is consumed during
neighbour scanning [12]. In a mobile
network, it is likely that nodes within
communication range will not discover
each other. Effective primarily when
the number of simultaneous transmis-
sions does not exceed the number of
channels.
number of simultaneous transmissions can exceed the number of channels in the
network. While SRMC methods leverage access to orthogonal channels, reliance on
a single radio acts as a bottleneck and there are no guarantees that overlapping links
are not scheduled on the same channel.
2.1.3 Multi-Radio Multi-Channel Wireless Mesh Networks
In MRMC networks, each network node includes multiple radios. Each radio can be
tuned to an orthogonal channel allowing MRMC nodes transmit or receive to mul-
tiple neighbours simultaneously. This parallel communication significantly increases
network capacity. The results of Gupta and Kumar [62] also include the MRMC case.
However they assume that the number of radios at each node is equal to the num-
ber of orthogonal channels. This assumption was made given that IEEE 802.11b/g
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has become the de facto wireless networking standard and only has three orthogonal
channels. In [93], Kyasanur and Vaidya extended the results of [62] to characterise the
amount of lost capacity when the number of channel exceeds the number of radios.
Their results show the ratio between the number of radios and channels determines
the capacity and not the actual number of radios and channels.
The main challenge in MRMC networks where the number of radios is less than the
number of channels is determining a CA algorithm that maximises network capacity.
We summarise existing methods for CA in Table 2.3. In this table, we categorise
approaches using a subset of criteria presented by Si et al. [141]. We discuss these
five criteria in the following list.
1. Decentralised. Channel allocations in MRMC networks can be allocated by a
central node or determined in decentralised manner. Decentralised algorithms
are most applicable to the scope of our work.
2. Traffic Independence. Traffic-dependent CA algorithms use traffic flow infor-
mation as a cost metric. Traffic-independent algorithms allocate channels based
on the potential for interference. In mobile networks, usage of traffic statistics
may not be ideal as they take time to acquire and can quickly become obso-
lete. Therefore traffic-independent CA algorithms are better suited to mobile
networks.
3. Gateway. Gateway-based CA algorithms assume the existence of gateway
nodes that provide access to external infrastructure such as the Internet. Net-
work bandwidth is allocated to optimise traffic to and from these gateway nodes.
In cooperative robotics, it is commonly assumed that there is no fixed infras-
tructure and communication is peer-to-peer.
4. Physical Model. There are currently two widely accepted models for inter-
ference, the Physical Model and the Protocol Model [62]. The Protocol Model
can be computed analytically, but the Physical Model is more accurate.
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Table 2.3 – Comparison of existing channel allocation algorithms for MRMC Networks
Algorithm Decentralised Traffic
Indepen-
dence
Gateway Physical
Model
Testbed
CLICA [102] No Yes No No No
INSTC [155] No Yes No No No
CTA [148] No Yes No No No
BFS-CA [126] No Yes Yes No Yes
LA-CA [130] No No Yes No Yes
BSCA,
PDCA [86]
No No No No No
RCL [5] No No Yes No No
MCI-CA [18] No Yes No No No
MCCA [9] No No Yes No No
MILP [75] No Yes No No No
TICA [25] No Yes Yes No No
G-
PaMeLA [50]
No No Yes Yes No
ITACA [132] No No Yes Yes Yes
PSO [28] No Yes No No Yes
Hyacinth [129] Yes No Yes No Yes
DMesh [35] Yes No Yes No Yes
CoMTaC [116] Yes No Yes No No
PCU-CA [94] Yes No No No No
JOCAC [110] Yes No No Yes No
SC-CA [171] Yes Yes No No No
DGA [148] Yes No No No No
SS-CA [83] Yes Yes No No Yes
DDC [170] Yes Yes No Yes Yes
5. Testbed. Existing network simulators are unable to model aspects of real-world
environments such as terrain, link asymmetries and unpredictable fading [85, 89,
120]. Cavin et al. [24] show that several of the most popular simulators produce
divergent results for the same experiment. Hardware validation is critical in
evaluating communication systems for cooperative robotics.
Over half the approaches reviewed in Table 2.3 are centralised which is undesirable for
mobile robot networks. The network topology of mobile networks changes quickly and
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the CA algorithm must be able to react to these changes in a timely manner. How-
ever centralised CA algorithms have to aggregate network-wide information before
calculating and disseminating channel allocations. This is a relatively slow process
which limits the reaction speed of centralised architectures. While centralised CA
algorithms generally provide better channel assignments, the centralised node is also
a single point of failure and is a network bottleneck.
Of the remaining decentralised CA algorithms, one-third are gateway-oriented ap-
proaches including [35, 116, 129]. Gateway-oriented networks optimise traffic flows
to and from gateway nodes which are usually connected to a wired network. While
this is ideal in the context of computer networks, traffic in robot networks is typically
peer-to-peer and cannot rely on communication infrastructure.
A common approach to efficiently allocating limited channels in CA algorithms is to
assign resources based on traffic. Links with low traffic share a common channel with
a larger number of neighbouring links while high-traffic links may be given exclusive
access to a single channel. This is the approach taken in [94, 110, 148]. While this is
an innovative approach to resource allocation, it assumes that the network is static or
slowly changing as it takes time to gather statistics on network traffic. This makes the
approach unsuitable for robot networks which are too dynamic to justify the overhead
for gathering traffic statistics.
Of the remaining CA algorithms that are decentralised, only dedicated control channel
(DCC), SC-CA and SS-CA assign channels independently of traffic. We discuss these
remaining three approaches in the following sections. In addition we also consider
channel assignments that utilise conflict graphs which are of relevance in this thesis.
Conflict Graph Channel Assignments
Among the CA algorithms in Table 2.3, CLICA [102], INSTC [155], CTA [148], BFS-
CA [126] and PSO [28] use a conflict graph to assign channels. While these approaches
are all centralised, their use of conflict graphs for channel assignments is relevant to
this thesis.
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The concept of the conflict graph was first introduced by Jain et al. [76]. The conflict
graph F (V ′, E ′) is derived from the UDG of the network topology and models the
interference relationship between links in the UDG. Every link in the UDG is repre-
sented by a vertex in V ′. If two links interfere in the UDG, then an edge will exist
in E ′ between the two corresponding vertices in V ′. Determining whether two links
interfere in the UDG depends on the interference model. Once the conflict graph has
been constructed, CA algorithms use the conflict graph to optimise channel assign-
ments to some criteria such as minimising co-channel interference.
In CLICA, INSTC, CTA and PSO, the interference model is simply the transmission
range of the radios. While this interference model is algorithmically simpler to work
with and also practically easier to implement, it is overly pessimistic particularly in
dense networks where all nodes may be within transmission range of each other. BFS-
CA assumes that all two-hop links are interfering links which is even more pessimistic.
This results in inefficient and inaccurate channel assignments.
In CLICA, INSTC, BFS-CA and PSO, the conflict graph is also computed centrally
using the position of the nodes and assuming a fixed transmission radius in the sim-
ulation environment. This implies that the CA algorithm is given this information a
priori with no overhead cost which is only practical in static networks. Furthermore,
this method of modelling interference is known to be very inaccurate [85, 89, 120].
CTA is the only paper to present a testbed implementation of their CA algorithm and
their conflict graph is constructed from empirical measurements of the network. How-
ever their conflict graph construction method is based on [119], which is a centralised
and oﬄine construction method for static networks.
While the CA algorithms in these approaches can be adapted to use a conflict graph
constructed from the Physical Model, the main challenge lies in practically construct-
ing and distributing the conflict graph in a decentralised and mobile network. In a
mobile network, the conflict graph will have to be continuously updated in real-time
at all nodes. A mechanism for doing so does not currently exist.
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DCC
DCC networks such as [170] allocate channels only when there is a pending trans-
mission to a neighbour. The common control radio and channel is used to negotiate
an alternate channel for the data transmission. This reactive approach to the CA
problem is simple and efficient however the control channel becomes a bottleneck
particularly when there are many but short connections and assuming there are suf-
ficient orthogonal channels for all concurrent transmission requests.
SC-CA
In SC-CA, Xing et al. [171] apply superimposed code theory to assign channels to
nodes. The SC-CA network assumes that there are N available channels and each
node is initialised with a set of channels from N which it preferentially uses called
primary channels. The remaining channels are called secondary channels. Each node
distributes its set of primary and secondary channels with a binary N -element vector
cu which is called the codeword. Primary channels are indicated by 1’s and 0’s indicate
secondary channels. As a node receives the codewords of radios within transmission
range, it does a Boolean sum of the codewords it has received to determine a primary
channel not used by any other neighbour. If no unoccupied primary channel exists
then it chooses a secondary channel not used by any other node. If that is not
possible either, it chooses a primary channel with the least number of interferers. We
summarise the basic operation as follows:
• Each node is initialised with an s-disjunct code.
• Each node listens and broadcasts these s-disjunct codes and determines the set
of channels on which to operate.
• Channels with zero interference are always chosen first followed by channels
that cause the least amount of interference.
• Codewords are only needed from 2-hop neighbours.
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The strengths of SC-CA is that codewords are an efficient way of quickly assigning
channels. Codewords are simply binary vectors, so the overhead for distributing
codewords is small. No negotiations are required between nodes allowing nodes to
quickly assign channels based on local information.
An interesting feature of SC-CA is that it can guarantee interference-free commu-
nications in the network. However the requirement for this is that the number of
s-disjunct codes is larger than the number of interfering neighbours. However achiev-
ing this condition can be difficult as the number of codes is typically small and the
number of nodes in the network can be large. The 13 channel example in [171] only
yields 3-disjunct codes. The number of radios within transmission range can be much
larger.
The main drawback of SC-CA is that their approach treats any radio within trans-
mission range as an interferer. This rapidly reduces the probability of achieving an
interference-free channel allocation particularly in applications where nodes can be
densely packed such as robot swarms or SR modular robots. It also means that the
efficiency of the channel assignments can be quite poor if the network is completely
connected or dense.
The authors do not make assumptions about the underlying network and therefore
provide very few details on possible implementations. This however leads to several
issues on the feasibility of actually implementing the system in hardware. For exam-
ple, the authors do not specify a mechanism by which to distribute the codewords
and how to deal with the deafness problem [101].
SS-CA
The SS-CA algorithm in [83] assigns channels to links based on an interference cost
metric. The algorithm is decentralised and each node selects a channel that minimises
the sum of the interference cost within the node’s transmission range. The authors
also prove that the network is self-stabilising however concede that this may not be
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the case in practice due to delays in exchanging network state information between
nodes. The stability problem is also exacerbated in a mobile network.
To determine the amount of interference on a channel, the algorithm considers the
spectral distance between two channels. This is useful in the IEEE 802.11b/g/n
standard in which adjacent channels overlap but has little relevance to other standards
such as IEEE 802.15.4 where channels are orthogonal. The SS-CA algorithm also does
not consider spatial distance and assumes that nodes within transmission range of
each other will interfere.
2.2 Commercial WMNs
A number of commercial and off-the-shelf mesh routers are available [41, 105, 117,
125, 153]. Commercial mesh routers are generally deployed as static wireless infras-
tructure routers which extends Internet or network access beyond the range of a single
radio. They are useful in applications where wireless client devices require access to
a network and it is not practical to deploy wired network infrastructure.
To provide network access to client nodes, commercial mesh routers operate two sep-
arate network functions: backhaul communication and provisioning of wireless APs.
Client devices access the network by communicating to the wireless APs on mesh
routers. Mesh routers can include up to two wireless APs in the 2.4 and 5 Ghz spec-
trum [41, 117, 125, 153]. Data generated from client devices is then relayed between
mesh routers over a separate backhaul communication network which is transparent to
clients. Commercial routers by companies such as Meraki [105], Aruba Networks [117]
and Strix Systems [153] implement backhaul communication with dual radio routers
using IEEE 802.11 a/n routers in the 5 Ghz spectrum. The 5 Ghz spectrum is pre-
ferred as it has a larger number of orthogonal channels and does not suffer from the
same crowding issues as the 2.4 Ghz spectrum. One backhaul radio is used for up-
link while the second radio is used for down-link on an alternate frequency allowing
simultaneous up and down-link communication.
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The separation of the backhaul communication from the client APs enables backhaul
links to operate like point-to-point wired links. This ensures high capacity commu-
nication to and from gateway nodes. However with only two backhaul radios, the
point-to-point wired backhaul properties are only possible in simple chain network
topologies. More complex mesh or tree topologies would require the backhaul radios
to operate in mesh mode which has the scalability of O( 1√
n
) as discussed in Sec. 2.1.1.
Commercial MRMC routers are also able operate in a mobile and decentralised man-
ner [40, 117, 125]. Mesh nodes such as the Aruba Networks MSR4000 [117] and
Rajant BreadCrumb LX4 [125], have four IEEE 802.11 radios all of which can be
configured into a mesh backhaul configuration. However the underlying mesh net-
working algorithms only allow nodes to operate as four radio nodes operating on
four channels. This makes them unable to take advantage of the additional chan-
nels and scalability degrades with network size. Mesh Dynamics have mobile nodes
(MD4455/MD4325 [40]) which can be configured with scanning radios. Scanning ra-
dios are radios dedicated to scanning across a large number of channels to discover
nearby APs. This allows the primary radio to choose approaching neighbours in high
speed mobile environments.
The centralised gateway and AP oriented approach of commercial WMN solutions
makes them unsuitable for decentralised multi-robot applications. However the de-
velopment of field proven MRMC hardware in commercial applications demonstrates
the feasibility of using MRMC architectures in multi-robot systems.
2.3 Networked Robots
There is a significant body of research in the area of networked robots. While much of
the literature in this field focuses on problems such as cooperative robot control and
sensing, communication is also an essential aspect of the problem that is commonly
forgotten. This issue was highlighted by Schwager et al. [138] which showed that
the latency and capacity of a network can cause robot control algorithms to become
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unstable. In this section we present an overview of research that considers both com-
munication and robot control. Related areas of study include communication-aware
motion planning, maintaining network connectivity, routing in mobile networks, trad-
ing between local and global communication and alternate physical layer implemen-
tations.
2.3.1 Maintaining Wireless Connectivity
The ability to control robot motion in robotics provides new opportunities and chal-
lenges for maintaining a connected network. The problem of wireless connectivity
management in distributed robots has been widely covered [10, 11, 30, 34, 37, 51, 61,
106, 124, 173, 183]. The earliest work to consider the constraints of wireless communi-
cation specifically deals with the limited transmission range of radios. In [143], Spanos
and Murray look at the relationship between motion control and the preservation of
network connectivity. The authors approach this problem by constructing a function
that measures the local connectedness of a robot. Zavlanos and Pappas [182] take a
different approach and instead of addressing local connectedness, they preserve the
k -hop connectivity of the network whilst controlling the motion of the robots. Sub-
sequent papers also looked at the connectivity problem in conjunction with specific
control problems such as formation control [78, 184] and maintaining connectivity
between an exploring agent and a base station via a chain of relay robots [19, 145].
In addition to maintaining connectivity in a series of relay robots, Hsieh et al. [70]
also address end-to-end throughput management by maintaining the quality of links
to neighbours. In [69] a proactive approach to connectivity is considered. Robots
are used to construct a radio connectivity map of an urban environment. Extensive
demonstration in a realistic urban environment with a team of ground and aerial
vehicles was presented in [71].
Maintaining a connected network is a prerequisite for network-wide communication.
The ability to manipulate robot motion allows robot networks to be mobile and
connected. However, solving the connectivity problem does not address the problems
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of scalability and limited bandwidth capacity in WMNs.
2.3.2 Imperfect Communication with Robot Control and Sens-
ing
In the connectivity problem, it is typically assumed that the transmission range of
wireless radios is a unit-disc within which all communication is lossless and symmet-
rical. Of course this is unrealistic and Kotz et al. [89] showed this with experimental
data. The effects of limited bandwidth on Kalman filtering is investigated in [99]
which determines the necessary communication throughput to guarantee convergence
of the error covariance matrix. In [55], Gil et al. designed a gradient-based controller
that considers both control and signal strength between robots. Their control al-
gorithm continuously measures link quality and optimises the signal-to-interference
ratio (SIR) between all robots whilst guaranteeing connectedness and convergence
properties. In [112], Mostofi and Murray investigate the impact of channel fading on
the control performance of mobile sensor nodes. In [111], the authors extend their
work to specifically look at communication-aware motion planning strategies where
each robot incorporates statistical learning of communication link qualities into its
motion planning functions. This essentially allows robots to avoid moving into loca-
tions with poor communication. In [53, 54], Ghaffarkhah and Mostofi incorporate the
learning of channel fading characteristics with connectivity maintenance and cooper-
ative target tracking control.
The learning of channel fading for motion planning in [53, 54, 111] is possible because
mobile robots communicate with a stationary base station. However, in distributed
and decentralised systems this is not possible. In [31] and [122], the authors look at
collaborative sensing problems where agents trade-off between sensing performance
and communication. In a similar manner, Lindhe and Johansson [97] address the
channel fading problem by trading-off between robot motion and communication. In
their scenario, a robot pauses when it has a good quality link with the base station
but otherwise continues with its sensing objectives.
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2.3.3 Mobility-Aware Wireless Communication
The challenge of designing wireless networks that specifically cater for mobile net-
works has also been considered in the communication literature. Research in this
particular area considers how to route information in a mobile wireless network by
predicting the motion of nodes. Su and Gerla [146] proposed the Flow Oriented Rout-
ing Protocol (FORP) which was the first protocol to consider the effects of mobility
on network routing. The protocol improves network quality by pro-actively rerouting
data flows when links are close to expiring. However, the paper does not consider
how link expiration would be calculated and simply assumes that it is known through
some mobility model or using signal strength measurements. The authors also ex-
tended FORP in [147] to specifically use GPS information for mobility predictions.
Since GPS information is not always available, Agarwal et al. [2] uses signal strength
measurements to predict the expected duration of a link.
In [100], Lu and Feng take a different approach to mobility awareness by actually
modelling the mobility of destination nodes. This differs from [146] as routes are
chosen based on the predicted location of the destination rather than the expected
duration of links. Node mobility is modelled with a Gauss-Markov Mobility Model
and combined with location information to limit the route search path hence reducing
control overhead bandwidth. Das et al. [36] address mobility-aware routing specifically
for networked robots. They consider robot networks where the robots move at a
known velocity and duration before pausing. This differs from most motion-aware
routing protocols that assume random motion. In this paper, routes are preferentially
assigned to slow moving or stationary robots as they generate more stable links.
2.3.4 Local and Global Communication Trade-Off
The trade-off between network connectivity and capacity at the local level is also
considered in the networked robots literature [180]. Yoshida et al. [180] refer to
this as a trade-off between local and global communication and attempts to strike a
balance by optimising the communication range of robots based on the desired size of
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robot working groups. Small working groups provide good capacity. However, if the
communication range of robots is too small the network can also become disconnected.
Cornejo and Lynch [32] discusses the need for a robotic network to remain highly
connected for fault-tolerance and describes a distributed algorithm to determine if a
network is k -connected. Xue and Kumar [172] analytically determine the minimum
number of neighbours within communication range that is required for a network to
remain connected with high probability.
2.3.5 Alternate Communication Methods
Alternatives to wireless RF communication have been applied in networked robots.
These include IR and vision-based methods. IR communication is a popular alterna-
tive to wireless RF communication in large networked robot implementations [7, 33,
104, 136, 137]. IR is cost effective, simple to implement and scales to large networks
due to its limited range. However IR has low bandwidth, is subject to cross-talk and
is not suitable to outdoor environments. Yim et al. [179] use a camera and blinking
lights to supplement radio communication. The use of multi-coloured LED’s and
RGB cameras for line-of-sight communication is also used in [39, 107].
2.4 Inter-Vehicle Communication
Research in inter-vehicle communication (IVC) address the challenges of enabling
road-going vehicles to communicate with each other for a diverse range of applica-
tions including autonomous vehicles, safety monitoring, collision avoidance, traffic op-
timisation and platooning [142, 167]. The primary differences between IVC, WMNs
and networked robots include; (1) high vehicle velocity, (2) constrained degrees of
freedom in vehicle motion and (3) high priority in safety. High vehicle velocity re-
sults in highly dynamic networks and links can have very short lifetimes compared
to WMNs. Unlike networked robots, road-going vehicles are typically constrained to
well-defined roads which makes their trajectories more predictable. IVC must also
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be robust and reliable particularly in applications such as collision avoidance where
lives are at risk [73, 82, 169].
Significant challenges in IVC research include: (1) scalability of inter-vehicle commu-
nication bandwidth and (2) reliable, low latency routing. Communication scalability
is a universal challenge for wireless mesh networks as shown in [62]. Existing solutions
in IVC typically apply to applications such as tracking vehicle position and broadcast-
ing safety messages [27, 63] which only requires low bandwidth local communication.
However complex tasks such as cooperative perception and manoeuvres [156] require
higher capacity IVC capacity and remains a challenge.
Routing data in inter-vehicle networks is also a major challenge due to high network
dynamics and short link lifetimes. Comprehensive surveys of inter-vehicle routing
protocols are presented in [151] and [158]. Existing routing protocols specialise to
optimise local broadcast routing [152] or point-to-point multi-hop routing [114] de-
pending on the application.
2.5 Self Reconfiguring Robots
SR robots are a class of networked robots which are formed by many individual self-
actuated modules that connect to each other to form a large robot system. SR robots
need to communicate wirelessly whilst disconnected during reconfiguration manoeu-
vers but require robust scalable inter-module communicate when docked together.
The majority of SR robots use IR links [14, 23, 56, 79, 87, 113, 133, 134, 144, 168],
wired links with physical connections [49, 88, 92, 160, 165, 166] or a combination of
both [47, 92, 150, 176, 177, 179] as the primary communication medium for inter-
module communication. IR requires line of sight and wired connections require mod-
ules to be physically docked. Neither is suitable for harsh or outdoor environments
where dirt can obstruct and abrade IR optics or jam electrical connectors. [29] and [21]
showed that IR-based systems are subject to crosstalk and care is required to design
effective shielding. Wired links with physical connections must be designed as part of
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the inter-module connector, which further complicates the difficult connector-design
problem. Using wireless RF communication avoids these issues.
Several modular robot systems use wireless links for human-robot interaction [56, 92,
134, 168] but not for inter-module communication. Yim et al. [179] use Bluetooth
radios for communication between disconnected modular robots but neighbour-to-
neighbour communication between modules is implemented through wired connec-
tions and IR. In [45], hardware experiments showed that a modular robot algorithm
operating over a ZigBee WMN began to fail after only 15 modules. YaMor [108] is the
most notable example of RF used for inter-module communication. YaMor uses Blue-
tooth, a Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) radio. FHSS radios randomly
hop across a large pool of orthogonal channels which allows multiple transmissions
to occur simultaneously. Bluetooth uses a master-slave architecture to achieve the
tight time synchronisation required for channel hopping and to guarantee low latency.
However the master-slave architecture makes it cumbersome to deploy Bluetooth in a
mesh network topology (as evidenced by the need for a custom Scatternet protocol).
Bluetooth is effective in small robots, but faces the same scalability issues as mesh
networks when the number of modules approaches the number of orthogonal channels
(79). An [6] uses off-the-shelf ZigBee modules for inter-module communication. The
paper only demonstrates a small, 8-module system and scalability is not considered.
Gilpin et al. [57] use electro-permanent magnets to provide scalable inter-module
communication. When two modules are connected, the magnets communicate with
induction at 9600 baud. Module alignment and orientation is still important [57]
and modules have to be physically connected. Cabrera et al. [22] use IEEE 802.15.4
radios for local and global communication. Neighbour detection with the same ra-
dios and directional antennas was also demonstrated. The use of ZigBee radios for
SR robots was evaluated in experiments involving 15 ZigBee modules in [45]. The
results indicated that the use of ZigBee wireless radios is feasible as a limited low-cost
communication system for small networks. Our paper [91] is the first to specifically
address the scalability problem of mesh networks for modular robots.
Chapter 3
Background
3.1 Wireless Mesh Network
There is a rich and extensive body of research in WMNs that now spans more than
40 years. In this section we only review the necessary concepts for understanding this
thesis.
A WMN consists of a decentralised collection of network nodes equipped with one
or more radios. Nodes within WMNs are self-organising and are able to dynamically
establish and maintain a mesh network. In a mesh network, nodes are able to com-
municate with other nodes within the transmission range of their radios. In addition,
nodes can also serve as a relay for other nodes. This collaboration between nodes to
relay each other’s data allows any mesh network node to communicate with destina-
tions beyond its transmission range. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.1a where node 1 is
able to communicate with node 2 using the rest of the network as a relay. This collab-
oration between nodes is an important difference from centralised networks such as
mobile phone networks and wireless LANs. Fig. 3.1b shows a centralised network in
which all nodes exclusively connect to coordinating nodes (i.e. mobile phone towers
or wireless LAN access points). Coordinating nodes are then connected with wired
backbone infrastructure.
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Figure 3.1 – (a) A wireless mesh network. (b) A centralised network such as an
IEEE 802.11 LAN or mobile phone network. Solid red nodes represent infrastruc-
ture access points.
A WMN can be modelled as a graph G = (V,E). The set of vertices in V represent
nodes in the WMN. Edges exist between nodes that are within direct transmission
range of each other and willing to communicate with each other. The willingness
of two nodes to communicate is an important distinction. Nodes can choose not to
communicate even though they are within communication range. This can be useful
when link quality is low.
Typically two vertices u, v ∈ V are connected by an edge if |uv| < r where |uv| denotes
the Euclidean distance between uv and r is a specified range value. Traditionally
distance is measured in the Euclidean plane, however in wireless mesh networking
distance can also be measured in RSS space. In this dissertation, we use the RSS
space definition.
3.1.1 Medium Access Control
The carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) with channel assignment (CA) is a method
for allowing multiple nodes to share a common medium whilst avoiding collisions. In a
CSMA\CA enabled network, nodes wait until the channel is idle before transmitting.
The CA component forces all nodes to wait for a random period of time after sensing
the channel is idle before re-testing the channel and transmitting only if the channel
is still idle after the second test. This prevents multiple nodes from transmitting
simultaneously after the channel becomes idle.
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3.1.2 Routing
Routing in communication networks is the problem of finding a path from a sender
to destination. It is also common that more than one route is available between
two nodes and the routing algorithm must decide on the best path. This may not
always be the shortest path due to traffic and congestion along the shortest path. The
routing problem in WMNs is also significantly more complex than routing in wired
networks. Routing in WMNs must also accommodate for the following challenges:
• The capacity of links in WMN is coupled with adjacent and nearby links. There-
for even if a link has no traffic, it could also have little capacity due to a nearby
link being continuously active. The problem is further complicated by the fact
that it is not trivial to determine the amount of remaining capacity on a link
when it is shared by a large number of links.
• The capacity of links in WMN is also dependent on the link quality. The link
quality can be affected by external interference, multi-path fading, objects in
the environment and mobile nodes. These issues can also cause links to be
intermittent.
• Data can be corrupted by inter-network interference. Issues such as the hid-
den and exposed node problems can cause transmissions to be continuously
corrupted.
• Routes also have a shorter lifespan in mobile networks.
• The performance of routing protocols is also tied to the underlying MAC layer.
This makes it difficult to transfer routing algorithms between different MAC
layers.
The underlying implementation and application scenario of the network must also be
considered in routing algorithms. For example, routing in MRMC architectures is a
significantly different problem to routing in SRMC networks which is again different
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from routing in SRSC networks. The application of the network may also impact
on other network characteristics. Routing in mobile networks presents a different
challenge to routing in static networks. In static networks, the organisation of the
network nodes and traffic patterns of the network must also be taken into account
when designing routing algorithms. In this thesis we do not aim to provide new
routing protocols or algorithms. However our research aims to provide wired network
properties over a WMN implementation which reduces the problem of routing in
WMNs to a wired network routing problem.
3.2 Transmission, Reception and Interference Con-
cepts
3.2.1 Interference Model
In this dissertation, two models for interference are used: Physical Model and Protocol
Model [62]. The models describe when a transmission is successfully received and
when it is invalid due to interference. In general the Physical Model is more accurate
but more difficult to model analytically than the Protocol Model. Let Xi denote the
position of a node i. We also identify node i as Xi.
Protocol Model
A transmission from a node Xi is successfully received by a node Xj if
|Xk −Xj| ≥ (1 + ∆)|Xi −Xj|
holds for every other node Xk transmitting simultaneously on the same channel. The
value ∆ > 0 specifies a guard zone around a node to allow for imprecision in the
achieved range of transmissions.
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Physical Model
Let Xk; k ∈ τc be the subset of nodes transmitting concurrently on some channel c.
Let Pi be the transmit power level of node Xi and SNRij be the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of a transmission from Xi; i ∈ τ to Xj. The value SNRij is defined as:
SNRij =
Pi
|Xi−Xj |α
N0 +
∑
k∈τc
Pk
|Xk−Xj |α
, (3.1)
where τc is the set of nodes transmitting on channel c, α > 2 is the path-loss exponent
and N0 is the ambient noise level. For a transmission from Xi to Xj to be successful,
SNRij must be greater than the co-channel rejection ratio (CCRR) of the radio
hardware. The CCRR represents the minimum SNR required by the radio hardware
to correctly decode a packet. In this dissertation we will assume that all nodes use
the same transmit power.
3.2.2 Hidden and Exposed Node Problems
The hidden node problem occurs when two nodes u and v are not within transmission
range of each other but transmit simultaneously to a third node w that is visible to
both u and v. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. In this situation, the transmission from
one or both nodes can be lost and the collision may not be detected.
u vw
Figure 3.2 – Hidden node problem. Nodes u and v cannot see each other but can
transmit concurrently to node w. This results in one or both transmissions been
lost to corruption.
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The exposed node problem occurs when a node v transmitting to node u prevents
another node w from transmitting concurrently as show in Fig. 3.3. Since v is not
within transmission range of x and w is not within transmission range of u, both
can successfully transmit. This occurs as the CSMA algorithm prevents a node from
transmitting if the channel is not idle.
u wv x
Figure 3.3 – Exposed node problem. Nodes u and w can successfully transmit to their
respective neighbours v and x concurrently. However since both u and w are within
transmission range of each other, only one radio will attempt to transmit.
Chapter 4
Zero Mutual Interference Networks
In Chapter 1, we identified that existing wireless mesh network (WMN) solutions are
unsuitable for the communication requirements of robot teams. In the related work
chapter we established that this issue remains an open problem. This chapter defines
a novel approach to constructing WMNs called the zero mutual interference (ZMI)
network architecture. The objective of the ZMI network is to provide distributed
mobile robot teams with an infrastructure-free wireless network that emulates the
bandwidth and scalability properties of a wired network. This chapter presents de-
tailed analysis of our ZMI network implementation.
The ZMI network is formally defined in Sec. 4.1 and we present an overview of our
instantiation in Sec. 4.2. In Sec. 4.3 we describe the topology construction algorithm
and present the channel assignment algorithm in Sec. 4.4. Analysis of our ZMI net-
work instantiation is given in Sec. 4.5. In Sec. 4.6 we discuss some of the strengths
and weakness of the ZMI network instantiation and conclude the chapter in Sec. 4.7.
4.1 ZMI Definition
This section formally defines the ZMI architecture. Let a unit-disk graph (UDG)
GUDG = (V,E) represent a WMN where V = {1, ..., n} is the set of vertices indexed
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by the set of nodes in the network and E = {(i, j)|i, j ∈ V } denotes a bidirectional
communication link between neighbouring nodes i and j. (i, j) ∈ E if j is within
transmission range of i or vice versa. A ZMI network, GZMI = (V,E
′), is a subgraph
of GUDG. GZMI contains the same set of nodes V and a set of edges E
′ ⊆ E. A ZMI
network must also satisfy the following conditions:
1. Interference-Free Transmission: All edges e′ ∈ E ′ must be able to com-
municate independently of each other. This means that the probability of a
successful transmission on any edge e′ is not reduced by the transmissions on
any other network edge f ∈ E ′ where f 6= e′.
2. Dedicated Capacity: All edges e′ ∈ E ′ must be available for transmission at
any time to one of the two adjacent vertices (u, v) of e′.
3. Connectivity Guarantee: If GUDG is connected, then GZMI must also be
connected.
We note that the connectivity guarantee requirement is conditional on GUDG being
initially connected as stated. Ensuring that the GUDG is connected is beyond the
scope of the ZMI network definition. However this can be achieved through robot
controllers as surveyed in Sec. 2.3.1. A network that satisfies the above requirements
is a ZMI network and has the following functional properties:
• Guaranteed Edge Capacity: The capacity of all edges e′ ∈ E ′ is guaranteed
to be the carrier rate of the radios. The capacity is only shared amongst vertices
adjacent to e′ (i.e. the endpoints of e′).
• Interference-Free Transmissions: The hidden and exposed node problems
are avoided, as channels are not shared locally. Capacity loss to contention using
the carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) algorithm is also minimised as there
are at most two radios competing for channel access. A trivial time division
multiple access (TDMA) medium access control (MAC) mechanism can also be
employed to completely eliminate contention in channel access.
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• Bounded Latency: Latency is bounded as each edge only has two nodes
competing for channel access.
• Wired Network Routing Performance: The properties of the ZMI net-
work reduce the wireless routing problem to a wired network routing problem
which is well-addressed and significantly easier. This enables advanced routing
techniques including multi-path routing and quality-of-service (QoS) routing
protocols developed for wired networks to be applied to a ZMI network.
• Constant End-To-End Multi-Hop Capacity: The end-to-end capacity be-
tween any two network nodes (u, v) ∈ V is independent of the number of inter-
mediate hops.
Our definition of a ZMI network does not place any requirements on the implementa-
tion of a ZMI network. A trivial example of a ZMI network is point-to-point link in a
two-radio network. However, in our implementation of a ZMI network we place two
additional requirements. Firstly, the network implementation must scale to an arbi-
trary number of network nodes. Secondly, the network must not require infrastructure
or radios external to the robot team.
The terms (i) vertex and node, (ii) edge and link and (iii) colour, frequency and
channel are used interchangeably from here onwards. We make a distinction between
the term node and radio which is used interchangeably in WMN literature, however
is different for multi-radio multi-channel (MRMC) architectures. A network node
is equivalent to an MRMC node which can consist of one or more radios working
together.
4.2 Implementation Overview
Our ZMI instantiation is an MRMC network with homogeneous nodes. Within each
node, one radio is identified as the master radio and is tuned to a common control
channel. The remaining slave radios are dynamically allocated to different frequencies
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Figure 4.1 – Stages in ZMI network construction. (a) The UDG of the network. (b)
The RNG topology after the UDG has been pruned. Nodes are now illustrated as
multi-radio nodes. Each edge is assigned a dedicated radio at each node. Master
radios are not allocated to edges and remain on the control channel. (c) Channel
allocations guarantee zero mutual interference between all edges.
and communicate with neighbour nodes. Radios within a node are connected by a
wired communication bus that allows intra-node data transfer. The master radio is
responsible for receiving and broadcasting beacon packets on the control channel at
regular intervals. Beacon packets announce the existence of a node to the network and
contain information necessary for topology formation and channel allocation. Radios
have omni-directional antennas and approximately equal transmission range.
The ZMI network is constructed in three main stages as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. All
stages are decentralised and every node cycles through all three stages at a regular
interval. First, we build the full connectivity graph of the network, which we refer to
as the unit-disk graph (UDG), as seen in Fig. 4.1a. The UDG is constructed purely
using the received signal strength (RSS) of the beacon packets. We then prune the
UDG to obtain a relative neighbourhood graph (RNG), shown in Fig. 4.1b. RNGs
have at most six adjacent edges and each node dedicates one of its six slave radios
to each potential adjacent edge. Each slave radio can only be assigned to a single
edge. Finally, the link-based CA algorithm colours each network edge such that edges
sharing the same channel will not mutually interfere (Fig. 4.1c).
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4.3 Network Topology Construction
This section details the construction of the UDG shown in Fig. 4.1a and the construc-
tion of the RNG shown in Fig. 4.1b. We begin by defining the RNG in Sec. 4.3.1 and
in Sec. 4.3.2 we describe how the network topology is constructed. Sec. 4.3.3 outlines
the format of the beacon packets used to construct the network in RSS space.
4.3.1 RNG Topology
An RNG is an undirected graph defined on a set of vertices by connecting two points p
and q by an edge whenever there does not exist a third point r that is closer to both p
and q than the distance |pq|. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.2 where any two points p and
q are connected if no other node exists within the lens region shaded in grey. Fig. 4.2a
illustrates the RNG in Euclidean space. We also redraw Fig. 4.2a with wavy lines to
emphasise that our ZMI algorithm constructs the RNG graph using the RSS of the
beacon packets and not on Euclidean distance. This is an important distinction as
RSS can vary significantly with a number of factors such as the environment, multi-
path fading, obstacles and antenna design. The result is a poor correlation between
Euclidean space and RSS space. In Sec. 4.6.1 we also discuss some of the potential
challenges of using RSS to construct the network.
p q
Lune
Lens
Lune
(a)
Lune Lune
Lens
qp
(b)
Figure 4.2 – (a) RNG edges exist when there does not exist a third point inside the
lens of p and q. (b) An illustration of (a) in RSS space. The wavy lines represent
lines of equal signal strength.
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We prune the UDG to form the RNG as it has several useful properties:
1. Connectivity. If two nodes are connected in the UDG via some path, then
they are also connected in the RNG.
2. Bounded Degree. The maximum degree of an RNG in a planar ZMI network
is six [157]. This property bounds the number of radios needed in each MRMC
node. The maximum degree of an RNG in three-dimensional Euclidean space
is bounded by 12 [77].
3. Geometric Spanner. The spanning ratio of an RNG is bounded by Θ(n),
where n is the number of network nodes [15]. The spanning ratio of an RNG
defines the increase in distance between two vertices from the complete graph to
the RNG. A complete graph is one in which every pair of vertices is connected
by a unique edge.
4. Symmetry. RNGs are undirected graphs. Symmetrical communication is
assumed in many fundamental communication primitives such as acknowledge-
ments [123].
5. Subgraphs and Supergraphs. An RNG is a subgraph of a Delaunay trian-
gulation and a supergraph of a minimum spanning tree (MST). This property
is useful for robotics applications that use MSTs.
In addition to these properties, the process by which edges are selected in the RNG
also complements the radio path-loss model. RNG edges exist only if no other node(s)
can simultaneously interfere with both adjacent nodes of an RNG edge. We also make
the distinction at this point between neighbour nodes and relative neighbour nodes.
Two nodes are neighbours if they are connected by an edge in the UDG. Two nodes
are relative neighbours if they are connected by an edge in the RNG.
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4.3.2 RNG Topology Construction Algorithm
In order to build the RNG from the UDG, we propose a decentralised and asyn-
chronous algorithm that does not require the location or relative bearing information
of nodes. Instead our algorithm constructs the RNG using the RSS between network
nodes as a measure of inter-node distance. We use the term RSS interchangeably with
distance, however we emphasise again that RSS is not used as a measure of Euclidean
distance.
All nodes broadcast beacon packets at regular intervals and continuously listen for
beacon packets to obtain the RSS between network nodes. When a node receives a
beacon packet, it obtains the RSS between itself and the transmitting node. Each
node eventually builds an RSS map between itself and every other node within trans-
mission range. This map is stored as a list containing neighbour ID and RSS pairs
and is also embedded inside the beacon packet broadcast by the node. Using the
embedded information and its own RSS measurements, each node is then able to
construct an RSS map of the network containing all nodes within transmission range.
This list will not contain nodes that are out of communication range which is the case
when the UDG is globally disconnected. However this is inconsequential to the valid
construction of the network. Maintaining a connected network in a UDG is outside
the scope of this dissertation but related work is discussed in Sec. 2.3.1. The format
of the beacon packet is described in Sec. 4.3.3.
Each node calculates the RNG topology from the RSS map of the network to deter-
mine its relative neighbours. The calculation of the RNG topology does not require a
complete RSS map. Whilst this may initially result in an inaccurate RNG topology,
the RNG topology is continually recalculated each time a beacon packet is received.
This allows the RNG topology to continuously adapt to the changing physical topol-
ogy of mobile networks. In a static network, the network quickly converges to the
correct RNG topology. The time taken for the network to converge in a mobile net-
work depends on the beacon interval and the speed at which the network topology
changes which is analysed in Sec. 4.5.2.
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Algorithm 1 Dynamic RNG Construction for node w
1: Broadcast beacon packet at regular intervals.
2: Listen for beacon packets and record the RSS value. For each beacon packet,
insert/update internal list of neighbour nodes N whilst maintaining N sorted
based on RSS.
3: if Received beacon packet contains our ID as a neighbour then
4: Init R = {} V = {}
5: while size(N) > 0 do
6: u = removeHead(N)
7: if ∀v ∈ V : |uw| < |uv| then
8: add u to R
9: end if
10: Remove u from N
11: Add u to V
12: end while
13: N=V
14: Connect all neighbours in R with edges.
15: end if
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Pseudocode for this RNG algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1, which is executed
asynchronously at every node in the network. To calculate the RNG topology, each
node (w) sorts the list of neighbours N based on the RSS such that the closest
neighbours (neighbours with the strongest RSS values) are at the head of the list. It
then removes the first node u from N and checks if there is any node v ∈ V that is
closer to u than w. Note that at this point, all elements in V are closer to w than u.
If there is not a node v closer to u than w, then u is a relative neighbour and added
to the set of relative neighbours R. Once u has been checked, it is added to V . Once
all elements in N have been checked, R contains the relative neighbours of w. When
a beacon packet is received that lists w as a neighbour node, w recalculates the RNG
topology. If a new relative neighbour is identified, the node dedicates an unassigned
slave radio to communicate with that relative neighbour.
Lines one and two should run continuously. The calculation of the RNG at line
three is only required before the transmission of a beacon packet however can be ex-
ecuted more frequently. The computational requirements of this algorithm discussed
in Sec. 4.5.3.
4.3.3 Beacon Packet Format
The format of the beacon packet is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Each beacon packet con-
tains, at minimum, two header bytes. The first header byte defines this frame as a
beacon packet and the second byte defines the number of neighbour records to follow.
We define a neighbour record as a neighbour ID and RSS pair. If the neighbour record
is also a relative neighbour in the RNG topology, then the RN bit in the Neighbour
ID byte is set to 1 and the third byte in the neighbour record contains the channel
that the edge has been allocated.
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Type
Bytes
1 1
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Neighbour 
ID RSSI Channel
Record Count
Bytes
1 1 0-1
Neighbour 
IDRN
Bits
Neighbour 
Record
...
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1 7
Figure 4.3 – Beacon packet format. Beacons list all UDG neighbours and correspond-
ing RSS. Channel allocations are included for RNG neighbours (denoted by RN
bit).
4.4 Channel Assignment
4.4.1 Transmission and Interference Model
In our transmission model, we use the Physical Model [62] to determine if two edges
mutually interfere. In the Physical Model, a transmission from i is successfully re-
ceived at j if the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is greater than the co-channel rejection
ratio (CCRR), which represents the minimum SNR required by the radio hardware
to correctly decode a packet. The SNR of a transmission from i to j (SNRij), can be
calculated by taking the ratio of the RSS from i at j (RSSij) to the noise at j. The
total noise includes the aggregated received signal strength at j from all interfering
transmitters as well as the ambient noise N0 which can be calculated as follows:
SNRij =
Pi
|Xi−Xj |α
N0 +
∑
k∈τc
Pk
|Xk−Xj |α
(4.1)
where τc is the set of nodes transmitting on the same channel and α > 2 is the
path-loss exponent.
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In Eqn. 4.1 we assume that all nodes in the network operate at the same transmission
power level. However we do not assume that wireless links are symmetrical despite
this been a common simplifying assumption in existing literature [89]. Hence Pi|Xi−Xj |α
may be different to
Pj
|Xj−Xi|α though in most cases they are similar.
4.4.2 Conflict Graph Construction and Decentralised Greedy
Graph Colouring
Our channel assignment (CA) algorithm is a decentralised link-based approach that
is asynchronous and executes in parallel with topology construction. A link-based
CA algorithm assigns channels to network edges as opposed to individual radios or
nodes. The advantage of a link-based approach is that changes in channel allocations
are transparent to higher level applications. Each network edge e ∈ ERNG is indepen-
dently coloured by the adjacent node with the greater node ID. The adjacent node
with the lower ID determines the assigned channel through the beacon packets of the
corresponding neighbour.
To colour the network topology, a conflict graph F of GRNG is first constructed. The
network topology cannot be directly coloured as it is an incomplete representation
of the interference between edges. Conflict graphs are commonly used to model the
mutual coupling between links in wireless networks [8, 76, 102, 126].
A conflict graph F = (V ′, E ′) has vertices directly corresponding to the edges in
GRNG. Two vertices in F are connected if their corresponding edges inGRNG interfere.
The conflict graph identifies links in the RNG topology that mutually interfere and
cannot be allocated the same channel. After the conflict graph has been calculated,
a greedy decentralised colouring algorithm presented by Grable and Panconesi [60] is
used to colour the network. However any other decentralised colouring algorithm can
also be used.
The pseudocode shown in Algorithm 2 defines how the conflict graph is calculated
and how channels are assigned. The algorithm is executed in parallel at every node
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Algorithm 2 Graph colouring algorithm executed at each network node
1: function ColouringAlgorithm(i, j)
2: Set i as the unique ID of this node.
3: Create a conflict vertex v′ ∈ V ′ for all network edges in ERNG where V ′ is the
set of conflict vertices in F (V ′, E ′)
4: for ∀eij ∈ ERNG : i > j do
5: Init P (i) to palette of accessible colours.
6: Init W = V ′. W will eventually contain the set of conflict vertices not
adjacent to this conflict vertex.
7: for ∀u ∈ VRNG do
8: if RSS LOWER(ij)−CCRR<RSS UPPER(ui) ||
RSS LOWER(ij)−CCRR<RSS UPPER(uj) then
9: for ∀w ∈ W whose edge in GRNG is adjacent to u do
10: Remove the colour of w from P (i) if w has been coloured.
11: end for
12: end if
13: Remove w from W .
14: end for
15: sort(W ) by the colours of the conflict vertices
16: for ∀p ∈ P (i) do
17: for ∀w ∈ W that are coloured as p do
18: Let x and y denote the two end-nodes of the edge in GRNG corre-
sponding to w
19: Let CIp,i be the cumulative interference at i on channel p using the
cumulative interference equation in Eqn. 4.1 and take the worst case interference
by using max(RSS UPPER(ix), RSS UPPER(iy)) in the summation.
20: if CIp,i > (RSSji − CCRR) || CIp,j > (RSSij − CCRR) then
21: Remove p from P (i)
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
25: Randomly assign the edge eij a colour remaining in P (i).
26: end for
27: for ∀eij ∈ ERNG : i < j do
28: Get colour assigned by j through beacon packets.
29: end for
30: for ∀eij ∈ ERNG do
31: Set CSMA threshold.
32: end for
33: Include new colourings in next beacon broadcast.
34: end function
35:
36: function RSS UPPER(a, b) return max(RSSab, RSSba)
37: end function
38:
39: function RSS LOWER(a, b) return min(RSSab, RSSba)
40: end function
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in the network. Each node colours its adjacent edges (vertices of the conflict graph) if
its ID is higher than the corresponding neighbour ID (line 4). We assume all network
nodes have a globally unique ID (such as the IEEE 802.11 MAC address). Once the
node finds a vertex of the conflict graph to colour, it initialises a palette of colours
P (i) (radio channels) and makes a copy of the conflict vertex set. In lines 7 and 16,
the algorithm eliminates the channels that are already in use from the palette P (i),
leaving the set of permissible colours for this particular edge.
The for-loop at line 7 removes channels from P (i) that are assigned to edges adjacent
to nodes within the transmit exclusion zone (TXZ) of i and j. Fig. 4.4a illustrates
the TXZ of the edge AB as the union of the area enclosed by the two dotted circles
of radius RSS LOWERAB −CCRR dB around node A and B. RSS LOWERAB is
defined in Algorithm 1. The TXZ defines an area around an edge in which no node
(other than the endpoints of that edge) can concurrently transmit without causing
interference. Therefore edges adjacent to any node within the TXZ are in conflict
with the current edge and must be assigned a different colour.
The for-loop at line 16 accounts for cumulative interference (CI). It removes channels
from P (i) that are used by multiple edges in the network and cumulatively create
enough noise to interfere with the current network edge. For each remaining channel
in P (i), we use Eqn. 4.1 to determine the CI at node i and j independently. If the
CI at either node is greater than RSS LOWERAB −CCRR, the channel is removed
from P (i). Finally the edge eij is randomly assigned a colour from the remaining
colours in P (i) or if i < j the colouring is taken from the neighbour. If the CSMA
algorithm is used for MAC, then the CSMA threshold should be set just below the
RSS of the edge so that only i and j share the link. Once a node colours all of its
edges, it includes these colourings in subsequent beacon messages.
This algorithm also accounts for the asymmetrical nature of wireless links by consid-
ering the RSS measurements from both endpoints of an edge. The algorithm always
chooses the RSS measurement that results in the most conservative estimate of inter-
ference as seen by the use of RSS LOWERab and RSS UPPERab. In Sec. 4.6.1, we
also discuss some of the potential challenges of colouring the network using the RSS
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Figure 4.4 – Node A channel assignments. (a) Edges eBC and eDC in network graph are
allocated channels 1 and 2. Edges eAB and eAD remain to be coloured. P is palette
of available channels. The union of the area enclosed by the two dotted circles is
called the transmit exclusion zone (TXZ) of eAB. Nodes in this region (including D
and C) are within direct conflict eAB and cannot transmit concurrently on the same
channel. The dotted circles represent areas of equal signal strength and not an area
in Euclidean space. (b) Node A converts the edges in (a) to conflict vertices. (c)
Node A finds all conflict vertices in conflict with AB and connects them with an
edge. The corresponding conflict channels are removed from PAB. Note adjacency
of DC and AB even though eAB is not adjacent to eDC . (d) Node A colours eAD.
As AD is not adjacent to BC, the same channel is allocated.
due to its unpredictable fading characteristics. We also factor in the minimum SNR
required by the radio hardware with the CCRR term.
4.4.3 Illustrated Example
An example of the colouring process is presented in Fig. 4.4. Node A must colour its
two edges with B and D (assuming the ID of A is greater than B and D).
Starting with the colouring of eAB, node A creates conflict vertices for all edges in
GRNG (Fig. 4.4b). A then finds the nodes in GRNG (including A and B) that lie
inside the TXZ of eAB. The conflict vertices of edges adjacent to each node inside
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this region are then connected to the conflict vertex AB (Fig. 4.4c). The channels of
conflict vertices adjacent to AB are removed from the palette PAB. Adjacent conflict
vertices that are not coloured (e.g. AD) are ignored. The conflict vertex AB is then
coloured by randomly drawing a number from PAB. Note in Fig. 4.4c, the conflict
vertex AB and DC are adjacent in F while their corresponding edges in GRNG are
not adjacent.
Edge eAD is coloured by node A in the same process. Note that BC and AD are
not within interference range and the two can be allocated the same channel without
causing interference.
As the colouring algorithm is executed asynchronously at every node, colouring con-
flicts can occur if two edges within interference range are initially assigned the same
value. To resolve such colouring conflicts, each node validates its channel assignments
each time a new beacon packet is received. In the case of an assignment conflict, the
edge with the highest node ID re-colours its edge. This validation process is nec-
essary in mobile networks and also in static networks to account for changes in the
environment.
4.4.4 Analysis
Performance of Colouring Algorithm
The colouring algorithm in Sec. 4.4.2 is equivalent to one presented in [60]. The
colouring algorithm requires at most ∆ + 1 colours to correctly colour the graph
where ∆ represents the maximum degree of the graph [17]. We replace ∆ with the
maximum degree of the conflict graph ∆(F ). In a UDG of randomly and uniformly
distributed nodes and ignoring the effects of cumulative interference, ∆(F ) depends
on the longest edge in the RNG topology. According to Yi et al. [174], the longest
edge in an RNG is asymptotically almost surely bounded by O(
√
log(ρ)/ρ) as ρ→∞
where ρ is the density of the network. Hence ∆(F ) is bounded by O(log(ρ)) as ρ→∞.
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Figure 4.5 – A non-ideal network topology. The long edges between clusters of densely
placed nodes results in a large maximum vertex conflict degree.
Grable and Panconesi [60] also showed that this algorithm can colour the network in
O(log n) rounds with high probability – that is with probability approaching 1 as the
number of vertices increases. However a prerequisite of this performance bound is
that the RNG topology construction has finished prior to colouring. This is therefore
only applicable for static networks as the RNG topology is continuously changing in
mobile networks
In Algorithm 2, the colouring algorithm executes in parallel with topology construc-
tion. This adjustment to the colouring process allows edges in mobile networks to be
coloured immediately as RNG edges are constructed. Edges are immediately opera-
tional after being coloured. During normal network operation, the colouring time only
requires O(log δ) rounds where δ is the number of edges that require (re)colouring.
Ideal and Non-Ideal Network Scenarios
In Sec. 4.4.4 we discuss how the number of channels required to colour an RNG is
topology dependent. While bounds are provided for uniformly and randomly dis-
tributed networks, the outcome can be different for other network topologies. The
idealness of a topology is a function of the variance in edge lengths (i.e. RSS). Net-
work topologies with similar edge lengths are the most ideal as these produce networks
with a low ∆(F ). Modular robots [91] are an example of networked robots for which
this would be a reasonable assumption.
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Networks which have long and short edges adjacent to each other are the least ideal as
they result in a larger ∆(F ). An example of this is illustrated in Fig. 4.5 which shows
a network with dense clusters of nodes separated by a relatively large inter-cluster
distance. The long edges between the dense clusters cannot share the same channel
as any of the nodes within the clusters. Therefore the conflict degree of these long
edges is at minimum the sum of all edges within the clusters.
This understanding of ideal network topologies can be useful in designing motion
control algorithms for networked robots. Mobile nodes can determine the length of
adjacent edges and move in such a way as to minimise the standard deviation between
edge lengths. Networked robots where communication bandwidth is important could
then place a higher weighting on minimising the standard deviation in the robots’
control function. Networked robots with less emphasis on communication could re-
duce this weighting or simply not allocate channels to edges with a large conflict
vertex degree.
4.4.5 Extensions to Colouring Algorithm
Cumulative Interference
In Algorithm 2, the CI is the cumulative RSS from all co-channel radios. However,
a node i may not receive beacon messages from the entire set of neighbours in τc in
Eqn. 4.1. Nodes may be out of transmission range but still contributing to the noise
floor. The interference contribution of these nodes can be considered as a component
of N0 at i. The master radio calculates the CI from the beacons it has received and
relies on the slave radios to measure the noise floor on their allocated channels at
regular intervals. Slave radios can further monitor the link capacity to determine if
CI is affecting the throughput and request a new channel if necessary.
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Figure 4.6 – Step graph showing trade-off between number of virtual channels and
edge bandwidth. K represents radio carrier rate. P is channel pool size.
Accommodating Limited Channel Pools
We present two mechanisms for increasing the number of colours in the channel pool.
This is necessary as the minimum number of channels required to colour an arbitrary
graph cannot be determined a priori.
The first approach is to modify the network topology and eliminate edges that have
the highest conflict degree. These edges prevent a large number of edges from reusing
the same channel and are the most costly to colour. While this approach is simple,
it can also lead to a disconnected connectivity graph in topologies where there ex-
ists a large standard deviation in the distance between network nodes (e.g. cluster
networks).
The second method is to artificially create more channels by dividing existing channels
in the time domain. This allows the creation of any number of channels orthogonal in
frequency and/or time. In effect, we trade the per-edge bandwidth capacity for more
virtual channels while maintaining the guarantee of mutually independent network
links. The graph in Fig. 4.6 illustrates this trade-off. By halving the bandwidth at
each network edge, the number of virtual channels can be doubled. This approach
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can be applied to IEEE 802.11b/g/n radios which only have 3 orthogonal channels
but have a high carrier rate of 54 Mbps. A drawback of this approach however is that
it violates the dedicated capacity requirement of our ZMI definition in Sec. 4.1.
4.5 Analysis
In this section we analyse the requirements and performance of our ZMI implementa-
tion. We consider the scalability of constructing the ZMI on a single control channel
in Sec. 4.5.1 and the optimal interval to broadcast beacon packets in Sec. 4.5.2.
The computational complexity of constructing the ZMI network is also analysed in
Sec. 4.5.3. Finally in Sec. 4.5.4 we provide an in-depth analysis on the underlying
mechanisms that allow the ZMI network to scale.
4.5.1 Common Control Channel Scalability and Communi-
cation Overhead
A drawback of conventional dedicated control channel (DCC) MRMC architectures [170]
is poor scalability. The control channel in DCC networks is required for negotiating
channel allocations for individual traffic flows on alternate radios. As DCC network
size or traffic volume increases, the control channel becomes congested. Consequently
nodes sit idle waiting to negotiate on the control channel. Additionally, if beacon
packets are used for neighbour discovery as in the ZMI approach, neighbours become
more difficult to discover with network size.
Our ZMI implementation does not suffer from control channel congestion as the ZMI
network does not use it for one-to-one negotiations like DCC approaches. Instead, we
leverage the one-to-many broadcast nature of wireless transmissions to construct the
RSS map and disseminate the network state through beacon packets. The beacon
packets are unacknowledged and the control channel does not use the CSMA algo-
rithm. However as the network size increases, the number of discoverable nodes in
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the ZMI network becomes bounded. We define nlocal as the number of discoverable
neighbours by a node. The value of nlocal is influenced by the maximum vertex de-
gree of the UDG (∆(GUDG)) and the beacon broadcast interval. The density of the
network relative to the transmission range determines ∆(GUDG). For now we assume
the worst case where the UDG is complete and ∆(GUDG) is equal to n (i.e. all nodes
are within transmission range of each other) where n is the size of the network. If
we let s denote the number of beacon packets that can fit inside a beacon broadcast
interval, then nlocal is bounded by min(n, s). The discoverable neighbours at each
node will also be the nlocal closest neighbours as these nodes will have a higher RSS
than more distant nodes. In the case the UDG is not complete, then nlocal at node u
is min(min(n, deg(u)), s) where deg(u) is the vertex degree of node u in the UDG.
As the parameter s is tunable, nlocal can be adjusted such that nlocal > ∆(GUDG).
This is achieved by increasing the beacon interval which increases s. The trade-off
of increasing the beacon interval however is the network converges and adapts to
changes at a slower rate. This can be appropriate for static or slow moving networks.
We define a network as converged when all network edges have been assigned radios
and channels. In Sec. 4.5.2, we discuss how to choose the optimal beacon interval.
The effect of nlocal being equal to s is that not all RNG edges will be formed. This
consequently breaks the connectedness guarantee. Networks with non-ideal topologies
as described in Sec. 4.4.4 are most likely to become disconnected. Therefore in the
static case, the ZMI use of the control channel scales to any size network without
penalty. In a dynamic network, control channel scalability can be achieved at the
cost of losing the connectedness guarantee or a slower network convergence rate. The
convergence rate is the speed that the network arrives at a converged state where
all network links have been allocated radios and channels. In either case, all relative
neighbours within the nlocal range will connect as normal.
A related issue to control channel scalability is the beacon packet size. The beacon
packet size is directly proportional to nlocal. However, the beacon packet size can be
truncated by sorting neighbour records based on RSS and omitting the most distant
neighbours. As discussed above, omitting distant neighbour records can break the
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connectedness guarantee. Practically however, limiting the beacon packet size is
necessary if the packet size is greater than the maximum packet size permitted by
the radio standard. For example, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard dictates a maximum
packet size of only 128 bytes including overhead byes.
4.5.2 Beacon Interval and Network Convergence Rate
Here we discuss the rate at which the network is able to converge to a valid RNG
topology and colouring when the network is in motion. The optimal beacon interval
for fast convergence is also analysed.
Beacon Intervals Required for Network Convergence
We define a network as converged when all nodes have discovered their relative neigh-
bours in the RNG topology and channels have been assigned to the RNG edges. The
convergence rate is the speed at which the network reaches a converged state.
Three steps are required to achieve network convergence. First, all nodes discover
the RSS of their neighbours through beacon broadcasts. In the second step, this
information is disseminated to the rest of the network. Channel assignments are then
calculated and disseminated in the final step.
The first two steps theoretically requires one beacon interval each. Practically how-
ever, beacon packets can be lost to interference and more rounds may be required.
The channel assignment algorithm requires O(log n) intervals for the initial colour-
ing and O(log δ) rounds for maintenance as described in Sec. 4.4.4. However these
bounds are loose as the dissemination of the channel assignments are asynchronous
unlike in [60]. This allows nodes that broadcast their channel assignments first to
lock channel resources and reduces the number of colouring rounds.
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Optimal Beacon Interval
The beacon interval controls the trade-off between the convergence rate of the network
and the value of nlocal. Shorter beacon intervals allow the network to converge faster.
However if the beacon interval is too short, the number of discoverable neighbours
nlocal is reduced. In static networks, the beacon interval should be set such that nlocal is
equal to min(n, deg(u)) for ∀u ∈ GRNG. This maintains the connectedness guarantee
whilst maximising the rate of convergence. In dynamic networks, the beacon interval
required to meet the connectedness guarantee may be unreasonably slow for the rate
that the robots move. In this case the beacon interval should be set as long as possible
whilst maintaining a practical convergence rate for the application. Alternatively, a
radio standard with a higher carrier rate can be selected.
4.5.3 Computation Complexity
Finally, there must be sufficient computational power at each node to recompute
and validate the topology and channel assignments within the beacon interval. This
ensures that beacon packets are embedded with the most up-to-date information on
the network state.
The computational complexity of our ZMI implementation includes three compo-
nents: neighbour list maintenance, topology construction and channel assignment.
In neighbour list maintenance, each node maintains a list of neighbour ID and RSS
pairs constructed from received beacon packets as described in Sec. 4.3.2. Algorithm 1
also requires that the list be kept in a sorted state based on RSS and there can only
be one entry for each neighbour ID. Therefore, each new beacon packet requires three
operations: search, deletion and sorted insertion. The computational complexity of
each operation depends on the underlying data structure. However using a basic
linked-list implementation, this requires O(nlocal) for search, O(1) for deletion and
O(nlocal) for insertion. As this must be executed for every beacon received, the total
computation time for each beacon interval is O(n2local).
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The RSS map at each node is updated each time a new beacon packet is received.
Therefore topology construction and channel assignment algorithms should be exe-
cuted with each beacon packet to ensure that the relative neighbours and assigned
channels are up-to-date. Both the topology construction algorithm (Algorithm 1) and
channel assignment algorithm (Algorithm 2) are O(n2local) assuming a simple linked-
list implementation. If both are executed for each beacon packet received, then the
total computation time for each beacon interval is O(n3local). Practically however, the
topology construction and channel assignment algorithms only need to be executed
once each beacon interval prior to the beacon been transmitted. This reduces the
complexity to O(n2local) while ensuring that beacons are embedded with the most up-
to-date RSS information. If beacon intervals are long, then topology construction
and channel assignment algorithms can be executed more frequently.
4.5.4 Scalable Spatial Reuse in WMNs
In this section we analyse the underlying mechanism by which our ZMI network
instantiation is able to provide a scalable and high capacity network. The scalability
of the ZMI network is derived from our approach to spatial reuse that allows the
ZMI network to recycle channels more frequently and in higher density. We will also
discuss the key advantages and differences between the ZMI network approach from
comparable MRMC CA algorithms.
We begin with a model for interference. Fig. 4.7a depicts a wireless link with radio
A transmitting to radio B. During this transmission, there is a region around radio B
that we refer to as the transmit exclusion zone (TXZ). No other radio can transmit
in the TXZ without corrupting the transmission from A to B. We assume that all
radios have equal transmission power.
Wireless links also have to be capable of duplex communication as packets often have
to be acknowledged. Therefore all links have a TXZ around both endpoints of the link
as illustrated in Fig. 4.7b. A duplex link excludes all other links from transmitting
concurrently if it contains an endpoint within another link’s TXZ. Whilst it is possible
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Figure 4.7 – (a) Shaded region enclosed by the dotted-circle is the transmit exclusion
zone (TXZ) created from a transmission from A to B. No other node is permitted
to transmit within the TXZ without causing data corruption. (b) Shaded region
enclosed by union of the two dotted-circles is the total TXZ when communication
between A and B is duplex. We assume all communication is duplex. (c) Whilst
it is possible for the C-D link to communicate in parallel, it cannot do so reliably
without risk of interference as C lies in the TXZ of A-B and communication is
assumed to be duplex.
for a third radio D to successfully transmit to a fourth radio C inside the TXZ of B,
our assumption that all links are duplex means that C cannot reliably transmit back
to D without risking interfering with A’s transmission. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.7c.
The problem with applying spatial reuse as modelled by the TXZ in Fig. 4.7c is that
a radio cannot readily determine whether it is inside another link’s TXZ. Similarly a
radio cannot readily determine if its neighbour is within another radio’s TXZ and thus
cannot respond without the possibility of causing interference. The most common
solution to this problem in WMNs is for all radios to wait until the channel is idle
before transmitting. This is implemented using the CSMA protocol which is explained
in Sec. 3.1.1. This approach is used in several comparable MRMC CA algorithms
including CLICA [102], INSTC [155], CTA [148], BFS-CA [126] and PSO [28].
While the CSMA protocol provides a simple and effective mechanism for preventing
transmission collisions, the CSMA protocol has poor channel utilisation efficiency.
This issue is illustrated in Fig. 4.8 which depicts radio A transmitting to radio B.
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Figure 4.8 – Cost of link when using the CSMA protocol. The area enclosed by the
solid-lined circle centred on node A is the total cost which includes the overhead
and real cost. The real cost is the union of the area enclosed by the dotted-lined
circles. The overhead cost is the total area less the real cost area. The overhead cost
represents wasted opportunities for spatial reuse when using the CSMA protocol.
During this transmission, there is a region around radio A enclosed by the solid-lined
circle which we will refer to as the carrier sense multiple access transmit exclusion
zone (CTXZ). The radius of the CTXZ is usually set to the transmission range of the
radios. Neighbouring radios of A are able to detect if they are in the CTXZ simply
by listening to the channel and checking if the channel is idle. Radios employing the
CSMA protocol will not transmit if the channel is not idle. Since the CTXZ will
most likely encompass the TXZ at the receiving radio, the probability of concurrent
transmissions leading to interference is low.
As we can see from Fig. 4.8, the enclosed area of the CTXZ is significantly greater than
the area of the TXZ. This is the reason the CSMA protocol is inefficient; potential
opportunities for neighbouring links to transmit concurrently is wasted.
We can quantify this inefficiency by defining the cost of a link as the area around the
link in which another node cannot concurrently transmit reliably. When applying the
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CSMA protocol, the cost of a link is the area enclosed by the CTXZ as seen in Fig. 4.8.
This cost can be broken down into the real and overhead cost. The real cost of the
link is the area enclosed by the TXZ; a concurrent transmission by another radio in
this region will certainly cause interference. The overhead cost of the link is the area
enclosed by the CTXZ less the area of the TXZ (i.e. CTXZ \ TXZ). A concurrent
transmission by another radio in this area might cause interference, but to prevent
any chance of causing interference the radio will wait for the channel to become idle.
If the link is indeed outside the TXZ (e.g. link D-E), then an opportunity to reuse
the channel is lost. This concept is also known as the exposed node problem.
Clearly the CSMA is extremely inefficient for spatial reuse and particularly so in dense
networks. However this is the approach used in almost all single-radio single-channel
(SRSC), single-radio multi-channel (SRMC) and MRMC WMNs including [28, 83,
102, 126, 148, 148, 155, 171]. This is where the ZMI network approach fundamentally
differs.
The ZMI network can establish the TXZ of any two links and determine if they can
successfully transmit in parallel. The ZMI network accomplishes this by constructing
an RSS map of the network. This enables each node to determine if it is in the TXZ
of another link. However this alone is insufficient to create a scalable high bandwidth
WMN. We further identify two features of WMNs that impact on the ability to
recycle channels efficiently and minimise them through topology construction and
the CA algorithm: (1) link length and (2) sharing of channels amongst multiple
nodes.
Link Length
Before continuing this discussion we calculate the area enclosed by union of the TXZs
of a link. The area enclosed by the two dotted-circles in Fig. 4.7b can be calculated
as:
l2
6
(8pi + 3
√
3) (4.2)
where l is the length of the link. As we can see the cost of a link increases to the
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Figure 4.9 – Comparison of cost of long and short links. Cost is defined as the area
enclosed by the dotted lines. (a) Cost of communication between A and C using
single long link is 20 units2 assuming unit link length. (b) Cost of two shorter links
communicating via node B is 5 units2 per link over two channels and four radios
(assuming an MRMC architecture).
square of the link length. From this point on we will refer to the cost of a link as the
real cost (i.e. the area enclosed by the union of the TXZs). We have so far inferred
that the TXZ is a disk in Euclidean space of radius equal to the link length. A more
accurate model is the region around A and B in RSS space where no other duplex
link can operate concurrently without mutual interference. Our CA algorithm models
this in RSS space using the Physical Model however for simplicity we will continue
the discussion in Euclidean space.
From Eqn. 4.2 we can see that long links are exponentially more expensive. Fig. 4.9
illustrates this is terms of a routing problem. The three nodes; A, B and C, are
all within transmission range of each other. Node A wishes to transmit to node C
and has two routes: (i) directly transmit to C as shown in Fig. 4.9a, or (ii) transmit
via B as shown in Fig. 4.9b. Using Eqn. 4.2 and assuming links AB and BC are
of unit-length, route (i) costs 20 units2 using one channel and two radios. Route
(ii) costs 5 units2 per link using two channels and four radios (assuming an MRMC
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architecture). Therefore we can see that if we wish to minimise the cost of links
and maximise opportunities for channel reuse, multiple short links are exponentially
more efficient than a single long link particularly as the route length increase. Whilst
route (ii) requires an additional channel, each channel is been used more efficiently.
Therefore in a large MRMC network, using short links results in more efficient channel
reuse. Route (ii) also requires an additional radio, however commodity hardware is
relatively inexpensive which we discuss further in Sec. 4.6.2.
Fig. 4.9 depicts the nodes being co-linear which may not always be the case. However
the RNG has been shown to be a good average case spanner [164]. In [164], the
authors showed that the RNG has a mean stretch factor of 1.06 in terms of energy
and 1.1 with respect to Euclidean distance. This implies that the average cost of
links in an RNG topology is far smaller than an UDG topology. The UDG topology
is assumed in most MRMC architectures. It is noted however that the upper bound
on the spanning ratio of the RNG is Ω(n) in Euclidean distance [15].
Shared Channel
We now consider the cost of sharing a common channel amongst multiple nodes. This
approach is taken in MRMC CA algorithms that assign channels to nodes such as
SC-CA [171]. Fig. 4.10 shows a node with four neighbours connected with unit-length
links. We will first calculate the cost of using the ZMI architecture and compare it
with the cost of using a single shared channel. If we first assume that the ZMI network
is employed, then each link is allocated an orthogonal channel and a dedicated pair
of radios. Therefore the total cost is 5 units2 per link using four channels and a
minimum of 8 radios.
Now we consider the cost of assigning the four links in Fig. 4.10 a common channel.
The union of the TXZ of the four links is 7pi
2
+ 1 ≈ 12 units2. Whilst it may appear
that sharing the channel is more efficient as four links are now served with a single
channel, each link is only active for a fraction of the time. Therefore if we normalise
the area of the channel to the capacity, channel sharing results in 1 unit data per
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Figure 4.10 – Cost of four links. Each link individually costs 5 units2 and union of
the total enclosed area is 12 units2. Normalised against channel capacity, channel
sharing results in 1 unit data per 12 unit2 while a ZMI implementation achieves 1
unit data per 5 units2.
12 unit2 whilst the ZMI network achieves 1 unit data per 5 unit2. In practice the
cost of channel sharing is even greater due to the necessary overhead of scheduling
links. This shows that channel sharing amongst multiple radios results in greater lost
opportunities for channel reuse.
4.6 Discussion
In this section we discuss some of the potential challenges and weaknesses of the ZMI
network approach and algorithms. In Sec. 4.6.1 we discuss the issues of constructing
the RNG topology and colouring algorithm in RSS space. In Sec. 4.6.2 we consider
the benefits of using a large number of radios in our MRMC architecture and in
Sec. 4.6.3 we discuss the potential for reducing the number of radios required at each
node from the specified seven.
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4.6.1 Construction in RSS Space
In this section we discuss the potential challenges with using the RSS to construct
the ZMI network topology and network colourings. As we have already discussed in
Sec. 4.2, we use the RSS of the beacon packets broadcasted on the control channel
to build an RSS map of the network. This RSS map is used to construct the RNG
topology and to construct the conflict graph for assigning channels. However small
changes in the physical position of nodes or small changes in the physical environment
can cause the RSS between nodes to change significantly. This is due to factors such as
multi-path interference, environmental features and the motion of the node itself. We
first discuss how these factors cause the RSS to vary and then discuss its implications.
Environmental Features
Environmental features such as terrain and buildings are able to reflect, atten-
uate and block radio signals. For example, an urban environment with flat and
metallic surfaces can block and reflect signals. This can cause certain locations
to have unexpectedly strong or weak signals relative to their separation in Eu-
clidean space. The position of nodes amongst terrain features such as hills and
cliffs can also cause significant changes in RSS. A node located on the top of a
hill will naturally have good reception however moving down the side of a hill
can cause the signal to be completely blocked. This is particularly problematic
in applications such as inter-vehicle communication and autonomous mining.
Robot Motion
Mobile nodes or dynamic obstacles will also cause the RSS map between nodes
to change. The rate of change in the RSS map is dependent on the relative
speed of the nodes and objects. Slow moving robots coupled with certain en-
vironmental features can also cause significant changes in RSS. For example,
if a node moves behind a large obstacle, the signal can change from being very
strong to very weak.
Multi-path Interference
Multi-path interference is a phenomenon in wireless networks in which radio
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waves take two or more paths from a source to receiver. Under the right circum-
stances, two or more of these waves can interfere constructively or destructively
at a receiver resulting in abnormally high or low RSS. The effect of multi-path
interference is that small changes in position (in the order of a wavelength) can
cause a significant change in RSS as the radio is moved in or out of construc-
tive or destructive interference. This can be problematic in wireless networks
(including our ZMI instantiation) as small changes in position or small changes
in the environment can significantly change the RSS between different nodes.
Multi-path interference is more pronounced under certain circumstances. Envi-
ronments with discontinuous surfaces where signals can be reflected in different
directions increases the number of paths signals can take. Such environments
are considered rich multi-path environments. Node mobility or environments
with dynamic objects can also give multi-path fading a temporal element.
A strength of constructing the ZMI network in RSS space rather than Euclidean space
is that a poor correlation between the two spaces does not have a significant impact
on network construction. The main issues arise from the fact that small changes in
the robot’s motion or objects in the environment can cause substantial changes in
the RSS map. In a mobile network or dynamic environment, robot motion coupled
with fast changes in RSS from multi-path fading may invalidate the zero mutual in-
terference channel allocations and degrade the wired-network properties. This would
result in co-channel interference until a new channel is calculated. However, the chan-
nel allocations are continuously checked and validated each time a beacon packet is
transmitted. Therefore co-channel interference is quickly rectified. A continuously
changing RSS map of the network also means that the network is continuously up-
dating channel allocations and topologies.
Multi-path fading can also cause nodes to have more than six neighbours. Since
the RNG topology is constructed in RSS space as opposed to Euclidean space, the
maximum vertex degree for RNGs in a planar graph cannot be assumed. In fact,
due to the effects of multi-path fading, the network is p−dimensional where p is
the number of multi-paths to a particular node. In this situation nodes with more
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than six adjacent edges must select which edges to allocate resources. Remaining
unallocated edges are simply left inactive. This situation does not affect the ZMI
colouring algorithm or bandwidth guarantees.
The impact of a changing RSS map can also be negated by tuning the various pa-
rameters used in the construction of the ZMI network. For example, shorter beacon
intervals would produce more up-to-date RSS maps and force channel allocations to
be checked at a faster rate. A higher CCRR can also be used to improve robustness
to co-channel interference. These parameters can also be adjusted dynamically to
suit different fading environments and applications.
It is important to recognise that the performance of a typical WMN is also negatively
impacted by node mobility and multi-path interference in the form of the hidden
and exposed node problem which was discussed in Sec. 3.2.2. Our ZMI network is
only more susceptible to changes in the RSS map due to its ability to reuse the same
channel in a small area. In fact, if we increase the CCRR value to the transmission
range of the radios, then the resilience of the ZMI network to a changing RSS map
and multi-path fading is no worse than a typical WMN while remaining immune to
the hidden and exposed node problems. However this would require a very large
number of channels to colour the network. A trade-off is therefore required between
robustness to changing RSS and the efficiency of the colouring algorithm.
A number of other measures can also be employed to mitigate the effect of multi-path
fading and extensive research exists in this area. Potential mitigation techniques in-
clude statistical methods [111], hardware enhancements [4] and adaptations to the
ZMI algorithm. Our ZMI implementation already applies a simple averaging window
to RSS measurements to mitigate temporary step changes in RSS which proved ef-
fective. More advanced statistical methods can also be used such as in [111] which
uses statistical learning to predict the impact of mobile fading channels.
Hardware enhancements such as antenna diversity [4] are also effective at minimis-
ing multi-path fading. The MRMC architecture itself has in-built antenna diversity
through its slave radios. If the RSS at a slave radio is lower than at its master ra-
dio, the master can allocate an alternate slave radio to that edge. Idling slaves can
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also tune into the control channel and listen for beacon packets. The master can
incorporate these additional beacon messages to topology calculations and the CA
algorithm.
4.6.2 Advantages of a Seven-Radio MRMC Network
In this section we discuss some of the advantages and disadvantages of using an
MRMC architecture requiring seven radios. In the following section we will also
discuss the trade-off involved when reducing the number of radios.
Comparing the ZMI network to existing MRMC networks in Table 2.3, our instan-
tiation of the ZMI network requires significantly more radios per node. Most CA
algorithms only require two radios while in Sec. 4.3 we outlined that seven radios are
required at each node to maintain the connectedness property of the UDG. Clearly
the ZMI network requires a significant resource investment in terms of hardware and
channels. However this is well justified and we can present this from three different
perspectives:
1. The cost of commodity radios is continually falling and is already very afford-
able. Radio channels in contrast are a finite resource - unlike radios, we cannot
manufacture more. Therefore it is only logical that we leverage affordable hard-
ware to utilise the available channels more efficiently. The ZMI network enables
this trade-off to be made. By using up to seven radios per node and a finite pool
of channels, the ZMI network can reuse channels efficiently to create scalable
and high capacity networks.
2. Given the affordability of radios, we should investigate algorithms and archi-
tectures that are able to leverage this resource. Almost all MRMC approaches
surveyed in Chapter 2 considered IEEE 802.11b/g radios which have become
ubiquitous in WMNs. However IEEE 802.11b/g radios only have three orthogo-
nal channels and existing architectures are designed with this in mind. However,
research in wireless networks should not be restricted by the limitations of a
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single standard. Our ZMI instantiation represents one of the first networks to
investigate how high order nodes and large channel pools can be used to im-
prove the scalability and capacity of WMNs. We define the order of a node
as the number of individual radios that comprise the node. We believe this
dissertation is one of the few pieces of research to consider the importance and
benefits of having a large number of radios and channels.
3. We demonstrate that the additional resources enable important networking
properties that are not available in existing WMNs. The ZMI network demon-
strates several such unique properties including wired routing performance,
guaranteed edge capacity, interference-free transmissions and constant end-
to-end multi-hop capacity. These are all properties that have thus far only
been available in wired networks or centralised infrastructure-based wireless
networks. Therefore the unique properties of the ZMI network can alone justify
the resource requirements of the approach.
While the additional radios also consume additional power, the increase is propor-
tional to the increase in communication capacity. Slave radios that are not in use can
also be powered off to conserve energy.
4.6.3 Relaxing the Seven-Radio Requirement
In situations where seven radios are impractical it is still possible to use a reduced
number of radios. In Sec. 4.3 we explained that each node dedicates a radio to each
adjacent link. If there are more adjacent links than available radios, some links can
be left inactive. The potential impact of this is that the network may become globally
disconnected. The likelihood of this also increases as the number of available radios
decreases. While the problem of choosing which links to activate is beyond the scope
of this thesis, related work exists that address the issue of maintaining connectivity
in robot teams which we presented in Sec. 2.3.1.
It is also worth re-iterating that the number of radios at each node does not affect the
wired-network properties of the ZMI network. Links that are allocated radios and
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channels will still perform like a wired point-to-point link. The channel assignment
algorithm is able to ensure the wired-network properties of all network links indepen-
dently of the topology construction algorithm and independently of the number of
radios at each node.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter we define the ZMI network which concurrently solves multiple inter-
robot communication challenges by emulating the properties of a wired network. We
also present an instantiation of the ZMI network that satisfies our definition of the
ZMI network and ensures zero mutual interference communication on all network
links. We analytically determine the ZMI network performance using a range of
metrics. We show that the number of channels needed to colour the network only
grows logarithmically with the size of the network. It is also shown that the use
of the common control channel is scalable and the network can be constructed and
maintained in a mobile network.
The ZMI network is set apart from existing MRMC CA algorithms in two important
ways; (1) all links are assigned channels with zero mutual interference and (2) our
novel approach to spatial reuse enables (1) to be realised in a scalable, decentralised
and mobile network. This is of practical significance as it means the ZMI network is
able to emulate the properties of a wired network which is not possible in existing
MRMC algorithms.
Chapter 5
ZMI Validation Experiments
In this chapter, we validate the wired-network properties of the ZMI network and
evaluate its feasibility in simulation and hardware. In Sec. 5.1, we simulate the ZMI
network in the ns-2 simulator with up to 4096 network nodes. In Sec. 5.2, we present
the hardware testbed implementation which consists of 100 radios and can support up
to 20 nodes. The hardware implementation is used to validate the basic properties
of the ZMI network and observe the correlation between simulation and hardware
results in Sec. 5.3. Section 5.4 concludes this chapter.
5.1 Simulation Experiments and Results
5.1.1 Simulation Setup
The ns-2 simulator [118] is a widely used simulation platform in the wireless net-
working community. However, ns-2 does not readily support MRMC architectures,
so the first step of implementation required modifying the source code. The process
of adapting the ns-2 simulator for MRMC architectures was pioneered by Raniwala
and Tzi-cker [129] in their implementation of the Hyacinth MRMC architecture.
Network radios are simulated with IEEE 802.11b radios in ns-2. As the IEEE 802.11b
standard only offers three orthogonal channels, we extend the simulation to accom-
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modate an unlimited number of channels. This problem is avoided in our testbed
implementation by selecting the IEEE 802.15.4 standard which offers access to a
larger number of orthogonal channels.
In the simulation setup, node positions are generated with a random and uniform
distribution. The simulation environment does not include obstacles or terrain which
allows us to accurately characterise the properties of our ZMI network instantiation.
Once the simulation starts, nodes begin the three stage process described in Sec. 4.2.
Nodes broadcast beacon packets at regular intervals to construct an RSS map of the
network. The RNG neighbours are then calculated from the RSS map and nodes
allocate slave radios to adjacent edge(s). The colouring algorithm then allocates
a channel with zero mutual interference to each edge. The channel assignments are
broadcast to neighbours and the RNG’s edges are established. Nodes on both sides of
the edge begin communicating at the full data rate of the radios once both endpoints
are tuned to the same channel. The simulator logs the throughput for each network
edge during the experiment. Fig. 5.1 shows the resulting RNG from a simulation trial
using 256 network nodes.
A series of experiments ranging in size from n = 42 to n = 642 nodes were conducted.
For n = 2048 and n = 4096 we performed 3 trials and for the other values of n
we performed 10 trials. The long simulation time and large log files generated from
trials with n = 2048 and n = 4096 nodes meant it was necessary to reduce the
number of trials. In each trial, all nodes begin data transmission as soon as topology
construction and channel assignment are complete. Nodes transmit on all adjacent
edges and the data is logged for post-processing.
5.1.2 Simulation Results
The aim of the simulation experiments is to validate the wired-network performance of
the ZMI network and examine the scalability of our ZMI algorithms to large networks.
Our analysis of the results will focus on the following network characteristics:
• scalability of link capacity with network size,
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Figure 5.1 – The ns-2 simulation output of a 256-node network showing the RNG
topology.
• number of channels required to colour the network,
• number of beacon intervals required for the network to converge.
These network characteristics are analysed in the following sections with the simula-
tion results. Overall the results meet our theoretical expectations.
Throughput vs Network Size
The graph in Fig. 5.2 presents a comparison of the average link throughput of the
ZMI network and throughput of a theoretical SRSC WMN. Each graph marker
represents the average edge throughput in each simulation from 16 to 4096 nodes.
The horizontal blue line in the graph represents the ZMI network which clearly shows
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that the average throughput in all simulations remain constant regardless of the size
of the network.
The red line in the figure plots O(1
ρ
) which is the theoretical throughput achievable
for a single-channel WMN network where ρ is the average number of nodes within the
transmission radius. In the simulations, ρ is set to 50. We can see that the average
link capacity of the SRSC WMN rapidly drops off to a small fraction of the ZMI
network capacity.
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Figure 5.2 – The simulated throughput of our ZMI implementation in ns-2. Each point
represents the average throughput of all edges in each simulation. The throughput
attainable by a single-channel WMN under the same conditions is also shown.
Channels Required to Colour Network
It is important that the number of channels required to colour the network is practi-
cally achievable and scales well with the size of the network. The number of channels
required to colour each simulated network is plotted in Fig. 5.3. The results show
that no more than 18 channels were required. The chromatic index in the graph
also appears to be upper bounded logarithmically as the network size increases. This
result has important implications for large scale hardware implementations where ra-
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dios have a finite number of orthogonal channels. However we do acknowledge that
more channels are required in a real-world implementation.
In addition to looking at the number of channels needed to colour the network, we
also consider the maximum conflict degree of the simulated networks. The maximum
conflict degree indicates the minimum number of channels required to guarantee that
the network can be successfully coloured. The maximum and average conflict degree
of the simulated networks is presented in Fig. 5.4. The graph shows that the maximum
conflict degree across all simulated networks is upper bounded by a logarithm with
respect to network size which corresponds with the analysis in Sec. 4.4.4. In fact the
results suggest that the conflict degree approaches an asymptote indicating that our
O(log(ρ)) upper bound from Sec. 4.4.4 may be loose. The average conflict degree is
also significantly lower than the maximum conflict degree which corresponds with the
results in Fig. 5.3. This result implies that even if the number of available channels is
fewer than the maximum conflict degree of the network, the majority of the network
can still be reliably coloured.
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Figure 5.3 – The number of channels required to colour a network versus number of
edges. The number of channels required is upper bounded logarithmically with
network size.
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Figure 5.4 – The maximum and average conflict vertex degree versus the number
of edges. The maximum conflict vertex degree plus one is the maximum number
of channels required to colour the graph. The maximum conflict degree is upper
bounded logarithmically with network size.
Beacon Intervals Required for Convergence
Fig. 5.5 shows the number of beacon intervals required for the network to converge to
the final network topology and channel allocations. A network node is considered to
be converged when adjacent edge channel allocations remain constant for 30 beacon
intervals. Similarly the network is considered to have converged when all individual
nodes have converged.
The graph in Fig. 5.5 shows that the average time necessary for network convergence
appears to reach an asymptote at approximately 35 messages. This is an important
positive result as it indicates that the average convergence time is scalable and in-
dependent of network size for large networks. However, the maximum number of
intervals required for the network to converge is higher and grows logarithmically
with the network size. This is inline with analysis in Sec. 4.5.2 which indicated that
the number of beacon intervals required for convergence is O(log n) where n is the
network size.
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Figure 5.5 – The number of beacon intervals required for network convergence. The
blue points represent beacon intervals required for the entire network to converge.
Red points represent the average number of intervals required for node convergence.
5.1.3 Discussion
The ns-2 simulation results in this section demonstrates that the performance of
our ZMI instantiation does not degrade with network size and the scaling properties
correlate well with our earlier analysis of the ZMI network. The results specifically
demonstrate the following scalability properties:
• link capacity remains constant regardless of network size,
• the maximum number of channels required to colour the network is upper
bounded by the log of the network size,
• the number of beacon intervals required for complete network convergence also
scales logarithmically. The simulation results also highlighted that the average
number of intervals required for individual nodes to converge is asymptotic.
While it is recognised that wireless network simulation results are no substitute for
hardware experiments, the results are encouraging. Furthermore, we do not rely on
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Figure 5.6 – Custom hardware for our ZMI implementation. (a) MRMC node with 6
IEEE 802.15.4 radios and a STM32 processor board. (b) Close-up of the STM32
processor board. (c) Close-up of a single radio board in (a)
simulation results for detailed performance analysis but only to gauge the scaling
properties of the ZMI network.
5.2 ZMI Implementation in Hardware
In this section we outline the design and construction of our ZMI instantiation in a 20-
MRMC node testbed consisting of 100 individual radios. We begin with describing
the construction of each multi-radio node. Each node consists of a single STM32
processor board and up to seven IEEE 802.15.4 radio boards stacked together as
pictured in Fig. 5.6a. Individual boards are inter-connected with a single ribbon
cable that provides power distribution and SPI communication. The boards also
have additional interfacing options such as UART, indicator LEDs, SD card slot and
input pins.
The custom-built processor board contains a 32-bit STM32F103RE processor with
96 KB of RAM shown in Fig. 5.6b. Each radio board contains a Texas Instruments
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CC2530 system-on-chip IEEE 802.15.4 radio shown in Fig. 5.6c. Each CC2530 chip is
a 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 RF transceiver along with a 32 MHz 8051 microcontroller,
256 Kb of flash and 8 Kb of RAM. The radio nominally has a CCRR of -3 dBm,
which we verify experimentally. IEEE 802.15.4 radios were chosen as they provide 16
orthogonal channels unlike IEEE 802.11b/g radios which only provide 3 orthogonal
channels. The complete cost of producing 100 custom radio boards was under $16
AUD per piece including parts and assembly.
Each radio board handles its own low-level radio communication while offering a
simple interface to the processor board for sending and receiving data. This design
modularises the communication hardware and simplifies future changes in computing
hardware. All radios execute identical software and are designated as master or
slave radios by the processor board. The MRMC stack shown in Fig. 5.6a contains
seven radios with one control radio and six slave radios. Whilst the topology control
algorithm theoretically requires seven radios at each node (one master and six slaves),
more than four slave radios are rarely utilised. Therefore in our experiments we only
use 5 radios (1 master and 4 slaves) which allows for a testbed of 20 MRMC nodes.
5.3 Benchmarking Experiments
In this section we benchmark and validate basic properties expected from our ZMI
implementation. These experiments include validating the concept of channel reuse
in Sec. 5.3.1 and the scalability of the control channel in Sec. 5.3.2. We also compare
the performance of a 20-node ZMI network against a conventional SRSC WMN and
three other MRMC CA algorithms in Sec. 5.3.3. In Sec. 5.3.4, we demonstrate the
performance of the ZMI in a chain relay network and compare the results with an
SRSC WMN. These experiments will also demonstrate the wired-network properties
of our ZMI network in a controlled setup.
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Figure 5.7 – Throughput and standard deviation of 10 radio pairs communicating on
the same channel over a 5-minute interval. All nodes are within in a 0.5 m by 0.5
m area demonstrating that the same channel can be reused by up to 10 edges.
5.3.1 Channel Reuse Experiment
The goal of this experiment is to validate our assumption that co-channel links within
communication range are able to transmit concurrently if the received SNR is greater
than the CCRR of the radios. The experiment will also validate the CCRR of the
radios. To demonstrate this, we arrange 20 nodes in a bipartite topology (10 pairs
with a single link between each pair). All radios are tuned to the same frequency and
placed in a 1 m by 0.3 m area. All nodes are within transmission range of each other
and all links are set to communicate at the full data rate.
The graph in Fig. 5.7 shows the throughput and standard deviation of each link over a
5-minute interval. All 10 links are able to communicate near the full radio data rate of
approximately 240 packets/s. Edges 11-10 and 15-3 do appear to have slightly lower
throughput and a larger standard deviation compared to the other 8 pairs, however
the average throughput is still above 230 packets/s. Using the same experimental
setup, we validate that the CCRR of the radios is 3 dBm. However, we use 4 dBm
in the CA algorithm as an added safety margin.
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Co-Channel Interference
The lost throughput on edges 11-10 and 15-3 occurs when a radio synchronising
onto a transmission from a co-channel link misses a subsequent transmission from its
adjacent neighbour. When a radio listens for signals on a channel, it continuously
searches for a particular sequence of bits known as the preamble. In IEEE 802.15.4
the preamble is a sequence of four zeros. The preamble serves as a reference point to
synchronise the internal clock of the receiving radio to the timings of the transmission.
Once a radio successfully detects a preamble, it will attempt to parse out the re-
maining bits in the packet. If another radio transmits before the packet has been
completely received, then the packet is corrupted if the second signal has a stronger
signal strength (i.e. is closer). If the second transmission is of a weaker signal strength,
then the packet will still be received correctly. The lost throughput in the channel
reuse experiment occurs when a radio synchronises on the preamble of a transmission
that is not from the adjacent node. The adjacent node then transmits during this
period and the transmission is lost.
The number of co-channel transmitters in the channel reuse experiment would imply
that the amount of lost packets should be greater. However this is not the case
as transmissions from non-adjacent nodes interfere with each other. This makes it
difficult to detect the preamble from non-adjacent nodes. The preamble from an
adjacent node however has a much higher signal strength and is successfully detected
if the adjacent receiver is searching for a preamble.
This problem can be addressed by dynamically adjusting the receiver sensitivity
threshold to just below the expected transmission power of the adjacent node. Unfor-
tunately this was not possible with our hardware and not a required feature under the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard. To minimise the throughput loss to this issue, we program
the radios to resume searching for a preamble the moment it detects that the packet
sender is not from its adjacent neighbour. This prevents the radios from receiving
the entire packet before resuming the search for the next packet.
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5.3.2 Control Channel Scalability Experiment
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Figure 5.8 – Control channel scalability experiment with up to 100 radios. (a) A set
of 100 radios. (b) The maximum vertex degree of the conflict graph as network
size grows. The conflict degree grows no faster than the log of the network size.
The goal of this experiment is to validate the scalability of the control channel using
our network construction algorithms. The scalability challenges of using a common
control channel were discussed in Sec. 4.5.1. This experiment consists of up to 100
radios laid out in a square lattice topology as shown in Fig. 5.8a. All radios are
configured to operate in master mode and with no slaves. We performed 9 experiments
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RSSI -42dB
Conflict Degree 22
Figure 5.9 – A screen capture of our custom network visualisation program showing
the 100-node network setup in Fig. 5.8a. The green lines indicate a network edge
that is coloured. Black lines indicate uncoloured edges due to insufficient channels.
The red arrow pointing to the black edge shows the edge RSS and conflict degree.
The average network RSS is -35 dBm and the average conflict degree is 15.
starting with a 2 by 2 lattice to a 10 by 10 lattice. This experiment demonstrates
our ZMI implementation is capable of constructing the RNG topology and allocating
channels even when the number of beacons transmitted on the control channel exceeds
the control channel bandwidth. The beacon broadcast interval at each radio is set
to 4 Hz to saturate the control channel with beacons. Saturation is achieved with
approximately 60 radios. Realistically however, saturation occurs much earlier as the
radios are not using the CSMA algorithm and transmissions frequently overlap.
The memory requirements for storing and broadcasting beacon packets grows with
the square of the number of nodes. As the radios have only 8 Kb of RAM and
the largest IEEE 802.15.4 frame is 128 bytes, the system cannot handle the memory
requirements of this 100-node network. To resolve this we limit the maximum number
of stored packets to the 35 neighbours with the highest RSS. Similarly the beacon
packets only include the information of these 35 neighbours.
Fig. 5.9 shows a screen capture of our custom network visualisation program graphing
the 100-node network. The green bidirectional edges indicate RNG links which have
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been found and coloured. All nodes in the network are connected and the majority of
nodes connect to their Euclidean RNG neighbours. Two other features in the figure
are black lines and missing or extra edges:
1. Black lines – These represent edges in the RNG topology that could not be
coloured due to insufficient channels. Most black edges have an RSS value that
is several decibels below the average RSS. These edges have a larger conflict
degree and are more difficult to colour. In Fig. 5.9, we annotate the RSS and
conflict degree of one black edge which has an RSS of -42 dBm and conflict
degree of 22. The average network RSS is -35 dBm and average conflict degree
is 16.
2. Missing and extra edges with Euclidean neighbours – There are several non-
boundary nodes that do not have a line between all four neighbours. This is a
normal case and occurs because the RNG topology is constructed in RSS space
as opposed to Euclidean space. We confirm that each node receives the beacon
broadcasts from all of its neighbours at regular intervals to verify that missing
and extra edges is not caused by interference.
This experiment also shows the maximum vertex degree of the conflict graph ∆(F )
as the number of nodes increases. As discussed in Sec. 4.4.2, ∆(F ) + 1 is the max-
imum number of channels required to colour the graph in a worst case allocation.
Fig. 5.8b shows that ∆(F ) reaches an asymptote at 36. The average conflict degree
also plateaus at a similar point. While this scalability test only addresses a lattice
topology where the physical separation between nodes is regular, these hardware re-
sults match the simulation and analytical results, which indicate that ∆(F ) grows
very slowly (O(log(n))) relative to the size of the network n. We note that the actual
conflict degree values in the hardware and simulation results (Fig. 5.8b and Fig. 5.4)
are not meant to be similar as this is dependent on factors such as transmission power,
network density and multi-path interference. The correlation is between the shape of
the two graphs which does match. We also believe that the O(log(ρ)) upper bound
calculated in Sec. 4.4.4 is loose particularly for large networks.
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5.3.3 Random Static Networks
The goal of the following set of experiments is to demonstrate that the ZMI network
can form the RNG topology and assign channels to network edges that enables zero
mutual interference communication. Two initial conditions are considered: the fully-
connected UDG network and sparse UDG network. In the fully connected UDG
network, all network nodes are within transmission range of each other. In typical
WMN applications, this can be considered as a worst-case scenario for scalability
since only one node can transmit at any one time. In the sparse UDG network, most
nodes can only hear a subset of the network.
Fully Connected UDG
A series of experiments were carried out with varying network sizes. The physical
positions of nodes are random within a 1 m by 0.5 m area. The experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 5.10b. For each experiment we allow the network to establish the RNG
topology and allocate channels to each network edge. Once the network topology is
formed and the channels have been allocated, we broadcast a command to all nodes to
begin saturating network edges with data. The master nodes measure the throughput
of each network edge and include this information in the beacon messages which are
sent at a frequency of 2 Hz.
A separate sniffer radio connected to a desktop computer reads all beacon messages
and logs this information. The same information is used for our custom network
visualisation program. To ensure consistency in the data, a special command is issued
to the network that freezes the network topology and the channel allocations prior to
saturating the network edges with data. This was necessary as network edges would
occasionally form or disconnect due to random transient fluctuations in the RSS.
The experiment results are shown in Fig. 5.10a. On the y-axis of the graph we plot
the throughput rate of the network in packets per second. The x-axis represents the
number of edges in the network for that particular random network topology. Each
point on the graph represents the average throughput of all network edges for that
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Figure 5.10 – Testbed results for static networks with up to 20 MRMC nodes. (a) The
throughput performance of our ZMI network in comparison to two other MRMC
CA algorithms, a typical commercial three-radio MRMC WMN and an SRSC
WMN. The Random channel assignment (CA) plot randomly allocates channels
from a pool of 14 channels. The DCC [170] plot allocates the least used channel
within the neighbourhood of the edge. The commercial three-radio plot is represen-
tative of a commercially available system using three different channels. The Single
Channel plot represents the throughput of a typical SRSC WMN. Each plot shows
the average throughput rate per-edge as the number of network edges increases.
Each point on the graph represents five trials each of which are five minutes long.
Standard deviation error bars are also presented. Only the ZMI network is able
to retain constant link capacity while the number of network links increases. (b)
A set of 20 MRMC nodes arranged randomly. (c) The throughput and standard
deviation of all network edges in one of the 20-node ZMI experiments containing
23 edges. The bar graph shows the number of edges that share the same channel,
plotted against the right hand y-axis.
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trial. The duration of each trial is 5 minutes. In Fig. 5.10a, the relatively flat hori-
zontal line at approximately 240 packets/s represents the per-edge throughput of the
ZMI network. As each test packet is 128 bytes long, each edge is operating at approx-
imately 245 kbps. This is reasonably close to the raw carrier rate of 250 kbps. The
slight decrease in throughput as the number of edges increases can also be attributed
to radios occasionally detecting the synchronisation header of a non-neighbour packet
that is sharing the same channel as discussed in Sec. 5.3.1. When the radio detects
that the source or destination address does not match its neighbour, it immediately
drops the packet and resumes searching for another synchronisation header. However
if the corresponding neighbour packet is transmitted within 480 µs after the start
of the non-neighbour packet, then it will completely miss the transmission from the
neighbour.
These results are compared with four other networks: SRSC WMN, a commercial
three-radio three-channel network, MRMC random channel allocation and MRMC
dedicated control channel (DCC). In the SRSC case, the per-edge throughput decays
inversely with the number of edges in the network. With just two network edges, the
effective throughput has already fallen to approximately 110 packets/s. This is less
than half the baseline throughput rate. The additional throughput loss is attributed to
overhead in the CSMA algorithm that was enabled for the single-channel comparison.
In all single-channel experiments, the CSMA threshold was set to -5 dBm below the
RSS of the longest edge in the network topology. This allows network edges that are
far apart to transmit in parallel.
The commercial three-radio three-channel network is representative of an off-the-shelf
system available from companies such as Mesh Dynamics [41], Strix System [153] and
Rajant [125]. The network is configured with three slave radios operating on three
static orthogonal channels. Links are dynamically allocated to the radio with the
least load. The results graph in Fig. 5.10a shows a reasonable increase in capacity
compared to the SRSC WMN. The scalability is also noticeably better particularly
from 4 to 10 nodes where there is no steep drop off in capacity compared to the SRSC
WMN.
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In random channel allocation, links are randomly allocated a colour from the pool of
available channels. Fig. 5.10a shows that throughput decays at a much slower rate
than the SRSC case which is expected as each edge has a higher probability of been
allocated an idle channel. The random channel allocations also results in a larger
standard deviation between individual trials. Whilst random channel allocation is
sub-optimal, it is computationally simple and does not require nodes to monitor the
network channel allocations or build an RSS map of the network.
In DCC colouring, links are first allocated idle channels when they are available in
the same manner as in [170]. After all idle channels have been allocated, the least
used channel is allocated. Fig. 5.10a shows that DCC allocation is optimal until all
channels have been allocated (14 edges) after which performance begins to degrade.
DCC is still computationally simpler than the ZMI network however does require
nodes to monitor network channel allocations.
Sparse UDG Network
We repeat the previous experiment with 20 nodes spread out in an office environ-
ment. Fig. 5.11a shows the layout of the 20 nodes and the network topology. The
topology formed in Fig. 5.11a is different from what we might expect considering their
placement in Euclidean space as the network is formed in RSS space. Environmental
features such as walls and partitions deviate the RSS from the simple path-loss model
as does the orientation of the radios with respect to its antenna gain pattern. We
point out how node 4 connects to node 16 on the other side of the office which we
speculate is due to the walls reflecting and amplifying the signals. While the resultant
network may not seem intuitive, in some senses it is a more efficient network topology
as the network is choosing network edges that have a strong RSS. This means the
resulting ∆(F ) is lower than if the Euclidean metric was used. We allow the network
to construct the RNG topology and allocate channels in the same manner as the pre-
vious experiments. Once the network was configured, all radios begin transmitting
data to their neighbours and the master radio reports the throughput rate achieved
at each adjacent network edge. We collected data for a 15-minute trial.
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Figure 5.11 – Testbed results for a 20-node random ZMI network distributed in an
office environment over a 15-minute interval. (a) The floor plan of the office en-
vironment used in our experiment showing node placements and network edges.
(b) The throughput per edge with standard deviation and sorted by channel of
communication for our ZMI implementation and an SRSC WMN comparison. The
majority of edges in our ZMI network maintains above 200 packets/s which is sig-
nificantly better than the single-channel comparison. The single-channel network
operates on a single channel however is graphed on same x-axis as the ZMI network
to illustrate the difference in throughput.
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Figure 5.12 – Throughput relative to RSS between two nodes. As the RSS approaches
-80 dBm, the link capacity degrades considerably.
The graph in Fig. 5.11b shows the throughput for each edge in the network. The
blue lines represent the throughput rate and standard deviation for the ZMI network,
whereas the red lines indicate the throughput for each corresponding edge in the
single-channel WMN comparison. We note that the single-channel comparison is
plotted on the same x-axis to aid comparison with the ZMI architecture.
Most edges in the ZMI network approached the full data rate of the radio hardware.
A few edges have lower throughput and higher standard deviation than the baseline.
We attribute this to a reduction in link RSS in the sparse network. As a result,
the network edges in this sparse case are more prone to external interference. The
abundance of 2.4 GHz devices such as WiFi and Bluetooth contribute significantly to
the noise floor in an office environment. This makes it difficult to ensure consistently
high throughput over the 15 minute experiment. Fig. 5.12 shows that the throughput
decreases and standard deviation increases as the signal strength between two nodes
approaches -80 dBm. As the signal strength of most links were below -70 dBm, we
believe that the lost throughput is caused by poor quality links.
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Figure 5.13 – (a) Network topology of chain relay experiment. (b) Data-pipeline
throughput versus the number of hops in the network chain. The two approximately
horizontal lines represent the performance of our ZMI implementation in dense and
sparse chains. Data from a similar experiment by Li et al. [96] using a single-channel
network and IEEE 802.11b radios is also shown. The results are normalised to the
one hop capacity. The ZMI assumption allows constant data-pipeline throughput
independent of chain length whereas throughput capacity decays rapidly in the
single-channel comparison.
5.3.4 Data-Pipelining Over a Chain Relay Network
In this experiment we demonstrate data-pipelining over a chain relay network to
show that end-to-end performance in a multi-hop ZMI network is independent of
the number of hops. The topology of the network is shown in Fig. 5.13a. Two
different network densities are also considered; a dense network where the UDG is
fully connected and a sparse network where the nodes are separated by a few metres.
For each density configuration, we also vary the length of the chain network from 2
to 10 nodes.
To measure the end-to-end performance, a set of 40 uniquely numbered packets is
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routed from node 1 to node 10. To measure the throughput rate, the data received
at node 10 is relayed over a UART connection to a computer. The computer is also
used to trigger the transmissions from node one by transmitting a special command
packet over the ZMI control channel.
The graph in Fig. 5.13b shows the results of the ZMI network. In addition, an SRSC
WMN comparison is also plotted on the same graph. The SRSC WMN results are
from an equivalent chain topology by Li et al. [96] using IEEE 802.11b radios. As
IEEE 802.11b radios have a higher capacity than the IEEE 802.15.4 radios used in
our implementation, we normalise the throughput rates to the one-hop capacity to
make a meaningful comparison. The results in Fig. 5.13b shows that the end-to-end
throughput rate of the ZMI network remains constant from one to nine hops for both
sparse and dense network configurations. The SRSC WMN comparison in contrast
shows that throughput capacity decays rapidly with increasing hop count.
5.4 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter we test the theoretical properties of the ZMI network in both simu-
lation and hardware. The results validate the wired-network properties of our ZMI
network and show good correlation between the simulation and hardware experiments.
The simulation of our CA algorithm also shows that the number of channels required
scales logarithmically with the number of nodes. The network convergence rate is
also asymptotic and corresponds with the initial analysis. The main properties and
assumptions of the ZMI network were also validated and benchmarked on a 20-node
and 100-radio testbed. The following properties were demonstrated:
Channel reuse We showed 10 pairs of co-channel radios communicating at the full
radio capacity.
Control channel scalability We showed the control channel scales to 100 nodes.
The resulting conflict graph also matches the simulation results.
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Guaranteed edge capacity We demonstrated static networks with up to 20 nodes
with all links transmitting close to the full radio capacity. This is comparable to
the scalability and performance of an equivalent wired network. The results were
also compared with two other MRMC CA algorithms, a commercial MRMC
architecture and an SRSC WMN.
Constant end-to-end capacity We demonstrate that a ZMI chain relay network
has the same end-to-end capacity and scalability as an equivalent wired network.
Comparisons were also made with an SRSC WMN.
Chapter 6
Applied ZMI Communication
This chapter details the deployment of the ZMI network in realistic application scenar-
ios. The goal of these experiments is to validate the properties of the ZMI network
in practical situations. We also demonstrate the limitations of traditional WMNs
which current research in multi-robot systems is discovering. The experiments include
streaming a video through a ZMI relay network whilst applying multi-path routing
in Sec. 6.1. In Sec. 6.2 we present two experiments with a team of mobile robots
communicating over a ZMI network. The first experiment in Sec. 6.2.2 demonstrates
streaming video over a robot team. Section 6.2.3 presents a neighbour-to-neighbour
communication problem whilst carrying out cooperative search with a robot team.
6.1 Multi-Hop Video Streaming
In these experiments, we aim to demonstrate the successful application of the ZMI
network to realistic routing scenarios. The experiments involve streaming video over a
multi-hop chain network in three different topologies including: (1) single-path multi-
hop routing, (2) multi-source multi-hop routing and (3) multi-path multi-hop routing.
The experiments will demonstrate the wired-network properties of ZMI network links
in which end-to-end capacity is independent of chain length. This property also holds
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Figure 6.1 – Chain network topology setup for multi-hop video streaming experiment.
Numbers on top of network nodes are node ID’s. Numbers below node links are
channel allocations. Video is streamed from node 1 to node 11. Node 11 forwards
video stream to computer over UART connection.
when multiple relay chains operate in parallel and within transmission range of each
other. These experiments are also repeated with an SRSC WMN for comparison.
The hardware platform used in these experiments was presented in Sec. 5.2. Each
node also runs a simple shortest-path-first routing algorithm in addition to main-
taining the ZMI network. The video file being streamed over the network is stored
in flash memory on-board each ZMI node. When a node receives a video stream,
the video stream is transmitted over a UART connection to a computer running a
Matlab script that displays the video stream in real-time and logs each packet that
is received.
6.1.1 Single-Path Relay Network
We begin with a single relay chain network with up to 10 hops and 11 nodes. Fig. 6.1
shows the network graph and the channel allocations assigned by the ZMI network.
In all experiments, the video is streamed to node 11 which transfers the stream to a
computer running the Matlab script. The experiment is repeated with 1 to 10 hops
using the ZMI network and again with an SRSC WMN.
Table 6.1 shows a sequence of snapshots of the video stream progress at one second
intervals and with increasing hop counts. The 1 hop column is the benchmark per-
formance for both the ZMI and SRSC WMN. The snapshots in the ZMI rows shows
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that the progress of the video stream from 2 to 10 hops closely follows the one-hop
benchmark. A slight reduction in throughput is observable at 2 and 10 hops. This
can be attributed to missed headers as discussed in Sec. 5.3.1 when channels are
shared and also due to the processing overhead associated with increased hops. This
result demonstrates that end-to-end throughput capacity in a ZMI network scales
with the length of the chain. This result is comparable to the maximum theoretical
performance of an equivalent wired-network. The only practical difference would be
the higher baud-rates of wired connections.
In comparison, progress in the SRSC WMN degrades significantly with just two hops
compared to the one hop benchmark. By the 11th second, all hop counts in the ZMI
network have completed the first frame and begun transmitting the second frame of
the video stream. At the same time, all SRSC nodes are still streaming the first
frame.
Missing sections of the stream are also visible in the SRSC experiments. These are
caused by dropped packets. According to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, packets can
be dropped if the transmitting radio is unable to access the channel due to contention
or if a sent packet is not acknowledged after one or more retries. However contention
on the channel also causes acknowledgements to fail as we will describe. The CSMA
algorithm set out in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard specifies that packets are dropped
if a radio is unable to access the channel after a set number of retries. This occurs
frequently in an SRSC WMN when neighbouring radios within the CSMA threshold
are continuously transmitting. This also has a secondary effect that causes packets
to be dropped due to failed acknowledgements. While a radio is waiting for channel
access, it continues to receive and buffer incoming packets. However each radio can
only buffer a limited number of packets in memory. Once the packet buffer is full
the radio will cease transmitting acknowledgements for incoming packets. After a
set number of failed acknowledgements, the sender will drop the packet. Additional
capacity is also lost to imperfect scheduling with the CSMA algorithm and to the
hidden and exposed node problems.
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Table 6.1 – Sequence of images showing the progress of video streaming over a chain
relay network with 1 to 10 hops. After an image is completely transmitted, a new
image starts. The number next to each image denotes the frame number. Some
images exhibit white vertical streaks which is due to missing packets. The perfor-
mance of the ZMI network is compared to the SRSC WMN network. The progress
of the one-hop network is the ideal case and the ZMI network presents similar
performance from 1 to 10 hops. The SRSC WMN shows significantly degraded
performance with just two hops.
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1
ZMI 1 1 1 1 1 1
SRSC 1 1 1 1 1 1
2
ZMI 1 1 1 1 1 1
SRSC 1 1 1 1 1 1
3
ZMI 1 1 1 1 1 1
SRSC 1 1 1 1 1 1
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ZMI 1 1 1 1 1 1
SRSC 1 1 1 1 1 1
Continued on next page
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Table 6.1 – continued from previous page
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7
ZMI 1 1 1 1 1 1
SRSC 1 1 1 1 1 1
9
ZMI 2 1 2 2 2 1
SRSC 2 1 1 1 1 1
11
ZMI 2 2 2 2 2 2
SRSC 2 1 1 1 1 1
Fig. 6.2 summarises the end-to-end throughput capacity of the ZMI network compared
to the SRSC WMN approach over a 45-second interval. The results validate that a
ZMI network can guaranteed end-to-end flow capacity independent of the number of
hops. The SRSC WMN results also closely follow the results from Li et al. [96] which
tested the same network topology using IEEE 802.11 radios.
6.1.2 Multi-Source Relay Network
In this section we demonstrate that multiple relay chains in a ZMI network can
operate in parallel with an end-to-end capacity close to the single-hop benchmark.
Fig. 6.3 shows the network topology for this experiment which has two video stream
sources at node 1 and 11 transmitting to node 6. The path length from each video
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source node to node six is five hops. The links in Fig. 6.3 were allocated channels by
network nodes using the ZMI colouring algorithm. Several links were then manually
reconfigured to use channel 22 to demonstrate channel reuse. Manual reconfiguration
of the channel allocations was necessary as the colouring algorithm does not actively
seek to apply channel reuse when the channel pool is large. This also makes the
routing scenario more challenging. The experiment is also repeated with the SRSC
WMN for comparison. Table 6.2 shows the results from both the ZMI and SRSC
WMN compared to the benchmark throughput of a point-to-point two-node network.
In the two ZMI source columns, we can see that the throughput of both sources
closely follows the throughput of the two-node benchmark with only a slight delay.
This result shows that multiple relay chains are able to work in parallel in a ZMI
network without a performance penalty. As expected, the performance of the SRSC
WMN is significantly slower and exhibits frequent packet losses. The topology shown
in Fig. 6.3 is also ideal for channel reuse in SRSC WMNs as edges closer to the
two source nodes are able to transmit in parallel to increase capacity. However the
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Figure 6.2 – End-to-end video streaming rate of ZMI network and SRSC WMN in
relay topology with 1 to 10 hops. End-to-end capacity in the ZMI network remains
constant with increasing hops whilst capacity in SRSC WMN decays inversely with
hops.
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Figure 6.3 – Chain network topology setup for multi-source multi-hop video streaming
experiment. Numbers on top of network nodes are node ID’s. Numbers below node
links are channel allocations. Video is streamed from node 1 to 6 and from node 11
to 6. Node 6 forwards both video streams to computer over a UART connection.
network capacity around node six will always have to be shared and therefore acts as
a bottleneck for both streams.
Table 6.2 – Sequence of images showing the video stream progress from two sources
over independent paths. After an image is completely transmitted, a new image
starts. The number next to each image denotes the frame number. Some images
exhibit white vertical streaks which is due to missing packets. The performance of
the one-hop network is the ideal case and can be used as a baseline for performance
comparison with the ZMI and SRSC WMN network. Both sources in the ZMI
network progress at a similar rate to the one-hop benchmark while the SRSC
WMN shows significantly degraded performance.
T
im
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s)
1 Hop Benchmark
ZMI SRSC
Source 1 Source 11 Source 1 Source 11
1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1
Continued on next page
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Table 6.2 – continued from previous page
T
im
e(
s)
1 Hop Benchmark
ZMI SRSC
Source 1 Source 11 Source 1 Source 11
3 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1
9 2 1 1 1 1
10 2 2 2 1 1
6.1.3 Multi-Path Relay Network
Effective multi-path routing in WMNs is a challenging problem due to the mutual
coupling of capacity between non-adjacent links. This experiment will demonstrate
that the independent link capacity property of a ZMI network reduces the challenge to
a comparatively easy problem of finding disjointed paths from source to destination.
The resulting performance of the multi-path route in a ZMI network will also be the
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Figure 6.4 – Chain network topology setup for multi-path multi-hop video streaming
experiment. Numbers on top of network nodes are node ID’s. Numbers below
node links are channel allocations. Video is streamed from node 1 to 12. Node
1 multiplexes a single video stream over two independent and disjointed paths to
node 12 to double end-to-end capacity. Node 12 forwards video stream to computer
over UART connection.
same as an equivalent wired network. We demonstrate this with the network topology
illustrated in Fig. 6.4. In this scenario, node 1 streams data to node 11 using two
parallel paths. Both paths are within transmission range of each other. Channel
allocations in this network were also allocated by the ZMI network and then selected
links were manually reconfigured to use channel 22 to demonstrate channel reuse.
Table 6.3 shows snapshots of the throughput progress in a benchmark point-to-point
network compared to the ZMI network and an SRSC WMN. The ZMI network
shows the expected two-fold increase in throughput capacity compared to the point-
to-point benchmark. This shows that the end-to-end capacity of both parallel routes
are independent of each other and both able to achieve the same capacity as a point-
to-point link. As expected the SRSC WMN lags behind significantly.
6.1.4 Discussion
The experiments in this section validate the following properties of the ZMI network:
1. The end-to-end throughput capacity has the same performance scalability as the
maximum theoretical performance of an equivalent wired network; the end-to-
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Table 6.3 – Sequence of images showing the progress of multi-path video streaming
with two independent paths. After an image is completely transmitted, a new image
starts. The number next to each image denotes the frame number. Some images
exhibit white vertical streaks which is due to missing packets. The performance of
the ZMI network is compared to the SRSC WMN and one-hop benchmark. The
ZMI network exhibits double the receive rate of the one-hop benchmark while the
SRSC WMN has significantly reduced capacity.
Time (s) 1 Hop Benchmark ZMI SRSC
1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1
3 1 1 1
4 1 1 1
5 1 2 1
6 1 2 1
7 1 2 1
8 1 2 1
9 2 2 1
end capacity between two nodes is independent of the number of hops ignoring
the initial time it takes for the first packet to arrive.
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2. (1) still holds true when there are multiple disjointed paths within transmission
range of each other and operating in parallel. This is analogous to a wired
network where wires running in parallel do not interfere with each other.
3. The routing problem in WMNs is reduced to a wired network routing problem
as the capacity between links in a ZMI network are not coupled.
The practical significance of this is that a team of robots can stretch any number of
hops whilst allowing an operator to communicate with any robot in the team with
the same performance properties as if the wireless links were wired links. In addition,
the operator can communicate with multiple robots concurrently and connect to each
robot at the maximum radio capacity assuming disjointed paths to each robot exists.
The operator is also able to multiply the communication capacity to a robot by the
number of disjointed paths through multi-path routing. This is analogous to a wired
network where we can increase point-to-point capacity by laying additional wires in
parallel. These network properties do not exist in any existing wireless mesh network
implementation.
The comparison experiments with an SRSC WMN highlights the vast capacity im-
provement afforded by the ZMI network. The poor scalability of SRSC networks is
seen through the rapid reduction in throughput as the number of hops increases. Us-
ing multi-path routing in an SRSC WMN also does not increase the capacity. In fact,
the end-to-end capacity in the multi-path case was worse than the single path case
due to the overhead cost associated with channel access contention amongst multiple
radios.
The SRSC results also contain large sections of missing picture in addition to many
lost packets dotted throughout the picture. This results from the susceptibility of
SRSC chain networks to bottlenecks. Bottlenecks cause the shared channel to become
saturated. Consequently, nodes are unable to send data at a sufficient rate and
start to drop packets. Furthermore, nodes have a limited queue length for pending
packets and when this queue is full, acknowledgements for packet transmissions are no
longer issued. This forces the sender to retransmit multiple times before eventually
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dropping the packet altogether. As streaming video is live data, lost packets are not
retransmitted and causes in missing parts of the picture.
6.2 Wireless Communication in a Mobile Robot
Team
In this section, we demonstrate the implementation of the ZMI network on an au-
tonomous mobile robot network. The experiments will validate that our ZMI instan-
tiation is able to maintain the properties and guarantees of the ZMI network under
mobile network conditions. This means that individual links in the ZMI network will
have the independent capacity of a wired link while robots are moving. The network
topology and colouring will also dynamically reconfigure as the position of the robots
change.
We first present the mobile robot platform used in the experiments in Sec. 6.2.1.
Two experiments with practical scenarios are then presented; (1) multi-hop video
streaming over a team of mobile robots in Sec. 6.2.2 and (2) parallel neighbour-to-
neighbour communication between mobile robots in Sec. 6.2.3.
6.2.1 iRobot Create Platform and Workspace Setup
The robot platform consists of four iRobot Creates pictured in Fig. 6.5. The robot
team is programmed to carry out a cooperative search and collision avoidance task
using a gradient descent algorithm. The robots cooperatively search for a virtual tar-
get in a common search space. The team coordinates amongst each other to calculate
search trajectories that maximises the likelihood of finding the target whilst provid-
ing collision avoidance guarantees in their search paths. The robot motion control
algorithms do not provide any guarantees for communication connectivity however
the transmission range of the radios is sufficiently large to ensure this property. As
the search progresses, the robots continually update each other with their belief state
and future trajectories.
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Figure 6.5 – Photo of the iRobot Create with a ZMI node mounted.
Each robot has its own on-board processor and acoustic localisation system. The
robots were also originally designed to communicate through a ZigBee mesh network
using off-the-shelf Xbee radios. In our experiments, the Xbee radios are replaced
with the ZMI network presented in Sec. 5.2. Each robot interfaces with its ZMI node
through an UART connection. Robots are able to send data through the ZMI network
by providing the destination address and data packet. Data routing and forwarding is
done transparently by the ZMI nodes. The routing table is calculated distributively
at each node using a simple shortest-path-first algorithm and continually updated.
All information required for routing table construction is obtained from the beacon
packets.
The results from the experiment are recorded through a custom GUI. The GUI uses a
sniffer radio on the control channel to record, timestamp and save every beacon packet
received. This enables us to post analyse the experiment results. The beacon packets
are also embedded with network statistics such as throughput rate and network state
information. The position of all robots is also embedded into the beacon packets and
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updated by the acoustic localisation system as the robots drive around the search
space.
The experiment is setup in an indoor laboratory workspace. The robots are configured
to search within a designated area approximately 6 m by 6 m in size. The search
space does not contain any obstacles however the area immediately bordering the
search space is heavily cluttered with office furniture, benches and walls. Therefore
it is reasonable to assume that the environment is rich in multi-path fading.
6.2.2 Video Streaming in Mobile Multi-Hop Robot Network
This experiment shows the ZMI network algorithms are able to maintain constant
end-to-end capacity routes over mobile nodes. This experiment will demonstrate
multi-hop video streaming from the mobile robots to a static destination node as the
robots carry out the search task. The goal is to show that the stream rate of the
video remains constant even as the route and route length changes with the position
of the robots.
A video is streamed from a designated robot over neighbouring robots and static
nodes to a static destination node. The destination node is connected to a computer
that records and timestamps the packets from the video stream. As the robots move
around the search space the ZMI network continuously updates the network topology
and the routing path for the video stream. The video stream traverses a minimum of
three hops before reaching the destination node.
Fig. 6.7 shows the location of the static nodes, the position of the four robots and
a trace of the robots’ motions. The video stream is transmitted from the robot
designated with the X marker. There are three static nodes (18, 19 and 20) in the
network which are configured to form a chain network topology. Only node 20 is
allowed to connect to the robot nodes. This forces the video stream to traverse a
minimum of three hops.
The experiment is first carried out using the ZMI network. We then repeat the
experiment with an SRSC WMN for comparison.
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Results using ZMI Network
The experiment results using the ZMI network are presented in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7.
We begin the discussion of the results with Fig. 6.6 which plots the receive rate of the
video at the destination node (node 18) from 280 seconds to 335 seconds. During this
period, the route and route length of the video stream changes multiple times. The
network topology and position of the robots at key instances and route changes are
illustrated in Fig. 6.7a to Fig. 6.7f. In Fig. 6.7a, the video is streamed over 4 hops from
node 3 to node 18 via node 4. This route is maintained for 9 seconds and Fig. 6.6 shows
the stream rate remains above 175 packets/s for the duration of the route. During 290
seconds to 294 seconds we see that the stream rate drop temporarily due to multiple
route changes over the short period as shown in Fig. 6.7b and Fig. 6.7c. Route
changes cause packets to be dropped as implementing a handshaking protocol for
link changes was beyond the scope of this thesis. However the route finally stabilises
for 7 seconds from time 295 seconds to 302 seconds. During this interval, the video
is streamed over the minimum 3 hops via node 20 from node 3 as shown in Fig. 6.7d.
The route then changes again at time 303 seconds and is relayed via node 1 over a 4
hop route as shown in Fig. 6.7e. This route persists for approximately 34 seconds and
the video stream rate maintains 175 packets/s. Whilst the video receive rate of 175
packets/s is below the one-hop capacity, some of the capacity is used by the robots
for coordination. More importantly however, the throughput plot in Fig. 6.6 shows
that the end-to-end streaming rate of the video remains constant even with changes
in route length. Had we physically connected the robots with wires according to the
network topology shown in Fig. 6.7, the resulting video receive rate graph would be
similar to the throughput plot in Fig. 6.6.
Comparison with SRSC WMN
The above experiment is repeated with an SRSC WMN. The results are presented in
Fig. 6.8. The video receive rate graph in Fig. 6.8a shows that the end-to-end capacity
in the SRSC case does not exceed 50 packets/s. The plot of the robot positions in
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Figure 6.6 – Plot of end-to-end receive rate of streaming video in mobile network.
Fig. 6.8d also shows that robots three and four collide. This occurs as robot three
does not have enough bandwidth capacity to stream the video and coordinate with
neighbouring robots. Consequently, robots one, two and four coordinate as a single
team without considering the trajectory of robot three and results in a collision.
6.2.3 Neighbour-to-Neighbour Communication in Mobile Robot
Network
In this experiment, the mobile robot team is configured to carry out its search op-
eration whilst continuously sending large volumes of synthetic data to all connected
neighbours. The experiment will demonstrate the following ZMI network features in
a mobile scenario: (1) links have independent bandwidth capacity regardless if there
are other co-channel links within communication range, and (2) cumulative network
capacity is directly proportional to the number of links in the network. This experi-
ment is also repeated with the SRSC WMN and will show that link capacity in the
SRSC network degrades rapidly with the number of transmitting nodes.
To demonstrate the above ZMI network properties, we use the robot platform and the
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Figure 6.7 – Position plots of moving robots and static nodes at route transition
instance during multi-hop video streaming. Mobile robots are numbered 1 to 4
and static nodes are numbered 18 to 20. Robot marked with X is the video source
and static node 18 is the video stream destination.
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Figure 6.8 – Multi-hop video streaming over a team of mobile robots and static nodes
with SRSC WMN. (a) Video stream receive rate at node 18. (b)-(d) Position
plots of robots and static nodes at route transition instances. Mobile robots are
numbered 1 to 4 and static nodes are numbered 18 to 20. Robot designated with
X marker is the video source and static node 18 is the video stream destination.
search task described in Sec. 6.2.1. We track the communication load of all links in the
network on a designated test channel (12) and show that the cumulative capacity of
these links exceeds the carrier rate. The robot network is configured to preferentially
allocate links to channel 12 where possible. We ensure that there are always multiple
links transmitting on this channel by adding 10 extra static nodes to the network.
The static nodes are configured to maintain 5 active links that saturate channel 12
at the full radio capacity of 240 packets/s. The static nodes do not participate in
the search problem however all static and robot nodes are within transmission range
of each other. Fig. 6.9 shows the location of the static nodes relative to the starting
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Figure 6.9 – Plot showing the position of the 10 static nodes and starting position of
the robots. Static nodes are marked by squares and robot nodes by circles. Red
lines indicate links that use the test channel (12).
position of the four robots.
Robots also transmit synthetic data on all robot-to-robot links to further increase
the channel load. Robots transmit synthetic data at 150 packets/s in addition to the
load of the cooperative search algorithm. In a practical application, the synthetic
data could be required for higher level applications such sensor data fusion or higher
frequency coordination.
Results using ZMI Network
The results from the ZMI network is presented in Fig. 6.10. Fig. 6.10a-6.10f shows the
throughput plot for all links assigned to channel 12 during the experiment. Fig. 6.10a-
6.10e corresponds to the five pairs of static nodes transmitting at the full carrier rate
and Fig. 6.10f is the throughput on robot-to-robot links assigned to channel 12.
In Fig. 6.10a-6.10e we expect to see all links maintaining 240 packets/s. Whilst only
edge 14-13 consistently maintains this, the remaining static edges still have sufficiently
high throughput rates that we can assume the channel is never idle. The reduced
throughput is attributed to lost packet headers as discussed in Sec. 5.3.1.
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Fig. 6.10f shows that channel 12 is assigned to robot-to-robot links at three different
instances. Theoretically we expected to see all three instances maintain a throughput
rate of 150 packets/s. The actual performance averaged 84, 93 and 104 packets/s
from left to right in Fig. 6.10f.
Whilst this result is lower than expected, the results in Fig. 6.10f still demonstrates
successful parallel communication with five other co-channel links transmitting con-
currently. The cumulative throughput of the six links far exceeds the radio carrier
rate which would be the limit in the SRSC WMN case. The reduced throughput is
attributed to the lack of receiver sensitivity thresholding on our hardware as discussed
in Sec.5.3.1. Capacity is also lost to the transient effects of multi-path fading. As the
robots drive around the environment, the SNR of links can temporarily drop below
the CCRR and result in corrupted data.
Multi-path fading also caused fluctuations in the RSS measurements used to construct
the RNG. This caused links to occasionally disappear then reappear over a single
beacon period. Whilst these changes were short in duration, the change disrupts the
existing data flows and reduces network capacity. A possible solution is to apply
advance filtering techniques to the RSS measurements. The current implementation
only averages raw measurements and over a short window due to RAM constraints.
This makes the network more vulnerable to large changes in RSS.
Fig. 6.11 shows the positions of the robots at different instances. The positions of the
static nodes have been omitted for convenience however are illustrated in Fig. 6.9.
Fig. 6.11a-6.11b shows the positions of the robots at 27 seconds and 170 seconds
which corresponds to the first line segment in Fig. 6.10f. The corresponding link
allocated to channel 12 is denoted by the red line between robots 4 and 3. Similarly
Fig. 6.11c-6.11d and Fig. 6.11e-6.11f correspond to the second and third line segments
in Fig. 6.10f respectively. The plots in Fig. 6.11 show that the relative positions of the
robots and network topology undergo considerable change during each line segment
in Fig. 6.10f. This demonstrates that our ZMI implementation can maintain valid
topology and channel allocations in a rapidly changing network.
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Figure 6.10 – Throughput plots of links in ZMI network assigned to channel 12. (a)-(e)
Throughput of channel 12 links between static nodes. (f) Throughput of channel
12 links between robots. Each segment corresponds to a separate instance of the
channel 12 been allocated to a robot-to-robot link.
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Figure 6.11 – Start and end position of robots corresponding to each line segment
in Fig. 6.10f. Static nodes have been omitted for clarity (see Fig. 6.9). (a)-(b)
corresponds to the first line segment, (c)-(d) to the second and (e)-(f) to the third.
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Comparison with SRSC WMN
We repeat the above experiments twice with three and four robots but replace the
ZMI network with the SRSC WMN. The static network is also excluded. However the
robots are still configured to continuously transmit synthetic data to all connected
neighbours at 150 packets/s in addition to coordinating amongst each other. The
results demonstrate that SRSC WMNs have limited capacity even for small robot
teams.
We first present the results of the four robot experiment. Fig. 6.12b shows a plot of
the cumulative throughput of all network links in the four robot team. The plot shows
that the total network throughput remains well below the theoretical single channel
capacity of 240 packets/s. This is most likely due to intensive contention for channel
access amongst the four robots leading to extended back-off periods and lost capacity
from hidden and exposed node interference. In contrast, the ZMI network showed six
pairs of radios communicating concurrently on the same channel with several radios
achieving close to the carrier rate capacity.
The position plot of the four robot experiment in Fig. 6.12a shows that all robots have
collided at 87 seconds. This occurs as there is insufficient bandwidth for the robots to
coordinate their search trajectories while transmitting synthetic data. Consequently,
each robot assumes it is the only robot in the network and drives towards the point
in the search space with the highest likelihood of finding the target. As all robots are
initialised with the same starting belief state, all robots drive towards the same point
and collide.
The experiment is repeated with only three robots to reduce the total communication
load. In this repeat, the robots are able to sporadically exchange search trajectories
and negotiate the initial collision condition. However the position trace in Fig. 6.13a-
6.13b shows that the robots drive within 300 mm of each other on two separate
occasions. This is in violation of the collision avoidance algorithm which requires
that the search trajectories maintain a guard radius of 800 mm between robots. This
occurs as robots are only able to sporadically exchange search trajectories due to the
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Figure 6.12 – Four robots carrying out cooperative task with an SRSC WMN and
transmitting synthetic data to saturate links. (a) Position plot showing all robots
having collided at 87 seconds. (b) Cumulative throughput of all network links in
(a).
limited communication capacity of the SRSC WMNs. The cumulative throughput
plot for this experiment shown in Fig. 6.13c also does not exceed the single channel
capacity. However the net capacity is greater than the four node case as there is one
less radio contending for channel access resulting in more efficient channel utilisation.
The difference in performance between the three and four robot teams also gives an
indication of the poor scalability of SRSC WMNs.
6.2.4 Discussion
In this section we presented two experiments on a mobile robot team using the ZMI
network. The first experiment in Sec. 6.2.2 extends the streaming video experiment
from Sec. 6.1 to a mobile scenario. The results demonstrate that the ZMI network is
able to maintain a continuous video stream from a mobile robot to a static destination
node over a multi-hop network. The end-to-end capacity of the video stream also
remained constant after changes in network topology increased the number of hops
from source to destination.
The neighbour-to-neighbour communication experiment in Sec. 6.2.3 extended the
results from Sec. 5.3.3 to a mobile setting. While the results were not as impressive
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Figure 6.13 – Three robots carrying out cooperative task with an SRSC WMN and
transmitting synthetic data to saturate links. (a)-(b) Position plot of robots show-
ing two separate instances of near collisions. (c) Cumulative throughput of all
network links in (a).
compared to the static experiments in Sec. 5.3.3, the experiment was still able to
show that co-channel links in a ZMI network are able to transmit concurrently to
provide a vast improvement in network capacity. Despite the practical challenges of
communicating in a mobile network, the results demonstrate that the ZMI network is
able to extract more capacity out of a single channel than is possible with an SRSC
WMN.
Both experiments above were also repeated with an SRSC WMN for comparison. In
both experiments, the lack of bandwidth caused robots to fail their primary cooper-
ative search task. In addition, the performance of the secondary task of streaming
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video and communicating with neighbours also showed dismal results. Whilst these
experiments only showed four mobile robots, the communication load for coordinat-
ing four robots is correspondingly small. In practice, robot teams can be significantly
larger and the bandwidth requirement just for coordination would scale accordingly.
Existing SRSC WMN are unable to support this.
6.3 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter we evaluated the ZMI network in hardware experiments with realistic
data loads and using a mobile robot platform. The experiments demonstrated the
following capabilities:
• Multi-hop video streaming over mobile and static nodes. Video stream rate
remains constant regardless of the number of hops.
• Multi-path routing in ZMI network with properties of wired network. Each
disjointed path has independent capacity.
• Concurrent transmissions on multiple co-channel links in a mobile and static
network.
Comparison experiments were also carried out with SRSC WMNs. The most apparent
difference between the ZMI and SRSC WMN network is the significant communication
capacity improvement afforded by the ZMI architecture. However this is expected as
the ZMI architecture uses more resources through multiple radios and channels to
deliver the extra capacity. Instead, the key feature of the ZMI architecture is its
ability to reassign the same channel to multiple links such that the capacity of each
co-channel link is not shared with other co-channel links. Whilst the results do
show some degree of interference between co-channel links, the cause of this is due
to the lack of RSS thresholding capabilities in our chosen hardware as discussed in
Sec. 5.3.1. The net throughput capacity confirms that the majority of co-channel
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links are still able to transmit concurrently. This allows the ZMI network to extract
more communication capacity out of a single channel than is possible with a SRSC
WMN.
These experiments demonstrate the ZMI network is able to closely emulate the scal-
ability and capacity properties of an equivalent wired network while affording the
flexibility of a wireless network. This is a significant result for the broad range of
applications discussed in Sec. 1.1 which include inter-vehicle communication in fleets
of vehicles, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) teams and tele-operated robots. It is
essential for all of these applications to have a clearly defined level of latency and
bandwidth regardless of the network size. This is not possible with any other existing
decentralised WMN.
Chapter 7
Modular Robots ZMI Special Case
In this chapter we discuss a special case of our ZMI network for networks with a
lattice structure. Our focus will be on the application to self reconfiguring (SR) robots
however the approach can be applied to any problem with a lattice structure. SR
modular robots are robotic systems composed of multiple self-actuated modules that
are able to change shape for the task at hand. Each individual module is self-sufficient
in terms of power, computation, communication and actuation. Modules have a
common docking interface that allows the transfer of mechanical forces, power and
communication. These robots can transform between a legged walker or snake-shaped
wriggler depending on the terrain. SR modular robots rely on communication between
modules to coordinate movement for reconfiguration and locomotion. Communication
is also essential for sensing and perception in fusing data from many distributed
sensors.
We are interested in applying the ZMI network to the communication systems of SR
robots as a robust solution for inter-module communication. Despite the central role
communication plays in SR systems, robust and scalable inter-module communication
remains a major research issue [178]. Communication in existing SR robots is based
on infrared (IR) or wired links. The problem is that these physical layers are not
well-matched to module connection and disconnection.
The main challenge is that communication links must tolerate uncertainty in module
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alignment. Precise alignment presents a difficulty to connector design, but is a require-
ment for IR or wired systems. If the precision requirement is relaxed, problems with
crosstalk and neighbour detection emerge [29]. Coupling the physical implementation
of the communication system with the mechanical design of the connection system
increases the difficulty of both problems. We believe this coupling is unnecessary.
Furthermore, fragile IR optics and exposed electrical connectors are susceptible to
damaged and failure in harsh outdoor environments. This makes consistently reliable
connections difficult.
We present a special case of our ZMI implementation for SR robots that only re-
quires a single channel. The general case requires a pool of orthogonal channels. A
single communication channel can be safely “recycled” assuming a minimum physical
separation distance between intra-modular radios. This threshold is determined ana-
lytically for the given radio hardware and robot geometry. We analytically prove that
the architecture scales to an infinite number of radios for two- and three-dimensional
network configurations. The performance of the system is also empirically evaluated
with 15 unactuated modules. The system is benchmarked with synthetic and realistic
data loads. Results support our main hypothesis that the performance of our pro-
posed system stays constant as network size increases while capacity in a standard
WMN decays exponentially as illustrated in Fig. 7.1. We also validate properties
including tolerance to misalignment, hardware support for neighbour detection and
extend support to global communication.
The results in this chapter establish the feasibility of radio frequency (RF) transmis-
sions as a primary communication medium for modular robot systems. Our multi-
radio ZMI architecture is the first communication method for SR robots that supports
both parallel local communication and global communication simultaneously.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. In Sec. 7.1, we define our multi-
radio architecture for neighbour-to-neighbour communication and prove scalability for
infinitely large networks. We present experimental results in hardware that evaluate
the raw throughput capacity in Sec. 7.2 and performance with a benchmark algorithm
in Sec. 7.3. In Sec. 7.4 we demonstrate automatic neighbour detection and propose
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Figure 7.1 – A comparison of the throughput capacity of a typical wireless mesh
network versus our neighbour-to-neighbour architecture.
an extension to the architecture for global communication. Section 7.5 concludes the
chapter.
7.1 Network Architecture
The architecture we propose is a multi-radio single-channel scheme. This is in con-
trast to the multi-radio multi-channel architecture used in our general case ZMI
implementation described in Sec. 5.2. Each connectable face on a module has its own
separate slave radio. This architecture is illustrated in Fig. 7.2 where each module
face has a separate radio. The same channel is reused at every neighbour-neighbour
pair (Ai, Bi). Typically reusing the same channel results in multiple transmissions
corrupting each other. However as we established for the general ZMI network case,
if the RSS of one packet is significantly stronger than the RSS of the other packet,
the packet of stronger RSS can still be correctly received. Similarly, if there are mul-
tiple on-going transmissions, the signal strength between a communicating pair must
be greater than the cumulative interference signal from all other transmitting radios
by the CCRR. The CCRR quantifies the necessary signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)
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Figure 7.2 – Simplified two-dimensional network architecture illustration.
required by the radio hardware so that the desired signal can be correctly received
without corruption.
As seen in Fig. 7.2, radios are physically located at the docking interface between mod-
ules. This enables radios to communicate with their corresponding docked neighbours
with a high SIR and allows the same channel to be reused at all radios. In this archi-
tecture, the master radio is redundant (compared to the ZMI architecture) but can
be included for global communication which we will discuss in Sec. 7.4.2.
7.1.1 Minimum Separation Ratio
To achieve the necessary SIR, neighbour-neighbour pairs must be located close to-
gether and non-neighbour radios must be separated far apart in Euclidean space. In
Fig. 7.2, the ratio of the closest interferer distance did to the neighbour-to-neighbour
distance Dnd is the Euclidean separation ratio. The Physical Model [62] is used to
determine the minimum required Euclidean separation ratio which was defined in
Sec. 3.2.1. We present it here again for convenience:
SIRij =
Pi
|Xi−Xj |α
N0 +
∑
k∈τc
Pk
|Xk−Xj |α
, (7.1)
where τc is the set of nodes transmitting concurrently on the same channel, α is the
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path-loss exponent and Pk is the transmit power which we assume is the same across
the network.
In Eqn. 7.1 the cumulative interference term must converge as |τc| → ∞ for the system
to scale to an infinite number of transmitters. We can prove that the sum does in
fact converge if the path-loss exponent α is greater than two. The path-loss exponent
is the rate at which radio signals decay and is two for free-space. A typical path-loss
exponent for office environments in 2.4 Ghz is 3. For a modular robot application, the
path-loss exponent would range in the order of four to six as the modules themselves
would greater hinder radio signals.
did
2did
shell 2
shell 1
Figure 7.3 – An infinite two-dimensional array of modules illustrating the shells of
interfering transmitters around a pair of radios communicating at the centre.
We show proof of convergence for the two-dimensional cubic modular robot layout
shown in Fig. 7.3. First we find a general term for the distance between the inter-
fering transmitters and the communicating pair of radios. In Fig. 7.3 the interfering
transmitters exist in shells around the chosen communicating pair in the centre of
the illustration. There are 8s radios transmitting concurrently in each shell where s
is the index of the shell starting at 1. In each shell s, the closest transmitter to the
centre pair is dids units away. We conservatively assume all other radios in this shell
are also dids units away although most are further. This is then substituted into the
cumulative interference term in Eqn. 3.1:
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∑
k∈τc
1
|Xk −Xj|α =
∑
s
8s
(dids)α
=
8
dαid
∑
s
1
sα−1
=
8
dαid
Hα−1s . (7.2)
In Eqn. 7.2, Hα−1s is the harmonic number of order α− 1 which converges as s→∞.
Substituting this back into Eqn. 3.1 we get:
SIRij =
1
Dαnd
N0 +
8
dαid
Hα−1s
, (7.3)
where Dnd is the separation between neighbour-neighbour radios (Ai, Bi) and did is
the minimum separation to any other radio pair {(Aj, Bj) — j 6= i} in Fig. 7.2. We
want to minimise the separation between the neighbour-neighbour pairs and maximise
the separation between interfering pairs of radios to increase the SIR. We can deter-
mine the minimum separation ratio required between a pair of communicating radios
and the closest interfering radio such that the SIR will be greater than the CCRR
for an infinitely large array of modules transmitting simultaneously using Eqn. 7.3.
Rearranging Eqn. 7.3 and substituting SIRi,j with the CCRR we get:
did
Dnd
≥ α
√
8Hα−1∞ CCRR. (7.4)
In Eqn. 7.4 we omit the ambient noise term N0 for simplicity as the ambient noise
is insignificant compared to the signal strength of the interfering transmitters. Using
Eqn. 7.4 and substituting a CCRR of 3 and conservatively taking α = 3, the minimum
separation ratio required for a two-dimensional array is only 3
√
4CRRRΠ2
3
= 3.41, which
is easily achievable.
This analysis shows that the communication system is scalable for any two-dimensional
SR robot provided that the increase in radios in each shell is linear and the path-loss
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exponent is greater than two. The physical geometry of the robot only changes the
constant by which the harmonic number is multiplied.
Using the same method, the scalability and separation ratio for three-dimensional
cubic modular robots is also calculated:
did
Dnd
≥ α
√
4(12Hα−2∞ +Hα∞)CCRR. (7.5)
As Eqn. 7.5 contains a harmonic number of order α − 2, the minimum path-loss
exponent must be greater than three for an infinitely large network for the sepa-
ration ratio to converge. For robots with different geometries, the constants 4 and
12 would differ but the general form of the equation remains. Using Eqn. 7.5 and
substituting a path-loss exponent of 4, the minimum separation ratio required for a
three-dimensional array is 4
√
12(2Π2 + Π
4
90
) = 3.98 which is also easily achievable.
In formulating Eqns. 7.4 and 7.5, worst case scenarios are taken. We assume that all
radio pairs are constantly communicating, all radios in each shell are did units away
and the network is infinitely large. In particular, the equations assume the radios
have omni-directional antennas. The use of directional antennas would significantly
improve the separation ratio and reduce the minimum path-loss exponent even in
three-dimensional networks. The physical shielding of radio antennas can also be
used to minimise the received signal from non-neighbour transmitters.
7.1.2 Neighbour Detection
Our architecture features automatic neighbour detection for module connection and
disconnection. Each module is assigned a globally unique network ID. Each radio is
also allocated a unique address corresponding to the connector to which it is assigned
and the module ID. To detect a new neighbour module, all radios with open connectors
periodically activate and listen for connection request messages. If a connection
request is received, the connection protocol is initialised. At the same time, as a
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module is manoeuvering into a new position, it periodically sends out connection
requests and listens for a response from an open connector.
Since connection requests are broadcast messages, they are received at multiple open
connectors. To prevent radios from commencing the connection protocol with the in-
correct connector interface and/or module, the RSS is used to estimate the proximity
of the transmitter. Only connection requests above a certain threshold are accepted.
Generally using RSS is an inaccurate metric for distance. However this inaccuracy
is compensated by the large difference in RSS between an intended neighbour and
a connection request message received as crosstalk. Using the minimum separation
ratio of 3.41 for a two-dimensional network, the difference in RSS between a connected
neighbour and the nearest interferer is 10.7 dB. The possibility of communicating
with the wrong connector can be further reduced by querying local and connected
modules for their neighbour information and heuristically eliminating connectors that
are physically out of reach. In Sec. 7.4.1 we demonstrate in hardware the robustness
of using signal strength thresholds to eliminate crosstalk and assist in neighbour
detection.
7.2 Hardware Experiments with Synthetic Data
Load
In this section we present a series of hardware experiments to demonstrate the per-
formance of our architecture with synthetic data loads. We also compare our results
with the theoretical maximum throughput of a typical WMN.
7.2.1 Testbed Implementation
In our experiments we use IEEE 802.15.4 radios. IEEE 802.15.4 operates at 2.4 Ghz
and has a carrier data rate of 250 kbps. IEEE 802.11a/b/g and Bluetooth radios
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were also considered however they consume more power and have a more compli-
cated protocol stack. In Bluetooth radios, the transmit channel cannot be manually
configured.
Microchip MRF24J40 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 compliant modules were selected for
the experiments. These modules have a CCRR of -2 dBm and an adjustable CSMA
threshold. The modules are interfaced to a custom-built 14 cm by 3.5 cm control
board via an SPI bus. The custom control board contains a 32-bit STM32F101C6
microprocessor operating at 36 MHz. User control of the setup is achieved via RS232.
The system is housed and tested in a representative modular robot to model the
operational environment. The housing is made from 3 mm thick acrylic pieces that
are assembled into a 100 mm cube as seen in Fig. 7.4a. This provides a Dnd of 6 mm
and a did of 70 mm and results in a
did
Dnd
separation ratio of 11.66. This surpasses the
minimum 3.41 separation ratio calculated in Sec. 7.1.1 for two-dimensional networks
and 5.5 for three-dimensional networks. Radio modules are attached to the inside
surface of the cubes using adhesive putty and connected to the microprocessor board
which slots into the acrylic cube as shown in Fig. 7.4a.
The testing software uses the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol stack in beacon enabled mode
with slotted transmissions. Each radio can be dynamically configured via RS232
by the user as a transmitter or receiver and assigned addresses. The purpose of the
software is to measure throughput between pairs of radios on opposite sides of an inter-
module connector by configuring the transmitter to continuously transmit data at the
fastest possible rate allowable by the radio hardware (250 kbps). The corresponding
receiver radio counts the number of messages received. Cyclic redundancy checks
are performed on all incoming data to ensure interference has not corrupted the
messages. The receiver radio automatically performs hardware checks on the address
and network identifier of the sender hence ensuring that the radio is not receiving
data from other interfering transmitters.
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Figure 7.4 – (a) A setup for establishing baseline throughput performance. Each
module contains six transceivers. Two complete modules are shown side by side
with one communicating pair located at the interface between the two modules.
(b) Baseline throughput performance results with ten interfering transmitters and
one communicating pair compared to a typical mesh network.
7.2.2 Parallel Communication
We establish the baseline throughput rates of two connected radios with increasing
numbers of interfering transmitters. The setup consists of two modules with radios
on all six faces placed side by side as seen in Fig. 7.4a. When there are no interfering
transmitters, the baseline throughput rate is approximately 224 messages per second
averaged over a 15-minute period. This throughput rate is close to the carrier data
rate of IEEE 802.15.4 with the difference accounted for in the inter-frame spacing
and preamble bits required by the hardware. Each message at the physical layer is a
128-byte packet of data.
After establishing the baseline throughput with no interference, interfering transmit-
ters are enabled sequentially. According to Eqn. 7.5, the SIR at the communicating
pair should remain above the CCRR which we validate for each interfering transmit-
ter enabled. The throughput rate is also recorded when each interferer is enabled
and graphed in Fig. 7.4b. We see a small reduction in throughput for the first few
interfering transmitters. However, the throughput remains above 220 messages per
second even with 8-10 interfering transmitters.
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The throughput loss between one to five interfering transmitters occurs when the re-
ceiving radio detects the preamble bytes of a packet from an interferer. The receiver
can determine it has the wrong packet only after the first 15 bytes (packet header
length). If the neighbour transmits during this period the packet is lost. As the
number of interfering transmitters increases, the receiver is only able to detect the
preamble bytes of packets from its neighbour. Therefore as the number of interfering
transmitters increases, the throughput losses abate. This issue can be eliminated
by scaling down the transmission range to Dnd units or adjusting the receiver sensi-
tivity threshold. However neither is possible with the MRF24J40. A more detailed
discussion of this issue is provided in Sec. 5.3.1.
A comparison between our hardware results and the theoretical maximum throughput
of a standard WMN (IEEE 802.15.4 or otherwise) is given in Fig. 7.4b. In a WMN,
the throughput capacity of each radio decreases at the rate of 1
n
where n represents
the number of modules in the robot. On the other hand, throughput is constant in
our neighbour-to-neighbour communication architecture which allows our system to
outperform a WMN even in robots with few modules.
7.2.3 Misalignment and Orientation Tolerance
An existing problem with wired and IR connections is the need for accurate alignment,
orientation and proximity between two connecting modules to within a few millime-
tres. The use of RF transceivers provides a much greater tolerance for misalignment
and orientation. The setup shown in Fig. 7.4a is used to measure the misalignment,
orientation and inter-module gap tolerances of the hardware as depicted in Fig. 7.5a.
All ten interfering transmitters are enabled during the test.
Fig. 7.5b shows the throughput rate of two connected radios with varying misalign-
ment and orientation as illustrated in Fig. 7.5a. The results indicate that even with
2 cm misalignment, the lowest throughput is still over 192 messages/s or 87% of the
initial throughput. This is significantly better than the misalignment tolerances of IR
and hardwired connections which are conservatively less than 0.5 cm. Fig. 7.5c shows
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Figure 7.5 – Misalignment and orientation tolerance with ten interfering transmitters.
(a) Illustration of module misalignment and rotation setup. (b) Throughput of
modules with varying inter-module misalignment and varying orientations. (c)
Throughput of modules with varying inter-module gap and varying orientations.
the throughput rate as the gap between two modules is increased. This test is done
with no misalignment but with 0, 90 and 180 degrees of rotation. Little throughput
capacity is lost within the first centimetre regardless of orientation. Reasonable data
rates are still achievable even with a separation gap of 2.5 cm to 3 cm with 0 and 180
degrees of rotation. No throughput was possible with 90 degrees of rotation for 3 cm
and 3.5 cm.
In both the misalignment and inter-module gap experiments, the relative orientation
of the two radio antennas had a considerable impact on misalignment and gap toler-
ances. This is particularly noticeable for 90 degrees of rotation in both experiments.
This is due to the fact that the gain pattern of the printed circuit board antenna is
not omni-directional but a torus shape which is not ideal for this application. The
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use of a patch or loop antenna would be more beneficial for our architecture as both
types of antennas are directional. This allows the radio to focus the signal directly
at the antenna on the other side of the connector and hence provide a greater SIR.
However, performance with omni-directional antennas surpasses that of IR and wired
links.
7.2.4 Parallel Communication in a Three-Dimensional Net-
work Topology
In this experiment we show multiple neighbour-to-neighbour pairs communicating in
parallel in two- and three-dimensional network configurations shown in Fig. 7.6 and
Fig. 7.7. Fig. 7.6a is a seven-module network. The centre module has six radios
attached to each side of the module. Each radio is paired to a corresponding radio
on the connected neighbour. All radios in the setup are tuned to the same channel.
This configuration represents a worst case scenario where all six sides of the module
are communicating at the full data rate of the radio hardware over a 40-minute period.
Fig. 7.6c shows the throughput rate for all six sides of the inner module which indicates
consistently high throughput over the 40-minute period. In a standard mesh network
configuration, the theoretical maximum throughput is only 2200 messages/minute.
Our neighbour-to-neighbour architecture achieves 13000 messages/minute. This high-
lights the benefits gained in terms of bandwidth scalability.
A ten-module configuration is arranged as shown in Fig. 7.7a. Physical placement
of radios is more irregular than in Fig. 7.6a, however the number of radio pairs is
the same. The throughput results for this setup are shown in Fig. 7.7 which shows
relatively large throughput losses of approximately 25% on certain pairs whilst full
throughput on other pairs. These throughput losses can be attributed to the preamble
detection issue discussed in Sec. 7.2.2. Even with unexpectedly high throughput
losses, our system still performs many times better than the theoretical maximum
throughput of a standard mesh network.
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Figure 7.6 – (a) Setup of a three-dimensional network with the centre module com-
municating on all six sides. (b) A three-dimensional isometric construction of (a).
(c) Throughput performance of the seven-module three-dimensional network over
a 40-minute period.
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Figure 7.7 – (a) Setup of a three-dimensional network with ten modules. (b) A three-
dimensional isometric construction of (a). (c) Throughput results of ten modules
in three-dimensional network layout.
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Figure 7.8 – (a) Setup with seven modules in a chain topology. (b) Throughput of
seven modules in a chain topology.
7.2.5 Parallel Communication in a Chain Network
The chain network topology is a commonly used benchmark for analysing mesh net-
works as it is often encountered in real networks. Typical WMNs perform inefficiently
in chain networks. This is because only one link can be active at any one time if the
range of the radios encompasses the entire area of the network. This is the case in
modular robots. In a neighbour-to-neighbour communication architecture all links
communicate in parallel and hence greatly increases network speed and bandwidth
capacity. Fig. 7.8a illustrates a setup containing seven modules and six separate inter-
module connections. The graph in Fig. 7.8b shows the throughput rate at each of
the six inter-module connections averaged over a one-hour period. Although a few
links do not achieve the theoretical 224 messages/s, the overall performance is still
significantly better than a mesh network, which would only achieve 37 messages/s.
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Figure 7.9 – (a) Interference test setup with two radio networks with variable separa-
tion. (b) Transfer rate of our modular robot network and an IEEE 802.11g network
operating simultaneously.
7.2.6 IEEE 802.15.4 Co-existence with IEEE 802.11g radios
The rapid proliferation of 2.4 GHz RF transmitters including IEEE 802.11 WiFi and
Bluetooth makes interference from external sources inevitable. In this experiment, we
demonstrate that our architecture is able to co-exist with an IEEE 802.11g network.
Fig. 7.9a illustrates the setup. A connection between two IEEE 802.11g enabled
laptops measures transfer rates in the presence of interference from our modular
robot radios. The distance between the two laptops is fixed however we vary the
distance between laptop A and the modular robots as shown in Fig. 7.9a. For each
distance, a 100 MB file is transferred in both directions between the laptops and the
transfer rate in both networks is recorded. The transfer rates shown in Fig. 7.9b are
normalised against a baseline test where only one network is operating.
The results in Fig. 7.9b indicate that both networks co-exist provided the separation
between the modular robots and laptop A is greater than 10 cm. For distances less
than 10 cm we managed to maintain the throughput in the modular robot network by
increasing the transmit power from -30 dBm to -22 dBm, however as seen in Fig. 7.9b
this results in a throughput degradation of up to 60% in the IEEE 802.11 network.
We note that the throughput degradation is not a direct result of packet losses but
the IEEE 802.11 network reducing its transmit rate from 54 Mbps to 36 Mbps in
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response to the increased noise.
These results demonstrate that our multi-radio network is immune to external inter-
ference from IEEE 802.11 transmitters even at close proximity. While this experiment
setup is simplistic, the results show that co-existence between both networks is also
possible if the separation between the two networks is greater than 10 cm.
7.3 Hardware Experiments with Realistic Data
Load
The results in the previous sections benchmark raw throughput performance. How-
ever, real modular robot systems exhibit varying throughput load. Transmissions
must be reliable and robust for higher application layers and include acknowledgement
and retry mechanisms. In this section, we adapt the hardware testbed presented in
Sec. 5.2 to demonstrate our multi-radio architecture with a benchmark decentralised
connectivity check algorithm [44].
7.3.1 Testbed
The ZMI testbed presented in Sec. 5.2 is used for this set of experiments as the
original testbed in Sec. 7.2.1 had insufficient RAM and SPI bandwidth to support
parallel communication on six interfaces while processing real data. To adapt the
hardware for use in the modular robot, the radios are separated and mounted onto
the inner surface of the model modules. The STM32 processor board is then placed
in the centre of the module and all radios are connected via SPI cables. The master
radio is not used in these experiments.
Due to the large number of modules, a scalable method of visualising the network
state and broadcasting commands to the modules was required. This was achieved
by programming a separate CC2530 radio as a control radio. The control radio
interfaced to a custom GUI that visualises the state of the network in real-time on
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Figure 7.10 – (a) Module with CC2530 radios mounted on cube interfaces and con-
nected to processing unit in the centre. An additional CC2530 radio is connected
to the SPI bus for global communication. (b) Layout of 15 modules testing the
connectivity algorithm. The graph of this network appears in Fig. 7.13c.
a PC. Fig. 7.13 shows a screen capture of the network visualisation GUI. The GUI
reads control packets transmitted from the network and constructs a graph of the
network. The GUI can also be used to broadcast commands and settings to the
radios and processor board. This was useful as it allowed experimental parameters to
be dynamically updated in real-time. Results were also automatically collected and
recorded.
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7.3.2 Benchmark Algorithm
This experiment evaluates the performance of the multi-radio architecture with our
decentralised parallel connectivity check algorithm [44]. A detailed description of
the algorithm implementation is available in [45]. A brief outline of the connectivity
check algorithm is presented here. Each module searches for a path connecting all of
its docked interfaces upon receiving a start command. Each module floods all local
neighbours within depth hops with a search message. A path is found when a module
receives two search messages from the same sender excluding itself. This path is
called a connecting cycle. If a connecting cycle is found between all docked interfaces
of the same module, the module enters a mobile state and locks all modules that form
the connecting cycle(s). Locked modules discontinue their own search processes. If
a module receives a search message from a higher priority module, it discontinues
its own search process until the higher priority module completes. The connectivity
search process is restarted when the higher priority module completes and the module
is not locked. The algorithm completes when the maximal set of mobile modules is
found.
This algorithm is ideal for benchmarking parallel communication as it requires every
module to communicate with all local neighbours in parallel. In [45], Fitch and Lal
implement the algorithm with a single-radio network. These earlier results are ideal
for comparison with our multi-radio system as IEEE 802.15.4 radios were also used.
The experiment setup was identical to the original setup in [45] to ensure the results
are directly comparable. The same network sizes and topologies were used in both
experiments. The addresses assigned to each network module in the topology are
also identical in both experiments. The algorithm source code was also taken directly
from the original experiments and ported to our hardware.
The network topology was verified before initiating each trial using our custom net-
work topology visualisation program. Automatic neighbour detection was used to
construct the network topology from the physical arrangement of the hardware mod-
ules. Each trial was initialised across all modules through a special broadcast message
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Figure 7.11 – Average execution time of mobile nodes versus network size. Time was
measured between the start of a trial and algorithm success. The algorithm was
executed with fix search depths of 2, 4, and 8 hops with network sizes of 4, 5, 6,
9, 12 and 15 modules. Mean values are taken over 20 trials. The graph includes
results from our multi-radio system compared to the single-radio measurements
reported in [45].
issued from a control radio. This control radio was used to send experiment control
messages and did not participate in the connectivity algorithm. At the completion
of each trial, each module reports results (message count and execution times) to the
control radio.
7.3.3 Results
The graph in Fig. 7.11 demonstrates that our parallel communication architecture
provides a significant performance improvement over the single-radio results from [45].
In all cases the execution time of the multi-radio case was at least half that of the
single-radio case. Both experiments use IEEE 802.15.4 radios with identical transfer
rates. Each data point in Fig. 7.11 represents the mean over 20 trials.
The execution time grows linearly in both experiments. This is due to the algorithm’s
prioritisation scheme. The highest priority module temporarily prevents neighbours
from executing their own search until it completes. This reduces the amount of
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parallel communication in the network. As the search depth limits the number of
modules that can be locked by a searching module, the execution time will plateau
in larger networks.
The algorithm’s prioritisation scheme also accounts for the negligible difference in exe-
cution time for varying search depths in our experiments compared to the single-radio
network. The search part of the algorithm generates O(n) messages but messages can
be sent in parallel. Messages can be transmitted in parallel in our multi-radio network.
Hence search depth has little impact on the search time compared to the algorithm’s
prioritisation scheme. In a single-radio network, only one search message can be sent
at a time so changes in search depth significantly changes the search time.
7.4 Extensions
In this section we present hardware experiments to demonstrate real-time neighbour
detection and crosstalk elimination in static and mobile scenarios. We also implement
an extension to our neighbour-to-neighbour architecture that supports point-to-point
and global broadcast communication.
7.4.1 Automatic Neighbour Detection and Crosstalk Elimi-
nation
Neighbour detection and crosstalk elimination are common problems associated with
the use of IR communication in modular robots [29]. RF communication suffers from
the same problems except to a much greater extent as radio waves easily permeate
through and refract around modules. In our architecture, both neighbour detection
and crosstalk elimination is addressed by observing the RSS of incoming data as
discussed in Sec.7.1.2.
Using the setup shown in Fig. 7.4a, we measure the RSS difference between the pair
of connected neighbours and the ten other interfering radios to find a minimum RSS
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difference of -15 dBm. This large RSS difference means that using simple thresh-
old techniques for neighbour detection and crosstalk elimination is very robust even
without higher-level algorithms that would normally be available in a real modular
robot implementation. Using this simple RSS threshold technique, radios can cor-
rectly detect neighbours and eliminate crosstalk with misalignments of up to 2 cm
and inter-module gaps of 1 cm regardless of orientation.
Fig. 7.12 shows the results and setup used to test the neighbour detection and
crosstalk elimination properties in a realistic three-dimensional network. The setup
consists of one mobile module containing four radios (top, front, left and right) as
annotated in Fig. 7.12c. This mobile module is surrounded by a static network of
modules. The mobile module is manually moved between three different positions as
shown by Figs. 7.12a to 7.12c.
The throughput versus time plots for the four radios in the mobile module are shown
in Fig. 7.12d. The time at which the mobile module moves is clearly visible by the
throughput dropping to zero for a few seconds before returning to full throughput
and the detection of a new neighbour at the same time. In some cases communi-
cation ceases permanently if no new neighbour is detected as seen in plot “Left” at
156 seconds and similarly in plots “Top” and “Front.”
Crosstalk elimination is achieved through a combination of software and hardware.
In hardware, crosstalk elimination occurs naturally when the SIR is greater than the
CCRR and crosstalk is treated as interference that is filtered out. However if the
neighbour radio is not transmitting and interfering radios are, software is needed to
remove crosstalk. Each time a new neighbour is detected, both radios record the
address and network ID of their neighbour. All future transmissions is stamped with
the neighbour’s address and network ID. Both radios subsequently discard all packets
that are not addressed correctly.
In this experiment the modules detect new neighbours using only the CCRR of mes-
sages sent by their new neighbours. The mobile module is not informed that a move
is about to occur and similarly static modules are not aware that the mobile mod-
ule is about to disconnect or connect. Given these circumstances the results already
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show accurate and fast neighbour detection. Robustness can be further improved in
a real modular robot implementation as modules would know a priori of planned
connections or disconnections.
The effectiveness of automatic neighbour detection is also demonstrated in the mod-
ular robot connectivity algorithm experiments (Sec. 7.3). The neighbour detection
mechanism automatically finds neighbours based on the physical arrangement of the
modules and informs the processor unit. Using the control radio, the network topol-
ogy is graphed in the GUI. Fig. 7.13 shows screen captures of different topologies
we tested. The GUI updates the network topology in real-time as modules are re-
arranged.
7.4.2 Global Communication
There is often a trade-off required between global and local communication which ap-
plies in both wireless [180, 181] and wired communication [48]. Broadcasting global
messages is the most efficient method of communicating to all modules simultane-
ously. Global point-to-point communication is also necessary for certain modular
robot applications. Our existing multi-radio architecture is unable to reliably receive
broadcast messages due to the large amount of co-channel transmitters. We propose
a simple and optional extension to the system that solves this.
An additional radio for global communication can be installed on each module and
tuned to a separate global communication channel. The global radio can also be of a
different standard to the local communication network. For example IEEE 802.11b/g
radios are ideal for global communication given the high bandwidth capacity but
higher cost per radio.
Using the CC2530 radio testbed, we implement both global and neighbour-to-neighbour
communication with no hardware changes aside from the additional radio. The global
radio is connected to the existing ribbon cable that carries the SPI communication
bus as seen in Fig. 7.10a. The processor board designates this radio for global com-
munication and configures it accordingly. The global radio also allows point-to-point
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communication between any two modules in the network.
For applications in which global communication is infrequent, an additional radio may
be unwarranted. Modules can switch one of their radios to a designated global com-
munication channel at regular intervals and communicate globally on this alternate
frequency.
7.5 Summary
We have presented a special case of the ZMI network that allows simultaneous
neighbour-to-neighbour communication for SR robots. The neighbour-to-neighbour
model is required by sensing and control algorithms, but not possible with standard
wireless radio networks that do not allow multiple nodes to transmit in parallel. We
prove that our architecture scales to an infinitely large network in two- and three-
dimensional cubic lattice geometries. The capacity for broadcast and point-to-point
communication is also retained through a simple hardware extension.
We performed hardware experiments that validate system performance. These hard-
ware experiments are significant as the true performance of wireless radios is noto-
riously difficult to simulate. The experiments validate that the raw neighbour-to-
neighbour throughput capacity is independent of network size. Our experiments also
give us confidence that the system will satisfy challenges of misalignment, crosstalk,
and neighbour detection in real SR robots. Results also indicate that the system is
tolerant to outside interference sources, such as WiFi. A modular robot connectivity
algorithm is also implemented. The results demonstrate significantly faster perfor-
mance compared to an SRSC WMN. Whilst we have focused the application of this
special case ZMI network to the SR robot problem, the techniques developed in this
thesis can be applied any network with a lattice structure of nodes.
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Figure 7.12 – Experimental setup for testing dynamic neighbour detection. (a) Initial
configuration. (b) Mobile module moved to centre of configuration. (c) Mobile
module moved to bottom of configuration. (d) Dynamic throughput of mobile
module illustrating neighbour changes during moves.
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 7.13 – Screen captures of custom network visualisation GUI illustrating au-
tomatic neighbour detection in different configurations. Balls represent modules
and lines connecting balls indicate that both modules are docked with each other.
The interface index of a connection and the connecting RSS are also shown on the
connecting lines.
Chapter 8
Discussion and Future Work
This thesis identified a new set of communication challenges in cooperative robot
teams and solved these challenges with a novel wireless networking solution. We
theoretically defined the impact of mutual interference on typical WMNs and experi-
mentally quantified the impact. These challenges are addressed with the ZMI network
that eliminates mutual interference from a wireless network.
The ZMI network eliminates mutual interference with an MRMC architecture that
automatically adapts the network topology and channel allocations such that links
do not mutually interfere. By leveraging affordable commodity hardware, we use the
limited channels available more efficiently and increase network capacity. Hardware
validation of the ZMI network was presented on a team of mobile robots in a multi-
hop video streaming scenario and decentralised coordination problem. A special case
of the ZMI network that only requires a single channel was also presented for applica-
tions in lattice structured networks such as SR robots. The results indicate the ZMI
network can also readily benefit a range of existing problems such as inter-vehicle
communication (IVC) and decentralised data fusion (DDF).
The remaining sections of this chapter summarises the contributions of this thesis
and future work. Section 8.1 outlines the theoretical and experimental contributions
offered in this thesis. Section 8.3 proposes possible areas of future work and Sec. 8.4
offers concluding remarks.
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8.1 Discussion and Detailed Contributions
In this section we present a detailed overview of the contributions of this thesis. These
contributions were first introduced in Chapter 1 and are discussed in detail now that
we have presented the body of the thesis.
8.1.1 Problem Definition
The first contribution of this thesis identified the limitations of using existing WMN
architectures in the context of communication between robots in cooperative robot
teams. This work is the first to comprehensively study the challenges of wireless
communication in autonomous and multi-robot networks. These limitations include:
• Unpredictable latency and bandwidth on network links.
• Links within transmission range of each other cannot transmit in parallel.
• Limited scalability of network capacity for neighbour-to-neighbour communica-
tion.
• Routing performance is unpredictable.
Each of the above limitations are validated throughout this thesis with hardware
experiments using typical SRSC WMNs. We also identified that the underlying rea-
sons for these limitations result from the shared nature of the wireless transmission
medium.
8.1.2 Zero Mutual Interference Network
Two contributions arose from addressing the challenges of inter-robot communica-
tion with WMNs. The first was the definition and instantiation of a ZMI network.
The second was the application of the ZMI network to simultaneously solve multiple
communication challenges in robot teams.
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The contributions of the ZMI network are:
• Proposition of the zero mutual interference network.
• An MRMC instantiation of the ZMI network that is practically scalable to large
mobile networks.
• The instantiation provides a new method of leveraging affordable radio hardware
to increase network capacity and to reuse radio channels more efficiently.
• All network edges are able to transmit concurrently without mutual interference
at the radio’s full capacity and scale to any network size.
• A method of emulating the properties of a wired network. This enables in-
dependent link capacity for predictable routing performance and validates the
common (but incorrect) assumption that links are independent point-to-point
connections.
The contributions of the ZMI network for cooperative robot teams are:
• Constant communication rate for end-to-end streaming in multi-hop networks.
• Guaranteed bandwidth and latency on all edges in the network.
• Emulation of wired network properties enables the underlying network to be
correctly modelled as a network of independent point-to-point links.
• Enabling existing algorithms that assumed the point-to-point model to work.
Future work can continue to make this simplifying assumption if inter-robot
communication is implemented with a ZMI network.
8.1.3 Hardware Validation
We presented results from the implementation of the ZMI network in a 20-node,
100-radio testbed. The size of the testbed is significant in terms of the number of
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radios and the number of radios per node. The hardware experiments validated the
theoretical properties of our ZMI architecture in static benchmarking setups.
Experiments with mobile robots demonstrated constant rate end-to-end streaming
video in a mobile multi-hop relay network. Experiments with a decentralised opti-
misation search problem demonstrated that neighbour-to-neighbour communication
capacity is not diminished by the size of the network. These results are a positive indi-
cation that the ZMI network enables the deployment of cooperative robot algorithms
that currently cannot be supported by the limited capacity of existing WMNs.
8.1.4 Self-Reconfiguring Robot Application
A special case of the ZMI network for applications in lattice structures was presented.
In a lattice network, only one channel is required to provide the properties of the ZMI
network. The main contributions are:
• The first provably scalable wireless communication system for SR robots. Only
one channel is required to guarantee that all neighbour-to-neighbour connections
have the capacity of a dedicated wired connection. This applies in both two-
dimensional and three-dimensional networks.
• The approach does not require accurate alignment and orientation for commu-
nication. The lack of external or moving components in radio communication
makes the approach far more robust than wired and IR communication meth-
ods.
• A new approach to neighbour detection that uses the RSS of radios to detect,
identify and communicate with neighbours. This approach to neighbour detec-
tion is more robust than using IR LEDs. This is the first instance of neighbour
detection in SR robots with wireless radios.
• This work represents the first instance of an SR robot communication system
that is able to concurrently provide both global communication and guaranteed
neighbour-to-neighbour communication.
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• Hardware validation of the approach with 15 modules.
8.2 Limitations of Existing Implementation and
Lessons Learned
We believe that the ZMI can be applied in a range of cooperative robot applications
without further theoretical work. However for practical implementation, hardware
changes and further software development would be required. Necessary hardware
features include:
Receive sensitivity thresholding. The ability to dynamically adjust the receive
sensitivity threshold of the radios would eliminate the co-channel interference
problem outlined in Sec. 5.3.1. In our hardware validation experiments, co-
channel interference accounted for the difference between the theoretical and
experimental network performance. Support for dynamic receiver sensitivity
thresholding is hardware dependent and not a mandated feature on IEEE wire-
less standards. However the implementation of this capacity is not technically
challenging and can be emulated by including an external adjustable attenuator
on the antenna circuit.
High adjacent channel rejection. Our hardware experiments showed that adja-
cent channel interference was problematic at higher transmit powers where sig-
nals on one channel would bleed into adjacent channels. This problem was
largely negated in our experiments by using a lower transmit power. For future
implementations, choosing radios with a high adjacent channel rejection ratio
and testing in hardware would address this problem.
Channel pool size. A larger pool of orthogonal channels would be necessary for
large robot teams. While the 16 available in IEEE 802.15.4 were sufficient
for our 20-node testbed, our 100-node test in Sec. 5.3.2 showed that up to 30
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channels would be necessary for larger networks. This is available in many IEEE
and propriety standards. Bluetooth for example has 72 orthogonal channels.
Further software development is also necessary and required features include:
Advanced RSS filtering. We learnt during hardware experiments that large changes
in RSS from multi-path fading caused stability issues in the network. However
more advance filtering or smoothing methods would largely solve this issue
given that the current implementation simply averages RSS measurements over
a small number of samples. Alternatively antenna diversity techniques can also
be used. Both methods are neither technically or theoretically challenging.
Link connection and disconnection handover. A handover protocol for handling
data flows during link changes may be required in multi-hop applications. Whilst
not essential, it would improve network stability and efficiency in highly dynamic
networks. There are a variety of handover protocols available and can be easily
implemented if necessary.
Network stack. A complete network stack including routing algorithms may be
necessary for higher level applications. However existing network stacks can be
easily interfaced with the ZMI network as we demonstrated in our mobile robot
experiments in Sec. 6.2.
8.3 Future Work
In this section we discuss ways that the ZMI approach can be improved or comple-
mented. Future applications for the ZMI network are also discussed.
8.3.1 Integrating Complementary Research
A strength of the ZMI network is that a wealth of other methods for improving wireless
capacity can be leveraged including multiple-in multiple-out (MIMO) transceivers,
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code division multiple access (CDMA), directional antennas and connectivity control.
Whilst these methods do not directly address the challenges of wireless inter-robot
communication, they are complementary and can greatly improve the performance
and capacity of the ZMI network. For example, MIMO transceivers can be used
to increases the point-to-point capacity of individual links and CDMA radios can
be used increase the number of orthogonal channels. Using steerable directional
antennas at slave radios can also minimise the number of channels needed to colour
the network. Robot control algorithms that guarantee network connectivity improve
the quality of network links are also complementary to the ZMI network. Integrating
the ZMI approach with complementary work will result in a more robust and efficient
communication network for inter-robot communication.
8.3.2 Maintaining Network Connectivity in a Reduced Net-
work
In Sec. 4.6.3 we explained how the ZMI network can be implemented with fewer than
seven radios while maintaining its wired-network properties. The trade-off is that the
network may become globally disconnected. However we believe that the connectivity
issue can be resolved through smarter allocation of existing radios to links critical to
network connectivity and through robot control algorithms. A substantial body of
literature already exists in this area which was reviewed in Sec. 2.3.1 and future work
would involve integrating the network connectivity algorithms with the ZMI network.
Addressing this issue also has practical significance as it enables us to implement the
ZMI network on a greater range of current hardware platforms. For example, in the
related work (Sec. 2.2) we covered a number of commercially available mesh routers
with up to four radios. Existing mesh network deployments can then be reconfigured
as a ZMI network with only software changes.
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8.3.3 Adapting Wired Network Protocols
The wired network properties of the ZMI network allows many wired network features
to be readily ported to WMNs such as multi-path routing and QoS guarantees. QoS
guarantees are important for applications such as real-time video streaming, voice over
IP and safety-critical applications and multi-path routing is important for increasing
flow capacity and fault tolerance. Existing approaches to QoS and multi-path routing
in WMNs are complex and unreliable due to mutual interference. The results of this
thesis validated the wired network properties of the ZMI network however extensive
hardware validation with actual wired networking algorithms is still necessary. Should
the ZMI network prove successful in these QoS and multi-path routing applications,
it would also be useful to categorise wired network protocols that have difficulty
operating over existing WMNs and their relative performance over a ZMI network.
8.3.4 New and Existing Applications For The ZMI Network
We believe that the wired network properties of the ZMI network has applications in
a range of problems beyond cooperative robots. The low link latency in ZMI networks
is also especially useful for IVC. High vehicle velocities and the importance of safety
requires IVC to be fast and robust. The ZMI network could also be used to replace
physical wiring between computing modules in machines. The weight saving can be
important for applications such as satellites where physical wiring contributes a sig-
nificant amount of weight. The fast neighbour-to-neighbour communication property
of ZMI networks is useful in DDF problems. The challenge for future work is to
consider how to dynamically synchronise the communication tree within the sensor
network with the ZMI network topology. All the above examples are potential areas
that the ZMI can bring impact.
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8.3.5 Alternative ZMI Network Instantiations
It would be interesting to consider alternative instantiations of the ZMI network that
can perhaps converge on a validate network in constant time. A similar question
is whether a colouring algorithm exists that can coloured the ZMI network with a
constant number of channels independent of network density and topology. Solving
these would greatly improve the performance of the ZMI network particularly in
mobile networks. As this thesis only provides the first instantiation of the ZMI
network, we are certain there are many opportunities to further improve network
performance while maintaining the guarantees of the ZMI network definition.
8.3.6 Robot Control and Communication
Another emerging area of research is the prospect of integrating robot control and
communication which can deliver guarantees on network properties that cannot be
achieved by control or communication algorithms alone. The goal is communication-
aware control in which robot control algorithms can actively predict the impact of a
given trajectory on communication properties. Existing work has already considered
the impact of control on network connectivity and signal quality as discussed in
Sec. 2.3.1. The ZMI network provides useful network information such as a detailed
RSS map of the network, opportunity cost (conflict degree) for each network edge and
channel statistics. How this information can be utilised by robot control algorithms
presents another area for future work. One possible direction is to use robot control to
minimise the number of channels required to colour the ZMI network by using robot
control functions to minimise the average cost of each adjacent link. An interesting
question is whether robot control can be used to guarantee that a network is always
colourable with a pre-determined number of channels.
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8.3.7 Self-Reconfiguring Robot Networks
Our implementation of the ZMI network in a representative modular robot has gen-
erally ignored the practical constraints of where radio antennas can be mounted. Our
hardware implementation installed antennas at the centre of each module-to-module
docking interface however. However this may not be practical in real modular robot
systems as other equipment may need to occupy this space such as docking mecha-
nisms. It would be interesting to consider other methods for integrating the antenna
into the docking interface of the modules. One idea is to use the latching mechanism
that locks two modules together as the antenna.
Another possible avenue of pursuit is the use of near-field communication (NFC).
NFC technology uses the magnetic coupling between antenna elements for communi-
cation which results in a better SNR as magnetic fields decay to the inverse cube of
distance. NFC can also be used for power transfer between modules.
Finally, we are also interested in other applications with a lattice structure which
can benefit from this communication architecture. As suggested above, one possible
application would be to replace wiring between computing modules in machines.
8.4 Summary
This thesis is one of the first to comprehensively study and explicitly address the prob-
lem of wireless communication in robotic networks. The contributions are also timely
as current research in multi-robot distributed algorithms is discovering the practical
limitations of traditional WMNs. This thesis presents a novel ZMI approach to WMN
construction that provides a significant contribution towards enabling scalable high-
bandwidth inter-robot communication in robot teams. Our current instantiation of
the ZMI is immediately deployable and can provide tangible performance gains by
emulating the properties of an equivalent wired network while affording the flexibility
of a wireless network. The contributions of this thesis is significant for the grow-
ing range of autonomous applications including inter-vehicle communication, UAVs
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teams and tele-operated robots. It is essential in all of these applications to have a
clearly defined level of latency and bandwidth regardless of the network size and this
is not possible with any other existing decentralised WMN.
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